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Abstract
There has been great interest in recent times in the use of elastography for the characterization of
human tissue. Digital Image Elasto-Tomography is a novel breast cancer pre-screening technique
under development at the University of Canterbury, which aims to identify and locate stiff areas
within the breast that require further investigation using images of the surface motion alone. A
calibrated array of five digital cameras is used to capture surface motion of the breast under
harmonic actuation. The forward problem, that is the resulting motion for a given mechanical
property distribution, is calculated using the Finite Element Method. The inverse problem is to
find the mechanical properties which reproduce the measured surface motion through numerical
simulation. A reconstruction algorithm is developed using a shape based description to reduce
the number of parameters in the inverse problem. A parallel Genetic Algorithm is developed
for parameter optimization. A geometric method termed Fitness Function Analysis is shown
to improve the inclusion location optimization problem. The ensemble of solutions generated
using the Genetic Algorithm is used to produce an optimal and a credible region for inclusion
location. Successful single frequency phantom reconstructions are presented. An effective way of
combining information from multi-frequency phantom data by examining the characteristics of the
measured surface motion using data quality metrics is developed and used to produce improved
reconstructions. Results from numerical simulation datasets and a two inclusion phantom used to
test the optimization of multiple and ellipsoidal inclusions indicate that although two inclusions
can be successfully reconstructed, the single inclusions assumption may suffice even in irregular,
heterogeneous cases. This assumption was used to successfully locate the stiffest inclusion in
a phantom containing multiple inclusions of differing stiffness based on three multi-frequency
datasets. The methods developed in phantoms are applied to three in vivo cases for both single
and multi-frequency data with limited success.
This thesis builds on previous work undertaken at the University of Canterbury. The original
contributions in this work are as follows. A new reconstruction algorithm combining a genetic al-
gorithm with fitness function analysis is developed. The most realistic tissue mimicking phantoms
to date are used. An ellipsoidal shape-based description is presented, and applied to the first multi-
inclusion reconstructions in DIET. This work presents the first reconstruction using meshes created
directly from data using a meshing algorithm developed by Jonas Biehler. A multi-frequency cost
function is developed to produce the first multi-frequency and in vivo reconstructions using DIET
data.
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Chapter 1
Background and Introduction
1.1 Breast Cancer
Breast cancer is the second most common malignancy among women, accounting for nearly 1 in
3 cancers diagnosed among women in the United States. Approximately 230,000 new cases of
invasive breast cancer and 40,000 breast cancer deaths were expected to occur in women in 2011
in the United States alone [1]. Worldwide, it is estimated that more than one million women are
diagnosed with breast cancer every year, and more than 410,000 will die from the disease [2].
Previously the disease was not considered prevalent enough to warrant the allocation of health
care spending in low and middle income countries [3]. Already an urgent public health problem in
high-income countries, breast cancer is becoming an increasingly urgent problem in low-resource
regions [4]. It is now the most common cancer among women both in developed and developing
regions [5].
Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of basic breast structure. The breast is a modified skin gland
consisting of several duct systems. Each duct system contains numerous lobules, which are the
milk-producing glands. The surrounding tissue is a combination of adipose, i.e. body fat, and
connective tissue, along with blood vessels and lymphatic vessels.
Breast cancer, like any other cancer, is an overgrowth of abnormal cells within the body.
Instead of going through the normal process of apoptosis, or cell death, cancer cells continue to
grow and form new, abnormal cells. As the cancer enlarges, it can acquire the necessary mutations
to move beyond the breast, spread to axillary lymph nodes and eventually to distant organs. The
spread of the cancer through the body is graduated by various stages, with the stage of the cancer
ranging from 0 to VI.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of human breast structure [6].
Stage 0 is a pre-cancerous condition where abnormal cells are found in the ducts or lobules of
the breast. Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a noninvasive condition in which abnormal cells are
found in the lining of a breast duct. Similarly, lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) is a condition in
which abnormal cells are found in the lobules of the breast. Carcinoma in situ will not necessarily
develop into invasive cancer, in fact, most LCIS and some DCIS will not become invasive cancer.
However, at the present time, it is not known how to predict which carcinoma in situ will become
invasive.
The stages I to IV describe the spread of the cancer to lymph nodes and surrounding tissue,
and/or increasing tumor size. Stage I is when an invasive cancer has formed. By stage IV the
cancer has spread to other organs in the body, most often the bones, lungs, liver or brain. Once
this proliferation occurs the survival rate drops significantly, as can be seen in Table 1.1.
1.1.1 Breast Cancer Screening
The rationale behind breast cancer screening is to detect breast cancer at a smaller size and
earlier stage than would be detected by the patient or otherwise, and therefore reduce the number
of women who die from breast cancer. Michaelson et al. found that the survival of patients
with invasive breast carcinoma was a direct function of tumor size, independent of the method of
detection [8]. For the 15 year survival rates found in the Van Nuys Breast Center population [9]
the survival rate increased from 53% for tumors 26-35 mm in diameter to 86% for tumors 10-14
mm in diameter [8] [10].
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Stage 5-year Survival Rate (%)
0 93
I 88
IIA 81
IIB 74
IIIA 67
IIIB 41
IIIC 49
IV 15
Table 1.1: Breast cancer 5 year survival rates by stage from the American Cancer Society and the
National Cancer data base [7].
X-ray mammography is the current gold standard for breast screening, but it has several dis-
advantages [11]. The physical property measured in mammography, x-ray radio-density, exhibits
a relatively low (5%-10%) contrast between healthy and cancerous tissue [12]. This creates dif-
ficulties in patients with higher density breast tissue [13]; a recent study shows mammography
sensitivity in women with dense breasts is only 60% [14]. High density breast tissue is found in
about 30% of women over the age of 50 and in about 50% of women aged 50 and younger [15].
These women are at a higher risk of developing breast cancer, but the development of tumors
may be masked in mammography. This is due to the cancer exhibiting the same x-ray attenua-
tion properties as fibroglandular tissue in breasts with extensive mammographic density [16]. In
addition, young women are not routinely screened because of concerns of x-ray over-exposure.
A high non-compliance rate in mammography screening programmes is observed due to the
expected and/or experienced discomfort associated with the required breast compression [17] [18].
Davy details the many studies of breast pain during mammography and the limited options avail-
able for alleviating it [19]. Manual palpation does not involve severe breast compression, but is not
recommended for screening in the Western world due to poor performance and its high dependence
on operator skill and experience [20].
In areas of the world were health care costs are prohibitive, more accurate diagnostics such
as Ultrasound or MRI are too costly [21]. Limited access to screening in remote or rural areas,
even in developed countries, has been associated with suboptimal screening rates and late-stage
diagnosis of breast cancer [22].
There are no other modalities currently recommended for screening, but there is a need for a
portable, low cost alternative that is less painful than mammography and more effective in women
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with dense breasts.
1.1.2 Alternative and Emerging Breast Imaging Modalities
Nover et al. give a review of both modern breast cancer detection methods and the experimental
techniques that show promise, but require widespread clinical trials to determine their potential
for breast cancer detection [23].
Tomosynthesis is an extension of standard mammography. Multiple images are obtained using
Full Field Digital Mammography (FFDM) with the x-ray at various angles thus allowing the
creation of 3D images [24]. It requires a significant amount of experience to read and interpret
the images, but tomosynthesis may be more comfortable than conventional mammography as it
requires less breast compression [25].
Proton Emission Mammography (PEM) is a Proton Emission Tomography (PET) technique
specifically for breast imaging. PEM can offer high spatial resolution [26], but can encounter
difficulties imaging the posterier of the breast and the technique suffers from high false-positives
due to fat necrosis at prior biopsy locations [27]. Nuclear medicine techniques such as PEM and
PET are expensive and expose the patient to radiation, so would be recommended for high risk
patients only, rather than screening the general population.
Diffuse Optical Imaging (DOI) or Optical Mammography (OM) uses near infrared light to
detect functional abnormalities in tissue [28]. Several groups are currently exploring the potential
of DOI for optical breast imaging [29]. DOI can potentially reveal changes in blood volume and
oxygen saturation that are specific to early stages of cancer [30] [31].
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), also known as Electrical Impedance Scanning (EIS),
measures multiple electrical properties of breast tissue. The conductivity and permittivity of
breast tumors are known to differ significantly from those of normal breast tissues, and EIT is
being studied as a modality for breast cancer imaging to exploit these differences [32]. Cherepenin
et al. developed a three-dimensional EIT system that has shown potential for breast cancer
detection [33]. Soni et al. applied multi-frequency EIT in vivo using a system developed at
Dartmouth College, demonstrating its potential for breast cancer detection [34]. Choi et al. have
developed a reconstruction algorithm for breast tumor imaging using EIT techniques and applied
it in phantom studies [35].
Thermography is an imaging modality in which temperature differences in the breast are
mapped using the natural infrared radiation emitted by tissue. As cancerous tumors obtain nutri-
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ents through neoangiogenisis, i.e. the growth of new blood vessels, as well as through existing blood
vessels, the local temperature of the cancerous region is generally higher than that of surrounding
tissue [36]. The computerized detection of breast cancer using thermography could potentially be
used in the diagnosis of breast cancer [37].
All imaging modalities are based on some contrast between diseased and healthy tissue. Ideally
the contrast is both high and easy to measure. Cancerous tissue is shown to be 200-1400% stiffer
than the surrounding fibroglandular or fatty tissue [38]. This high contrast in stiffness between
diseased and healthy tissue is the basis for tumor detection by both manual palpation and the
various imaging modalities of elastography.
1.2 Elastography
Elastography, first defined by Ophir et al. [39], is a promising technique for diagnosing cancerous
tissue based on its elastic properties. Elastic properties cannot be measured directly, however,
and thus elastography requires that some compression or vibration of the tissue be performed.
The resulting changes in displacements and strains from this compression or vibration can be
measured and related to the underlying elastic structure. Parker et al. detail the development of
elastography over the last twenty years [40]. The main imaging modalities used in elastography
are ultrasound and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
Compression elastography uses a comparison of ultrasound B-scan RF information from tissue
before and after a modest compression [41]. By calculating the derivative of the displacement, i.e.
the strain, an image of relative strain can be produced. The various tissues strain according to
their relative stiffness, thus the strain image can be used to identify relatively stiff areas within
the breast. Quantitative estimates of tissue elasticity have been made by solving the inverse
problem [42], but this is not generally adopted in clinical applications. Recent work on the real-
time solution of the Finite Element (FE) problem of viscoelasticity has been applied to B-scan
images in phantom [43]. The advantages of compression elastography are that it can produce an
image in real time [44] and the ultrasound transducer can be hand-held, allowing highly localized
compression at the region of interest. The disadvantages are that currently only a relative image of
strain is produced; only a 2D plane is imaged and tissue can move out-of-plane during compression;
and deeper organs can be difficult to compress [40].
In vibration amplitude sonoelastography, developed by Lerner et al. [45], a low frequency
vibration (20-1000 Hz) and usually low amplitude (less than 0.1 mm displacement) [46] is exter-
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nally applied to the breast or other tissue under investigation, while the tissue is imaged with
Doppler ultrasound. Doppler detection algorithms are then applied to give a real-time vibration
image. A stiff inhomogeneity within the surrounding soft tissue produces a disturbance in the
normal vibration eigenmode patterns. As a result, isoechoic tumors, i.e. reflecting ultrasound in
a similar manner to surrounding tissue, that are undetectable by conventional ultrasonography
may be distinguished using sonoelasticity imaging because of their altered vibration response.
Three-dimensional imaging with sonoelastography can be achieved with the acquisition of sequen-
tial tomographic slices. This, combined with image segmentation, enables the reconstruction,
quantification and visualization of tumor volumes [47].
Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) uses Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to measure
all three spatial components of the induced tissue displacement. Fowlkes et al. developed a
quasi-static approach to MRE that measures internal tissue strain using the saturation method
[48]. Plewes et al. used the phase-contrast method to obtain quasi-static strain images in vivo
and determined the biomechanical properties of previously detected lesions [49]. This group also
proposed a reconstruction method which reduced the three-dimensional problem to two-dimensions
by imposing approximate plane strain conditions [50].
Muthupillai et al. proposed a dynamic approach to MRE based on the phase contrast imaging
method [51]. As with sonoelasticity imaging, the shear modulus can be computed directly from
local estimates of wavelength. Accurate quantification of wavelength in complex organs such as
the breast can be difficult, therefore this group computed the shear modulus by applying the local
frequency estimation (LFE) technique [52] to MRE data to produce encouraging in vivo results
[53] [54].
Two groups independently proposed a different approach to MRE that measured the me-
chanical properties of soft tissue under steady-state harmonic actuation. Both groups use the
phase-contrast imaging method. Sinkus et al. proposed a direct inversion technique where the
elastic properties are calculated using a system of partial differential equations in which the spa-
tial derivatives of the measured displacements are coefficients [55]. The technique is efficient, but
very sensitive to measurement noise, as the measured data must be differentiated, thus amplifying
any noise. Weaver et al. compute the shear modulus from time-harmonic displacements using an
iterative inversion technique that does not require any data differentiation, but does require the
solution of the three-dimensional inverse elastography problem on a highly resolved FE mesh. This
massive computational overhead was overcome by employing an overlapping sub-zone inversion
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technique [56], which was implemented using parallel computing [57].
The high accuracy and precision of MRI allows for quantitative reconstruction of the mechanical
properties of tissue. MRE has the potential to improve the specificity of breast cancer diagnosis
by imaging various viscoelastic properties of tissue [58] [59], but the high cost is prohibitive for
screening the general population.
1.3 Digital Image Elasto Tomography
Digital Image Elasto-Tomography (DIET) is a novel elastography based breast cancer screening
technique under development at the University of Canterbury [60] [61] [62], which quantifies tissue
stiffness from digital images of the breast under harmonic actuation. It is intended as a low-
cost screening modality suitable for women with denser breasts, without the pain associated with
mammography. The prototype system under development shown in Figure 1.2 is designed to be
portable, thus potentially improving access to screening in remote or rural areas.
Figure 1.2: Image of the DIET prototype during ergonomic testing (left), and a sketch of the
portable protoype (right).
The aim of DIET is to detect the existence and approximate location of a stiffer inclusion which
would require further investigation. It is thus intended to be a pre-screening method, adjunct and
complementary to mammography, particularly for those individuals who may not be eligible due
to age or who do not have ready clinical access to mammography.
The imaging modality in DIET is digital imaging. In conjunction with strobe lighting, digital
imaging sensors capture images of the breast surface while the breast is harmonically actuated from
below. The still images of the breast in motion are converted to displacement data using image
processing algorithms [63]. This displacement data is the input to a reconstruction algorithm
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which produces a three dimensional representation of the internal elastic properties of the breast
and thus identifies any inclusions that require further investigation. Concurrent research into
various motion metrics and minimal elastographic modeling may provide greater constraint for
the reconstruction algorithm [64].
The reconstruction algorithm requires solution of the forward problem, that is to calculate
the resulting motion for a known actuation and given material property model. There have been
two approaches to the DIET forward problem in previous work. Peters used the Finite Element
Method (FEM) [61], whereas Berger et al. developed the Boundary Element Method (BEM) for
DIET [65] [66].
This thesis is concerned with the development and application of a parallel reconstruction
algorithm for DIET using FEM to solve the forward problem. A parallel reconstruction algorithm
is an essential step towards producing an automated clinical system with software based diagnosis,
and thus a system with low operator skill requirements that will provide wider access to breast
cancer screening.
1.4 The DIET Inverse Problem
To perform a reconstruction of mechanical properties of the breast, we must solve the inverse
problem. That is, for the recorded surface motion and the known actuation, what are the internal
material properties of the breast? The elastography inverse problem is non-linear and ill-posed
[67][68]. With a data rich modality, such as MRE, where a near full-volume motion dataset is
acquired, several material properties can be optimized for at each node of an FE model using
regularization techniques [69][59]. In DIET only surface motion data is available, which leads to
a more difficult inverse problem to solve.
Reconstructions by Peters [61] and Beger [66] have solved for the case of a single stiff inclusion
within a less stiff background. Berger used gradient descent methods to optimize for a spherical
inclusion within the volume using numerically simulated data and a phantom test case [66]. The
reconstructed parameters were the radius and stiffness of the inclusion and its location within the
breast. Berger solved for the soft material Young’s modulus by assuming that the volume was
homogeneous and that any inclusion was small. This worked well for small inclusions, but less
well for larger inclusions.
Van Houten et al. have achieved encouraging results with a reconstruction algorithm using
a spherical inclusion in a cylindrical phantom [62]. The reconstruction algorithm was a hybrid
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algorithm of combinatorial optimization with simulated annealing, and gradient descent for the
final convergence to the best fitting solution. The reconstructed parameters were radius, stiffness,
and z-position of the inclusion. Figure 1.3 shows a diagram of the phantom used. Although a
successful reconstruction for such a phantom is a positive result for the DIET project, it is evident
that further development is needed to progress towards a system that can produce successful
reconstructions in a clinical setting.
Figure 1.3: Structure of cylindrical phantom used in the reconstruction by Van Houten et al. [62].
Note the relatively large size of the inclusion and the rotational symmetry of the phantom.
1.4.1 Implicit Surfaces
Implicit surfaces are two-dimensional geometric shapes that exist in three-dimensional space. An
implicit representation of the interface between tumor and healthy breast tissue would be an
isocontour of some function. Radial basis functions (RBFs) are an example of implicit functions
that have been used for reconstruction in electromagnetic tomography. Recent work by Naik et al.
demonstrated the flexibility of radial basis functions in numerical studies of 2D reconstruction to
converge to the correct solution of two separate objects (in their case, land mine-like objects) from
an initial guess of one object [70]. This is a desirable property in the case of the DIET system as
in an eventual clinical situation, multiple areas of high stiffness are a possibility.
Shape based methods use implicit algebraic surfaces such as spheres, ellipsoids and tori to
describe inclusions. The feasibility of shape based methods to simplify the inverse problem in
biological tissue has been demonstrated in Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) [71] and in vibroa-
coustic elastography [72], as well as in earlier phantom studies with the DIET system [62]. In
an alternative approach, Olsen and Throne used element based elastic moduli in 2D for a static
deformation based elastography problem [73]. In the element based approach, each element of the
FE mesh becomes a parameter in the inverse problem. To extend element based elastic moduli
into 3D requires a large increase in the number of parameters. In contrast, shape based methods
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require far fewer additional parameters to move from 2D to 3D. Even complex three dimensional
geometries can be described with a small number of shape parameters [74].
“Blobby” or “metaball” models are a blend of several implicit surfaces, usually spheres and
ellipsoids. They were first proposed by Blinn [75] and are used extensively in computer graphics
to design smooth, complex, organic-appearing shapes [76]. Blobby models consist of a number
of source points in 3D space. The field function D(r) = 1r2 gives the field strength, where r is
the distance from the source. The total field strength at any point in space is the sum of the
field strengths due to all sources within the volume. An isocontour of field strength can be drawn
through this space, which results in a 3D surface. There are various blending methods that can
be applied to give smooth surfaces which are of great interest in computer graphics [76]. Blobby
models using ellipsoids have been used successfully as a coarse level approximation to fit a surface
to point cloud data in 3D [77]. In the case of the DIET project, blending of surfaces is not critical
as the surface will be used inside a mesh of discrete nodes.
The level set approach was first introduced by Osher and Sethian [78]. The idea behind
level sets is rather than parameterize the curve (in 2D) of the inclusion, the curve becomes the
intersection of a surface and the xy plane. In this way, a curve propagating in the plane is replaced
by the problem of a two-dimensional surface evolving in three dimensions. This approach does
not include any a priori assumptions about the geometry, which is advantageous as it allows the
boundary of an inclusion to separate into two inclusions. Ameur et al. used the level set method
for the two-dimensional inclusion problem for linear elasticity [79], which preformed well for 2D
numerical case studies with various shaped single inclusions, but with less success for the two
inclusion case.
1.4.2 The Genetic Algorithm
Once the model, i.e. the the forward problem parameter description, has been decided upon,
the optimal values for the model parameters need to be discovered. Peters et al. exposed the
limited value of using standard gradient techniques in the DIET inverse problem and the need
for stochastic methods to avoid local minima [80]. The potential of the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
in elastography has been demonstrated by Zhang et al. [81]. Olsen and Throne used a GA with
success in a 2D numerical study of breast elastography [73]. In cardiovascular elastography, Khalil
et al. developed a theoretical technique that combines FEM with a GA for characterization of
atherosclerotic plaques in diseased arteries [82]. They concluded that a FEM/GA may serve as
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an effective low-resolution initial guess for discrete inverse formulations. This is the desired level
of reconstruction for a DIET inversion algorithm, identifying regions of high stiffness. Karami et
al. extended the FEM/GA to estimate nonlinear elastic properties of vascular tissue [83]. The
imaging modality used in both studies was Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). This differs
from the surface motion imaging of DIET, however, a combined FEM/GA can be applied to the
DIET inverse problem.
1.4.3 Geometric Methods
Gradient descent methods such as Gauss Newton or the conjugate gradient method are based
on the geometry of the objective function, or cost surface, and use the gradient of the objective
function to descend down to the minimum. These methods converge quickly, but can become
trapped in local minima. Genetic algorithms can avoid local minima, but do not converge quickly
on the global minimum [84]. A brute force search would solve both these problems and identify
the global minimum with certainty, however, for DIET, the high computational cost of each FE
solution makes an efficient parameter search desirable.
Many problems have computationally expensive forward solutions. Response surfaces, that
is multivariate approximations of the computationally expensive function to be optimized, have
been used as a computationally inexpensive way to identify potential minima [85] [86]. Jones
et al. [87] fitted a response surface to data collected by evaluating the objective and constraint
functions at a few points and used this surface to predict optimum values. When searching the
parameter space for a geophysical problem, Sambridge alternates between fitting a surface to the
cost function and evaluating the forward problem [88]. In this work, a different approach to the
problem is presented, termed Fitness Function Analysis (FFA), which makes assumptions about
the geometry of the cost surface and uses these assumptions to generate parameter predictions for
use in the GA.
1.5 Rationale for this Research
There have been major improvements in the DIET imaging system since previous reconstruction
work by Peters et al. [89], Berger [66], and Van Houten et al. [62]. Previous work on phantom
elasticity reconstruction used axisymmetric cylindrical phantoms with the associated FE meshes
constructed from measurements of the phantoms [62] [89]. Only axisymmetric phantom recon-
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structions were possible due to the limited surface coverage provided by the two cameras used for
image capture. The DIET prototype now has five cameras, which allows greater surface coverage;
hundreds rather than tens of fiducials can be tracked on each phantom/breast. Greater surface
coverage allows a patient specific FE mesh to be constructed from the tracked data points [90].
More realistic tissue-mimicking phantoms, including anti-axissymmetric phantoms and phantoms
with small (5 mm radius) inclusions and Young’s moduli comparable to breast tissue, have been
created. In addition, the DIET prototype has been developed to take multi-frequency datasets
and the first in vivo data have been acquired with the DIET prototype.
The improvement in data capture and the the requirement to deal with the added complexities
of multi-frequency and in vivo data drives the need for an improved reconstruction algorithm.
1.6 Objectives
• The nature of the DIET problem is ill-posed, and so a reconstruction method that uses as
few parameters as possible while still being flexible enough to locate an inclusion is optimal.
• As the aim of the DIET project is that it will be used in a clinical setting, specificity as well
as sensitivity is important. The algorithm needs to be flexible enough to produce a positive
result for single inclusions, multiple inclusions, and clearly indicate the case of no inclusions
present.
• The reconstruction algorithm should not be dependent on the initial guess. It should be
rapid, i.e. it should take less time to run than an exhaustive search.
• The material properties of human breast tissue are variable from person to person, so the
algorithm should be able to get a first estimate for the background parameters, storage
modulus and damping ratio, from the motion data.
• Concurrent research into characterizing the surface motion may indicate which area of the
breast an inclusion is located in [64]. The algorithm should therefore be able to accept
constraints from a user as to where to restrict the inclusion location optimization.
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1.7 Thesis Structure
• Chapter 2 describes the construction of the breast phantoms used in this thesis, the collection
of data with the DIET prototype and the forward modeling of the breast motion.
• Chapter 3 describes the reconstruction method developed and applied in this work.
• Chapter 4 details a single frequency phantom study using the reconstruction algorithm. The
phantoms have a storage modulus of approximately 3 kPa, the most realistic phantoms used
in DIET to date. The sensitivity to a priori assumptions is examined for three phantom
cases. The selected a priori assumptions are applied to successfully locate inclusions in two
further phantoms. The optimal and credible regions for inclusion locations are described.
• Chapter 5 describes the use of the first application of a reconstruction algorithm to DIET
multi-frequency datasets. Two methods of creating multi-frequency cost are examined, re-
sulting in a recommendation for multi-frequency cost to be used in reconstructions. Success-
ful phantom multi-frequency reconstructions are presented.
• Chapter 6 details a numerical study of the reconstruction algorithm after it has been de-
veloped to incorporate ellipsoidal and multiple inclusions with recommendations for model
selection. The algorithm is applied to a phantom containing two ‘cancerous’ inclusions and
to a phantom containing multiple inclusions, one of which represents cancer.
• Chapter 7 details the first in vivo reconstruction results in DIET for single and multi-
frequency data. There are three patient datasets. For each patient, both the breast contain-
ing a cancerous mass and the healthy breast were imaged.
• The conclusions are given in Chapter 8 with recommendations for future work given in
Chapter 9.

Chapter 2
Experimental and Forward Simulation
Methods
2.1 Phantom Construction
The phantoms used in this thesis are made from a mix of silicone fluid and A-341 silicone from
Factor II, Inc. A-341 is a unique two component platinum room temperature vulcanization (RTV)
silicone gel and has a wide variety of uses, from prosthetics, special effects and GFAsTM (gel filled
appliances) to various manufacturing applications [91]. By adding various amounts of silicon fluid
to the A-341, the elasticity of the silicone can be adjusted gradually. The phantoms were con-
structed to be tissue-mimicking and as such their Young’s modulus was based on tissue elasticity
measurements by Samani et al. [38]. Samani et al. have developed specialized techniques to
measure tissue elasticity of normal breast tissues and tumor specimens and applied them to 169
fresh ex vivo breast tissue samples including fat and fibroglandular tissue as well as a range of
benign and malignant breast tumor types. The results are reproduced in Table 2.1.
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Breast tissue type Number of samples Young’s modulus (kPa)
mean ± STD
Normal fat 71 3.25 ± 0.91
Normal fibroglandular tissue 26 3.24 ± 0.61
Fibroadenoma 16 6.41 ± 2.86
Low-grade IDC 12 10.40 ± 2.60
ILC 4 15.62 ± 2.64
DCIS 4 16.32 ± 1.55
Fibrocystic disease 4 17.11 ± 7.35
Intermediate-grade IDC 21 19.99 ± 4.2
High-grade IDC 9 42.52 ± 12.47
IMC 1 20.21
Fat necrosis 1 4.45
Table 2.1: Breast tissue characteristics from Samani et al. [38]
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The phantoms are constructed as follows:
• The silicone is mixed to produce the desired stiffness. The various mixtures are given in
Table 2.2. The Young’s moduli are known from previous material testing [61].
• The liquid silicone is degassed in a venturi vacuum chamber, shown in Figure 2.1, to avoid
air bubbles forming in the silicone as it cures.
• The silicone is cured for several hours, producing solid silicone, Figure 2.2, which is then
shaved into inclusions, Figure 2.3. The ‘cancerous’ inclusions are carved from type 1 silicone,
with a Young’s modulus of 27 kPa, thus giving the ‘cancer’ an approximately ten times
contrast from the background stiffness. The inclusion material used in this thesis is the
same composition as the background material for phantoms used in previous work [62]. The
type 2 inclusions are used to provide varying material properties, i.e. not a completely
homogeneous background within phantom, with their material properties comparable to
breast tissue with a Young’s modulus ≈ 7 kPa.
• The inclusions are suspended in the breast mold, Figure 2.4, while the background silicone
is poured into the mold to form the phantom. The wires are removed once the silicone is
cured.
• The final step is to pour a 10 mm layer of type 1 silicone on to the phantom to attach a
plastic plate containing metal bolts, shown in Figure 2.5. This is a practical necessity which
allows the phantom to be attached to the DIET acquisition system.
• The finished phantom is shown in Figure 2.6 together with the breast mold.
Silicone Young’s
Type A-341 Silicone modulus Tissue
(%) Fluid (%) (kPa)
1 100 0 27 Invasive carcinoma
2 75 25 7 Fibroadenoma and low-grade IDC
background 50 50 3 Normal fat and fibroglandular tissue
Table 2.2: The composition of silicone used in the phantoms with the Young’s modulus and tissue
it is used to represent.
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Figure 2.1: Degassing of the liquid silicone. The silicone is placed in a venturi vacuum chamber
for 20 minutes to remove any air bubbles from the silicone.
Figure 2.2: The silicone before it is shaved to form inclusions.
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Figure 2.3: A sample of the inclusions.
Figure 2.4: Inclusions suspended in the breast mold.
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Figure 2.5: Final stage of phantom construction. Silicone is poured over a plastic plate with
attached bolts. The bolts allow the phantom to be attached to a metal plate and placed in the
DIET prototype.
Figure 2.6: Finished phantom together with the breast mold.
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2.2 Data Collection
All data in this thesis, with the exception of numerically simulated data, were acquired using the
DIET prototype system, detailed in Lotz et al. [92]. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic of the DIET
acquisition system together with a photograph of the interior of the DIET prototype. The patient
lies on the DIET table with one breast hanging pendant through a hole and making contact with
the actuator. The actuator is used to induce steady-state vibrations in the breast. An array of five
digital cameras captures images of the steady-state oscillating breast surface using a synchronized
strobe lighting system [93]. Randomly placed, colored fiducial markers are applied to provide
robust tracking of the surface motion [94]. Calibration of the camera system is performed prior
to breast imaging using a specially developed calibration object [63] allowing the still images of
the fiducials to be converted into three dimensional point locations. Figure 2.8 shows an image
collected using the DIET prototype. The red, green and blue dots are the fiducials used to track
the motion of the breast surface.
breast
digital 
imaging 
sensors
actuation
(a) Schematic of DIET acquisition system. (b) Photograph of the interior of the DIET proto-
type.
Figure 2.7: Schematic of DIET acquisition system. The breast is harmonically actuated from
below. Calibrated digital imaging sensors together with strobe lights are used to capture the
surface motion of the breast.
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Figure 2.8: Image collected during DIET data acquisition. The red, blue and green dots are
colored paper, which serve as fiducials to track the surface motion. The phantom imaged here
is in motion, but the image is not blurred due to the synchronization of the strobe lights and
actuator.
2.3 Finite Element Model
The reconstruction algorithm requires solution of the forward problem, that is to calculate the
resulting motion for a known actuation and given material property model.
Assuming a homogeneous, isotropic, linearly elastic medium, the displacement and elastic
properties are related by the following equation,
∇ · µ∇u +∇(λ+ µ)∇ · u = ρ∂
2u
∂t2
(2.1)
where µ and λ are the lame´ parameters, u is the displacement, and body forces, such as gravity,
have been assumed to be negligible.
There are several shortcomings of using a linear isotropic model for human tissue, which is
hyperelastic, anisotropic and inhomogeneous. The static deformation due to gravity will change
the tissue response from place to place due to the non-linearities in the tissue. It is assumed in this
work that gravitational loading generates an initial set of large, static deformations, after which
the light vibrations applied to the tissue are assumed to produce a small, linearly viscoelastic
response around the deformed geometry. This relative difference in mechanical properties is the
basis for the DIET reconstruction algorithm.
Skin is anisotropic and hyperelasitc [95], but can be successfully approximated by an isotropic
and linear elastic model [96] provided that the strain does not exceed 50% [95], [97]. Elastography
using MRI as an imaging modality has been shown to produce successful reconstructions for both
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breast [98] and brain [99] tissue assuming a linearly viscoelastic, isotropic model. The linear,
isotropic model is also used in Ultrasound Elastography [100] [101]. In DIET we must be cautious
of introducing extra parameters without any gain in solution resolution because of the already
poorly posed problem of reconstructing elastic properties from surface motion. Thus, following
the previously mentioned MRE and ultrasound elastography methodology, a linearly viscoelastic
material model is assumed in this thesis.
To solve Eq. 2.1, the problem is converted to a Finite Element problem, and a simple viscoelastic
model using springs and dashpots is used to model the lossy nature of biological tissues. The
nearly incompressible model is used for the forward simulations in this thesis. Peters found that
a Poisson’s ratio, ν, of 0.45 produced acceptable forward simulation results [61], thus Poisson’s
ratio is fixed at 0.45 for the forward simulations, with the shear modulus, µ and Lame´ parameter
λ related to the Young’s modulus, E by
µ =
E
2(1 + ν)
(2.2)
and
λ =
2µν
1 + 2ν
(2.3)
The viscous response of a dashpot introduces a time varying term into the constituent equations.
For DIET, the forward problem is time harmonic and so this time varying term is implemented
by assuming a frequency-dependent and complex valued Young’s modulus, E∗.
Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of a Voigt element, a purely viscous damper and purely elastic
spring connected in parallel.
To illustrate a complex valued Young’s modulus, consider the Voigt model, shown in Figure 2.9
consisting of a linear spring with Young’s modulus, E, and a dashpot with viscosity, η. Because
the two components of the model are in parallel the strains, , must be equal,
 = 1 = 2. (2.4)
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The total stress, σ is the sum of the stresses in each component,
σ = σ1 + σ2 (2.5)
which, using the stress-strain relationships for a spring and a dashpot, can be expressed as,
σ = E+ η˙ (2.6)
In the DIET forward problem the stress and strain are time harmonic, so assuming linear behavior
strain and stress become,
 = ¯sin(ωt) (2.7)
σ = σ¯sin(ωt+ δ) (2.8)
where ¯ and σ¯ are the amplitude of strain and stress respectively, t is the time, ω is the angular
frequency, and δ is the phase difference between stress and strain. The storage modulus, E′, is a
measure of the stored energy, representing the elastic property of the element, where
E′ =
σ¯
¯
cos(δ). (2.9)
The loss modulus, E′′, is the energy dissipated as heat, which represents the viscous property of
the element, where
E′′ =
σ¯
¯
sin(δ). (2.10)
The dynamic modulus E∗, is a complex number combining the storage and loss moduli,
E∗ = E
′
+ iE
′′
. (2.11)
where E
′
= E and E
′′
= ωη. The equivalent of Eq. 2.6 for the time-harmonic case then becomes
σ¯ = E∗¯. (2.12)
Similarly, the complex versions of the moduli in Eqs. 2.2 & 2.3 are given by
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µ∗ =
E∗
2(1 + ν)
(2.13)
and
λ∗ =
2µ∗ν
1 + 2ν
(2.14)
It is important to note that the Voigt model described here is used purely as an illustration of the
concept of complex moduli, and that in this work no direct comparison to any rheological model is
made. The phantoms and tissue material properties in this work are characterized by the storage
modulus E′, and the damping parameter ζ, where
E′′ = ζE′. (2.15)
The basic Finite Element code used for all forward simulations in this thesis was written by
Peters and Berger. A description of the Finite Element Method is given in Appendix A. The code
was modified to become a parallel subroutine of the reconstruction algorithm presented here.
2.3.1 Mesh Generation and Boundary Conditions
In order to solve Eq. 2.1 using FEM, a mesh of the breast must be created. Biehler used a
surface fitting technique to create a mesh from the tracked fidicuals on the breast surface [90].
The surface fitting is done using the FASTRBFTM toolbox from Farfield Technology [102] for
fitting and evaluating radial basis functions. This development allows a patient specific mesh to
be created for each dataset, an important step for the DIET project as it removes the requirement
to measure the breast geometry, or to use a standardized breast mesh for all patients. All the
meshes used in this thesis are composed of linear tetrahedral elements.
The boundary conditions are applied at the actuator and the chest wall. Figure 2.10 shows the
location of boundary nodes used in various numerical, phantom and in vivo experiments. Note the
meshes in Figures 2.10b and 2.10c, created from phantom and in vivo datasets respectively, are
inverted because the DIET fiducial positioning is with the z axis positive downwards. The applied
motion is the boundary condition at the actuator and the nodes at the chest wall are considered
fixed. The chest wall boundary condition is a simplification of what is occurring in vivo. Samani
et al. approximated the chest wall by fitting a third-order polynomial to MRI data and assuming
zero displacement at the fitted surface. [103]. Bhatti & Sridhar-Keralapura constrain displacement
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(a) The mesh used for numerical validation of
GA and FFA.
(b) A mesh used in phantom reconstructions
(c) A mesh used in an in vivo reconstruction.
Figure 2.10: Location of the boundary conditions for the numerical, phantom and in vivo FE
simulations. The location of the nodes with boundary conditions are indicated in blue. The nodes
at the actuator have the displacement from the actuator applied. The nodes at the chest wall have
zero displacement applied.
to zero in all directions on the chest wall boundary in their software phantom for biomechanical
modeling of elastography [104]. The same Dirichlet boundary condition of zero displacement at
the chest wall is assumed in this work, however, at this stage in DIET development the chest wall
is approximated by a flat surface. More sophisticated methods of modeling chest wall topography
are used in other imaging modalities, for example, Rajagopal et al. customized finite element
models by automatically fitting geometrical models to segmented data from breast MRIs [105].
Chapter 3
Reconstruction Methods
The reconstruction algorithm developed for this work, which aims to solve for internal material
properties from external surface motion, consists of five parts:
1. A shape based parameter description to simplify the inverse problem
2. Projection of the measured data onto a Finite Element mesh
3. Comparison of measured motion to simulated motion using a cost function
4. Optimization of parameters
5. Image reconstruction
Sections 3.1 to 3.6 detail each part of the algorithm. The computational implementation and
validation of the parameter optimization algorithm is described in section 3.7.
3.1 Model Selection
In DIET, motion data is available only on the surface, yet the reconstruction of material properties
is desired throughout the whole volume. To produce a solution, the inverse problem must be
simplified to identifying areas of high stiffness within the breast. This simplification is satisfactory,
as DIET is not intended to be a standalone diagnostic tool, but an initial screening technique used
to identify any stiff areas within the breast that require further investigation.
In order to choose a description of the model to optimize in the DIET reconstruction problem,
one must assess what is required. Level sets and radial basis functions potentially offer a large
array of complex geometries for relatively few parameters. The goal of DIET is to identify any
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stiff areas within the breast where the level of detail required for the boundary of this area need
not be high. Given that the priority of the DIET system is centroid location rather than geometric
accuracy, spherical and ellipsoidal inclusion models were chosen for the reconstruction, as these
are a reasonable approximations to a breast mass. At the present time, only the location and
approximate shape and stiffness of an inclusion is required, so a simple algebraic surface of a
sphere or ellipsoid will be used in the reconstruction algorithm, rather than blobby models.
The model (θ) used to describe the breast tissue is the collection of material parameters together
with an algebraic surface describing the inclusion. In this thesis the terminology background refers
to those parameters which describe the material properties of the tissue outside the inclusion. The
term inclusion is used to refer to both phantom inclusions and in vivo breast masses. The model
parameters are:
• E′B Background storage modulus
• ζB Background damping parameter
• xc, yc, zc Inclusion center
• R Inclusion radius (spherical inclusion)
• E′I Inclusion storage modulus
• ζI Inclusion damping parameter
• v1,2,3 The three semi-axes lengths of an ellipsoidal inclusion
• α, β, γ Inclusion rotation about the x, y, z axes (ellipsoidal inclusion)
The model for a spherical inclusion, θ(E′B , ζB , xc, yc, zc, R,E
′
I , ζI), or an ellipsoidal inclusion
θ(E′B , ζB , v1, v2, v3, xc, yc, zc, α, β, γ, E
′
I , ζI), is implemented into the Finite Element equation by
testing each node within the mesh. Nodes are classified as inside or outside the inclusion and their
material property values are allocated accordingly. Node i lies within a spherical inclusion if
(xi − xc)2 + (yi − yc)2 + (zi − zc)2 ≤ R2 (3.1)
for an inclusion of radius R and center (xc, yc, zc).
Nine parameters are required to describe an ellipsoidal inclusion in three-dimensional space:
three parameters to describe the center of the ellipsoid, three for the length of each semi-axis, and
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Figure 3.1: Parameters used to describe an ellipsoid in 3D space: center, axis length, and rotation.
three for the rotation of the ellipsoid about the x, y, z axes. A diagram of the nine parameters is
given in Figure 3.1. A point in 3D space, x, lies inside the ellipsoid when
(x− c)TRTV −1R(x− c) ≤ 1, (3.2)
where c is the location of the center of the ellipsoid (xc, yc, zc), and the square of the semi-axis
lengths, v1, v2, v3, comprise the matrix V,
V =

v21 0 0
0 v22 0
0 0 v23
 , (3.3)
and R is the rotation matrix combining rotations, α, β, γ about the three axes.
Rx(α) =

1 0 0
0 cos(α) sin(α)
0 −sin(α) cos(α)
 (3.4)
Ry(β) =

cos(β) 0 −sin(β)
0 1 s0
sin(β) 0 cos(β)
 (3.5)
Rz(γ) =

cos(γ) sin(γ) 0
−sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
0 0 1
 (3.6)
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For multiple ellipsoidal inclusions, each node is tested using Eq. 3.2, with the appropriate values
of xc, yc, zc, v1,2,3, α, β, γ.
3.2 Projection of point data onto the mesh
The data acquisition process uses intentional aliasing to capture steady state motion over several
cycles [93]. This is a practical necessity as the commercial-grade cameras used in the DIET system
cannot achieve high enough imaging rates to accurately capture time-harmonic motion within a
single cycle.
The steady state oscilation of a point about an origin, such as the motion of a fiducial in DIET,
can be expressed using a time-harmonic displacement vector, defined at any time t as
u¯(t) = <{ueiωt} , (3.7)
where ω is the frequency of the system, and the amplitude u is complex, u = uR + iuI. The
motion of the fiducial can also be described using a real-valued amplitude, u˜, and phase, ψ,
u¯(t) = <
{
u˜i(ωt+ψ)
}
(3.8)
.
Eq. 3.8 can be converted to the format of Eq. 3.7 by relating the real-valued amplitude, u˜, and
phase, ψ, to a complex amplitude u, as follows
<(ueiωt) = <(u˜ei(ωt+ψ)
<(ueiωt) = <(u˜eiωteψ)
u = u˜eiψ
uR + iuI = u˜cos(φ)− iu˜sin(ψ)
(3.9)
The measured complex displacement expressed in Eq. 3.9 is in now the same format as the complex
displament output at each node of the FE simulation, uc,
uc = <(uc) + =(uc)i (3.10)
A patient specific mesh is created from each dataset, thus the surface of the mesh is a best-fit
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surface through the location of all the tracked fiducials in 3D space. The node locations, where
the motion is simulated, and the fiducial locations, where the motion is measured, do not coincide.
To compare the simulated with the measured motion, the centre of the fitted ellipse is projected
onto the mesh. The nodal motions are then interpolated to the location of the projected point on
the mesh. The projection of point data onto the mesh surface was simplified from previous work
[61] to improve calculation time. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Find the nearest surface element to the center of the ellipse.
2. Project the center of the ellipse onto the mesh using the normal to the plane passing through
the three nodes of the surface element.
3. Calculate the basis functions needed to interpolate from the nodes to the projected point.
4. Confirm the data point is correctly projected. If not, go to next nearest element and repeat
steps 2-4 until either the point is correctly projected, or 10 surface elements have been
checked.
5. If point cannot be projected onto an element, project onto the closest edge.
3.2.1 Projection onto a surface element
Figure 3.2: Diagram of a point projected onto a surface element. p is the point to be projected,
y is the projected point on the element shaded in gray and x1,x2,x3 are the three nodes of the
surface element.
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the point, p, to be projected onto a surface element. The nearest surface
element to the point is found by finding the total distance d between p and the three nodes
x1,x2,x3 associated with each surface element.
d =
√
(x1 − p)2 + (x2 − p)2 + (x3 − p)2 (3.11)
The nearest surface element is assumed to be the one with the smallest value of d. The projected
point y on the element is found using
y = p +D · nˆ (3.12)
where nˆ is the unit normal vector from the plane passing through the three nodes,
nˆ =
(x2 − x1)× (x2 − x1)
|(x2 − x1)× (x3 − x1)| (3.13)
and D is the perpendicular distance from p to the surface element,
D = nˆ · (p− xi) (3.14)
where xi is any of the nodes of the surface element. Figure 3.3 shows the three triangles created
from the projected point. The basis functions are calculated using
φi =
ai
A
(3.15)
where ai is the area of the basis and A is the area of the surface element.
If
n∑
i=1
φi > 1 the projected point lies outside the surface element. There are two reasons for
this occurring: the nearest surface element found by the three closest nodes may not be the correct
element as illustrated in Figure 3.4a; or the point is above an edge as illustrated in Figure 3.4b.
If the closest nodes do not provide the correct element, this is rectified by looping around the 10
closest surface elements until
n∑
i=1
φi = 1.
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Figure 3.3: Calculation of basis functions for the projected point. The basis function is calculated
using φi =
ai
A , where ai is the area of the each triangle and A is the area of the surface element.
b
a
(a) The tracked point, shown in red, appears closer
to the smaller element, b, than element a, when us-
ing total node distance to identify the closest ele-
ment. This is rectified by looping around the ten
closest elements until
n∑
i=1
φi = 1.
surface ele
ment surface element
(b) Cross-sectional view of the part of the mesh sur-
face. A point lying within the shaded region can
not be projected to lie within either element, so is
projected onto the edge between the two elements.
Figure 3.4: Reasons why
n∑
i=1
φi > 1 , i.e. the point is projected onto an incorrect surface element
3.2.2 Projection onto an element edge
If a closest element cannot be found, it is because the point lies in the shaded area illustrated in
Figure 3.4b. The closest edge has the smallest value of dedge, where
dedge =
|(m− n)× (m− p)|
|m− n| (3.16)
Figure 3.5 illustrates the point, p, projected onto a surface element edge, mn.
The point is projected onto the closest edge using
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of a point projected onto a surface element edge. p is the point to be
projected, y is the projected point on the element edge, and m, n are the nodes associated with
the edge.
y = m + lˆ · ~|my| (3.17)
where
|my| =
√
(m1 − p1)2 + (m2 − p2)2 + (m3 − p3)2 − d2edge (3.18)
and lˆ is the unit vector along the closest edge, simply
lˆ =
(m1 − n1)i + (m2 − n2)j + (m3 − n3)k
| ~(mn)|
(3.19)
where i, j,k are the unit vectors in the x, y, z directions respectively. The basis functions are used
to interpolate the calculated nodal motions, uic to motion at the projection point, u
p
c
upc = a1u
1
c + a2u
2
c + a3u
3
c (3.20)
3.3 Cost Function
In optimization, the function to be optimized is generally termed the objective function. In genetic
algorithm terminology the function to be optimized is commonly known as the cost function or
simply cost, or fitness of the model. In this work cost or fitness is used to refer to the function
to be optimized. There are four cost functions used in this thesis to assess the quality of the fit
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between the model (θ) and the data:
• Squared difference, ΦSQ(θ)
• Weighted squared difference, Φ(θ)
• Correlation cost, Γ(θ)
• Phase difference in the z direction, τ(θ)
The squared difference, Φ(θ)SQ, between measured motion, um and calculated motion, uc, is given
by
ΦSQ(θ) = (um − uc) ∗ (um − uc). (3.21)
Expressed for the three components of motion, x, y, z for the n tracked fiducials gives,
ΦSQ(θ) =
n∑
i=1
∑
j
(uij − f(θ)ij) ∗ (uij − f(θ)ij), j = x, y, z (3.22)
where uij is the measured motion, f(θ)ij is the calculated motion at fiducial i, in dimension j.
Introducing the uncertainty in the ellipse fit, to give weighted cost,
Φ(θ) =
n∑
i=1
∑
j
(uij − f(θ)ij) ∗ (uij − f(θ)ij)
2ij
, j = x, y, z (3.23)
where and 2ij is the uncertainty of the ellipse fitting at fiducial i, in dimension j. The calculation
of 2 is described in section 3.3.1.
Correlation is a measure of how similar two distributions are and is normalized to be in the
interval [−1, 1]. In a gradient method, it would be desirable to have an analytic derivate of cost,
which can be calculated for squared error, to speed up the iterations. There is no requirement for
the objective function in DIET to be squared error because the optimization is performed using a
Genetic Algorithm which does not require differentiation of the cost function. The cost function
must be able to be minimized, so correlation over the interval [−1, 1] can not be simply employed
as a cost function. The correlation, corr, between two variables is given by,
corr(X,Y ) =
cov(X,Y )
σXσY
(3.24)
where σ is the variance and cov the covariance of the variables X and Y . To create an objective
function Γ, that can be minimized,
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of how the phase difference is calculated. The smaller of angle a or b is
the phase difference.
Γ = Σni 1− corr(umi ,uci ) (3.25)
where um is the measured motion and uc is the calculated motion of the n data points.
Concurrent research has found the phase difference in the z component of motion may indicate
in which segment of the breast the inclusion is located [64]. The phase, φ, is calculated from the
real and imaginary parts of the displacement, u, by
φ = tan−1
(=(u)
<(u)
)
(3.26)
The phase difference is calculated as the smaller of angle a and b, illustrated in Figure 3.6, giving
a cost τ
τ = Σni φ
m
i − φci (3.27)
where φm is the measured phase and φc is the calculated phase of the n data points.
3.3.1 Motion Model Uncertainty
The motion of each tracked fiducial over the motion cycle is modeled as ellipse in 3D space. The
motion of the fiducial is described by Eq. 3.9. The fitted motion comprises an amplitude and
phase for the ellipse in each dimension, x, y, z and a location for the center of the ellipse. Figure
3.7 shows an example of a high quality and low quality ellipse fit. The uncertainty of the ellipse
fit compares the motion of the fiducial marker to the fitted ellipse. The uncertainty, 2, of the
ellipse fit for each tracked fiducial in each direction (x, y, z) is calculated using
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(a) Good ellipse fit. 2x = 0.2054× 10−5, 2y =
0.1221× 10−5, 2z = 0.3421× 10−5.
(b) Poor ellipse fit. The fiducial is either
not following an elliptical path, or is not well
tracked. 2x = 0.0191 × 10−3, 2y = 0.1390 ×
10−3, 2z = 0.0422× 10−3.
Figure 3.7: Two examples of best-fit ellipses and the fiducials used to generate them. The ellipse
in Figure 3.7a is more reliable because the tracked points lie closer to the fitted ellipse. The ellipse
in Figure 3.7b will contribute less to the cost, Φ because it has a larger uncertainty, 2.
2i =
∑k
j=1(δij)
2
(n− 3) , i = x, y, z (3.28)
where δ is the absolute difference between each of the k tracked motion points and the corre-
sponding location on the fitted ellipse. The measured motion, um, thus has an uncertainty in each
direction x, y, z given by Eq. 3.28.
3.3.2 Data Quality Metrics
The benefits of examining the frequency characteristics of the phantoms are two fold: troublesome
frequencies must be identified and removed from the inverse problem in order to achieve successful
reconstructions, and the information obtained is used to create a combined weighted cost function
using multiple frequencies using Eq. 3.35. Measures of data quality that may be examined include:
mean displacement, signal to noise and coverage. The mean displacement, µA, of N ellipses is
calculated simply as
µA =
∑N
i=1 u¯i
N
, (3.29)
where u¯i is the magnitude of the displacement for the i
th fitted ellipse.
The signal to noise ratio, SNR, for each ellipse is calculated as
SNRellipse =
u¯

, (3.30)
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where u¯ is the magnitude of the displacement of the ellipse, and  is the standard deviation of the
distance of the tracked fiducial from the fitted ellipse as calculated in Eq. 3.28. The mean SNR
is calculated over each of the N ellipses using
SNR =
N∑
i=1
SNRi
N
(3.31)
Signal to noise in this sense is really a measure of any non-elliptical nature of the motion at a
particular point. In reality, this may be due to measurement errors in the motion tracking system,
or due to non-linear elastic behavior, i.e. non-elliptical motion paths, in the motions themselves.
In the latter case, the linearly viscoelastic FE model that underlies the DIET reconstruction
algorithm would not be adequate and thus the characterization of noise really indicates data-
model mismatch.
There are two measures of data coverage that can easily be quantified for a DIET dataset.
The simplest is the overall number of fiducials that have been tracked successfully by the camera
system. The other method is to calculate the percentage of the breast surface that contains
associated motion information. The surface elements of the breast mesh already divide up the
breast surface into approximately equal areas. The top of the breast and the breast area within
the actuator contact can not be imaged, so these are not counted as part of the imageable area.
The remaining elements can be assessed as having a measurement associated with them or not.
The data coverage (χ) is then calculated using
χ =
ηdata
ηtotal
(3.32)
where ηdata is the number of surface elements that have at least one data point associated with
them, and ηtotal is the total number of surface elements, not including those associated with
boundary conditions.
3.3.3 Multi-Frequency Cost
Chapter 5 introduces the first multi-frequency DIET datasets. There has been much work on
multi-objective optimization, which simultaneously optimizes multiple and sometimes conflicting
objectives subject to constraints [106]. For the DIET tumor location optimization problem, the
objectives are not conflicting, however some way of combining multiple cost functions is still
required. Each frequency, i, has its own cost function, Φi. The genetic algorithm is explained in
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the following section, but for clarity in describing the multi-frequency cost functions I shall define
some terminology here.
Chromosome: The combination of parameters used to describe a particular model, θ.
Population: The collection of chromosomes at the current iteration of the algorithm.
There are a multitude of possible ways to combine cost functions. In this work, two multi-frequency
cost functions are examined: ranking and normalizing.
Ranking of the model
In this method, the cost for each chromosome, Φ(θ), in the population is calculated for each
frequency. For each frequency, the N chromosomes are ranked from best (1) to worst (N) according
to their relative cost. For example, chromosome 1 may be the best solution for 16 Hz data so
would get a rank of 1 for 16 Hz, and be the 6th best solution at 18 Hz so would get a rank of 6
for 18 Hz, and so on for all the frequencies. The aggregate cost (AC) for a particular chromosome
across all frequencies is found using
AC =
l∑
i
rank(Φ(θ)i) (3.33)
where rank(Φ)i is the rank of the chromosome for frequency i of the l frequencies.
Normalizing the Cost Functions
In order to sum the cost functions from multiple frequencies, the costs must be combined in some
way that does not give bias to some datasets. Bias can arise from the data set having more data
points and the displacement being larger. To compensate for these two biases, each chromosomes’
(θ) cost at the ith frequency, Φ(θ)i, is normalized, Φ(θ)i, by
Φ(θ)i =
Φ(θ)
kµA
, (3.34)
Where µA is the mean displacement over the k measurement points. The combined normalized
cost, Φ(θ)C , for l frequencies is then
Φ(θ)C =
l∑
i
Φ(θ)i (3.35)
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For Γ the cost for each frequency is already normalized as the cost is based on correlation. The
combined cost, ΓC across the l frequencies is simply,
Γ(θ)C =
l∑
i
Γ(θ)i (3.36)
3.3.4 Multi-Frequency Mesh Generation
Each fiducial is projected on to a mesh created from point cloud data as described in section 3.2.
The advantage of creating a mesh from the data is that each mesh is patient specific, without the
need for extra measurements of the patient’s breast. The disadvantage of this is that if the tracking
of fiducials is weak, the mesh is affected. Meshes created from in vivo data highlight weaknesses
in the DIET data collection system that need to be rectified in the inverse problem. Figure 3.8a
shows a faulty mesh generated when there is poor motion tracking with some of the fiducials. This
is an extreme example from an in vivo data set, MS016T, which is discussed in Chapter 7, used
here to illustrate the effect poor motion tracking can have on mesh construction. From the location
of projected points (red) in Figure 3.8a it is obvious that the assumptions used in the projection
algorithm break down with such an ill shaped mesh. Any mesh projection calculation using the
algorithm described in section 3.2 then becomes erroneous. For multi-frequency reconstructions,
the same data can be projected onto a better quality mesh created from a different frequency, as
shown in Figure 3.8b, or that frequency can simply be discarded in the inverse problem.
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(a) Mesh using 26Hz data
(b) 26Hz data projected on to the 20Hz mesh.
Figure 3.8: A particularly bad example of mesh generation from poorly tracked point cloud data.
The data is from an in vivo data set (MS016T) used in Chapter 7. The green dots are the 3D
tracked location of the data, the red dots are the corresponding projected data point locations.
Note the erroneous projection in Figure 3.8a and how this can be corrected for by using a mesh
from a different frequency dataset shown in Figure 3.8b.
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3.4 Parameter Optimization
In addition to standard gradient techniques, there are a multitude of stochastic and heuristic
techniques available for optimization. The are several factors to consider in determining the
choice of optimization algorithm for DIET. At the time of algorithm development, only numerical
simulation data were available. The shape of the phantom and in vivo cost surfaces were unknown
and thus an algorithm with great flexibility with regard to the cost surface was desired. There
is also the possibility that at some future date, a more complex cost function may be used. For
example ultrasound may be combined with DIET, or a qualitative cost function such as suggesting
an area for a likely tumor location may be employed.
The algorithm must not require training data because DIET is at such an early stage in terms of
clinical trial development that there are few data sets for training. This discounts any algorithms
which make use of a learning paradigm, such as artificial neural networks.
Local search algorithms move from solution to solution within the search space by iteratively
applying local changes until a optimal solution is found, or a certain number of iterations have
elapsed. [107]. The DIET optimization algorithm must be able to overcome the problem of possible
multiple local minima. There are local search algorithms capable of this. Stochastic hill climbing
is one such technique, where the probably of model selection varies with the ‘steepness’ of the
uphill move. The stochastic element allows sub-optimal solutions to be accepted in order for the
algorithm to avoid becoming trapped in local minima. Simulated annealing is a similar technique,
where the probability of moving to a sub-optimal solution becomes increasingly unlikely as the
number of iterations increase.
It is envisaged that the eventual clinical system will have standalone reconstruction software,
most likely implemented on multi-core processors and possibly in combination with graphics pro-
cessing units (GPUs). Although gradient methods and local search algorithms can be parallelized
to the extent that multiple starting points can be used and evaluated simultaneously, they are not
particularly well suited to parallelization.
Heuristic algorithms that are readily adaptable to parallelization include Particle Swarm Op-
timization (PSO)[108] and Genetic Algorithms [109]. In particle swarm optimization, a ‘particle’
is a candidate solution. Each particle searches for better positions in the search space by changing
its velocity defined by a set of rules based on the behavior of schools of fish or flocks of birds. In
Genetic Algorithms, the solutions are ‘chromosomes’ which are improved by evolutionary opera-
tors. The two classes of algorithm are similar. Both start with a randomly generated population
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of solutions and then update their population using a stochastic element. The major difference
between PSO and GAs is the exchange of information between solutions. In PSO the only the
best particle shares its location with all the other particles, whereas in the GA chromosomes share
genetic information with each other. Both PSOs and GAs are very adaptable to changes in cost
function. All that is required is that there is some way of scoring models against each other; there
is no requirement that the derivative of the cost function exits.
Resolution of the solution is also important in DIET, but this has to be weighed against the
expense of solving the forward problem, which in DIET is a Finite Element calculation. If the cost
function was trivial, a technique such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo could be employed to explore
the solution space. This is not applicable to the DIET forward problem as the FEM calculation
is not trivial to solve, but some indication of solution resolution is desirable. PSOs and GAs both
use populations of solutions to explore the parameter space, thus they provide an ensemble of
solutions across the parameter space.
A decision must be made as to the choice of algorithm for DIET. PSOs and GAs are well
suited to the DIET optimization problem. Previous work showed promise using quasi-genetic
operators [80] and thus the GA was selected as the optimization method. GAs do come with some
disadvantages, however. They can be slow to converge, requiring more time and computational
expense than gradient methods. Two approaches are taken to mitigate this, the parallelization of
the algorithm to reduce overall execution time, and the development of Fitness Function Analysis
(FFA) to improve the speed of convergence.
3.4.1 The Genetic Algorithm
GAs aim to mimic the process of natural selection by iteratively ‘breeding’ good solutions to
produce better solutions. The initial population of solutions is randomly picked from the parameter
space, then genetic operators are applied to iteratively improve the population to find the optimum
solution. The GA is illustrated in Figure 3.9. The terminology used is described below.
• Encoding: The process of converting a parameter value into a form that can be used in the
genetic algorithm operators.
• Gene: A particular parameter value once encoded.
• Chromosome: The combination of genes used to describe a particular model.
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• Natural Selection: The sorting of chromosomes by their cost. Those that best fit the data
are selected for mating.
• Mating: Combining genes from two chromosomes to produce new models.
• Mutation: The random process of altering some genes to produce new models.
Mate
Calculate
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Natural Selection
Encode models as chromosomes
Mutate
Convergence?
yes
no
Decode chromosomes to get new models
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Randomly generate
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Figure 3.9: Flow chart of the Genetic Algorithm.
In nature, genes are encoded using the four DNA bases A,T,G, and C. In a GA, genes need
to be encoded in some way. In this thesis, binary encoding is used for its simplicity, but other
encoding methods are possible [110]. The parameter value (v) is converted to a binary gene (g)
by first calculating the integer equivalent, B, given by
B = round
(
v − vmin
vmax − vmin × 2
N − 1
)
, (3.37)
where v is the parameter value to be encoded, vmin is the minimum possible parameter value,
vmax is the maximum possible parameter value, N is the number of bits used to represent the
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parameter, and 2N is greater than or equal to the number of possible parameter values.
The number of possible parameter values depends on the choice of discretization of the problem.
The gene, g is then given by
g = fconv(B), (3.38)
where fconv is the binary conversion function. Once encoded into binary, the genes are combined
together to make a chromosome, the combination of parameters required to describe a particular
model.
The genes used in this study are material and shape parameters, in contrast to the element
genes used in Olsen and Throne [73]. This gives a much shorter chromosome to optimize, as
illustrated in Figure 3.10. The chromosomes are sorted according to their cost (Φ), which mimics
natural selection or survival of the fittest.
(a) An example of an inclusion location (x, y, z) encoded into a binary
chromosome using 7 bits for each gene. There are 27 possible values
for each parameter. The chromosome is 21 genes long, independent
of mesh density.
(b) An example of element based encoding. Each element can have material property Ea or Eb. A
gene is required for each element of the mesh. Chromosome length is dependent on mesh density and
increases drastically from 2D to 3D.
Figure 3.10: Shape based encoding versus element based encoding. The use of shape based
encoding allows the number of unknown parameters to remain the same when increasing the mesh
density.
The chromosomes that lie within the lowest 40% of cost scores (Φ) of each generation are
selected for mating. These are the ‘fittest’ chromosomes, so their DNA, i.e. their encoded pa-
rameter values, are passed on to the next generation. The remaining chromosomes are deleted to
make room for the offspring from the mating processes. The probability of a chromosome mating
is inversely proportional to its cost. The probability of mating, Pm, for a particular chromosome
θ is given by
Pm =
1
Φ(θ)∑N
1 1/(Φi)
, (3.39)
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where
∑N
1 1/(Φi) is used to normalize the probability of mating across the N chromosomes which
make up the top 40% of the population.
A random number determines which chromosome is selected for mating, known as roulette
wheel weighting [84]. Pairs of chromosomes are selected until the number of chromosomes selected
equals the number of chromosomes that have been deleted through natural selection. Chromosomes
are not allowed to mate with themselves. If this occurs, the pairing is discarded and the selection
process is repeated.
Mating is defined as combining information from two chromosomes to produce two more chro-
mosomes. The information is combined using single point crossover, illustrated in Figure 3.11.
Mutation is used to prevent early convergence on a local minimum of the cost function by intro-
ducing random information at each generation. A percentage of bits is randomly selected from
the binary strings that make up the population. These bits are mutated using a bitwise NOT,
i.e. if the gene is 0 it is changed to 1 and vice versa. To avoid mutating good solutions, the
fittest chromosome of the population is spared from mutation. This is unlike the natural process
of mutation where any gene could be mutated, but there is little to be gained by mutating the
best solution of the current generation.
After the genetic operators of mating and mutation, the resulting chromosomes must be de-
coded back to parameter values, v, so their cost can be evaluated using Eq. 3.23. Decoding is
achieved converting the binary value of the gene, g to a base 10 number, B, and then rearranging
Eq. 3.37 to give,
v =
B + 1
2N
(vmax − vmin) + vmin. (3.40)
Natural selection, mating and mutation are repeated until the algorithm is judged to have
converged. In this thesis convergence is defined as the top n chromosomes of the population being
identical or when a predetermined number of generations is reached.
To save computational cost, the algorithm records the parameters and associated cost for each
solution generated by the GA to ensure solution evaluations are not repeated. Non-repetition of
FEM calculations is critical to reducing computation time when the GA approaches convergence
and identical solutions are generated. In addition, the record of solution evaluations is used both to
predict good solutions using Fitness Function Analysis, described in section 3.4.2, and to construct
the credible region for the inclusion location, described in section 3.6.
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Figure 3.11: Single point crossover. A single point is selected on both parent chromosomes. The
offspring are a combination of one parent before the crossover point, and the other parent after
the crossover point.
3.4.2 Fitness Function Analysis
Each chromosome, θ, generated by the GA provides a point on the cost surface Φ(θ). Just as
contours on a map can be used to identify minima, Fitness Function Analysis uses the informa-
tion gained from sampling the cost surface to generate predictions for the location of the global
minimum.
During the genetic algorithm, a record is kept of each chromosome, θ, and its associated cost,
Φ(θ). Once more than a critical number of chromosomes have been generated, they are sorted
into ascending cost. If enough of the parameter space has been sampled, the best chromosomes,
i.e. those with the lowest cost, will surround the global minimum.
FFA is applied as follows. For the N-parameter (or gene) case, the best, i.e. lowest cost Φ(θ),
chromosomes, θ, are assumed to lie on the surface of an N-dimensional sphere. The model using
the parameter values at the best-fit sphere center, θbfs, is then compared to the worst chromosome
of the current generation, θw. If
Φ(θbfs) < Φ(θw). (3.41)
θbfs replaces θw in the population. If these best solutions do truly surround the global minimum,
the center of this sphere should provide a good approximation to this minimum and thus the pres-
ence of this chromosome should speed up convergence. If these best solutions do not surround the
global minimum, but are instead dispersed around multiple minima, the chromosome associated
with the center of this sphere will most likely have a high cost and will thus be discarded by the
GA. Hence, the incorporation of the chromosome θbfs into the population will at worst have no
effect on solution convergence and at best accelerate convergence towards the global minimum.
The centroid of the best solutions could be used to calculate the assumed center, however a
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best-fitting sphere approximation was chosen as this is more robust when only part of the cost
surface has been sampled. An example of this is when the global minimum lies close to the edge
of the parameter space. Figure 3.12 illustrates this for the 2D case using the centroid and the
best-fit center.
(a) Data points lie on a circle entirely within the
parameter space
(b) Data points lie on a circle that is on the edge
of the parameter space
Figure 3.12: Schematic to illustrate Fitness Function Analysis using the 2D case of a circle. When
the points lie on a circle entirely within the parameter space, as shown in Figure 3.12a, the centroid
and best-fit center both provide a good approximation to the center of the circle. Figure 3.12b
illustrates the case where the data points lie on a circle that is on the edge of the parameter space.
In this case the centroid is a poorer approximation to the center of the circle than that found
using a best-fit center.
The center of the sphere is solved for using least squares. Any point on a sphere satisfies the
equation
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + (z − z0)2 = r20, (3.42)
where x, y, z is the center of the sphere with radius r. To find the center of the sphere minimize
f = r2i − r20, (3.43)
where ri =
√
(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2 + (zi − z0)2.
Expanding Eq. 3.43 gives
f = −2(xix0 + yiy0 + ziz0) + x2i + y2i + z2i + ρ (3.44)
where ρ = (x20 + y
2
0 + z
2
0)− r20 is used to linearize the equation. In matrix form this is
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
−2x1 −2y1 −2z1 1
−2x2 −2y2 −2z2 1
...
...
...
...
−2xn −2yn −2zn 1


x0
y0
zo
ρ

+

x21 + y
2
1 + z
2
1
x22 + y
2
2 + z
2
2
...
x2n + y
2
n + z
2
n

=

f1
f2
...
fn

(3.45)
For the least squares solution set (f1, ..., fn) = 0. This initial estimate is used as the best
fitting sphere for the data. No iteration is performed to improve the initial estimate. Figure 3.13
shows two cost isosurfaces for a numerical simulation data set used to test FFA in section 3.7.2.
Figure 3.13a illustrates a cost isosurface that encloses multiple minima, a poor approximation
to a sphere. The best-fit sphere solution would be discarded and the algorithm would run for
further generations. Figure 3.13b illustrates a lower cost isosurface enclosing a single minima, a
good approximation to a sphere. In this situation, it is proposed that using θbfs as a chromosome
would cause the algorithm to reach the global minimum faster than using the GA alone.
(a) Multiple minima enclosed by cost isosur-
face at ΦSQ = 3.875× 10−5.
(b) One minimum enclosed by cost isosurface
at ΦSQ = 3.850× 10−5.
Figure 3.13: Cost isosurfaces for the numerical simulation data set used to test FFA.
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3.5 Comparison to Previous DIET Optimization Algorithms
The optimization algorithm described in this chapter differs from the various Combinatorial Opti-
mization (CO), gradient descent (GD), and hybrid (combination of CO and GD) algorithms that
have been applied to previous cylindrical phantom reconstructions [80] [89] [62]. Figure 3.14 is
an illustration of the phantom geometries used in those previous reconstructions. The phantoms
were composed of a soft silicone with a Young’s modulus of 25-30 kPa, and a stiffer silicone with
a Young’s modulus of 100-135 kPa. The points of difference between the optimization algorithm
described in previous work and the optimization algorithm presented here are the method used
to project data on to the mesh, the terminology used in the optimization algorithm, the encoding
of parameters, the selection method, the mating of chromosomes, and the success metric used to
assess the results. The following describes the differences in detail.
(a) Stacked geometry (b) Concentric geome-
try
(c) Spherical inclusion
Figure 3.14: Structure of phantoms used in previous reconstructions. The grey region represents
the higher stiffness material.
3.5.1 Projection of data
Details of Peter et al.’s method of data projection are given in [61]. The mesh is inflated along
node normals until the mesh intersects the location of the data in 3D space. The data projection
method used in this thesis projects the data on to the mesh along the element normal. This
method is described in section 3.2 and is much faster than node normal projection. This speed
increase is a necessity for the larger data sets acquired with the latest DIET prototype. Table 3.1
gives execution times on a core i7 machine running Matlab 2010bTM for both element normal and
node normal projection. The element normal projection method is over 35 times faster than the
node normal projection method.
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Projection method Time (minutes)
node normal 67.3
element normal 1.9
Table 3.1: Comparison of node normal projection and element normal projection execution time.
3.5.2 Algorithm Terminology
Peters et al. used a slightly different terminology to that described in standard genetic algorithms,
for instance that used in Haupt and Haupt [84]. Peters defined a gene as the combination of
parameters used to describe a model. In this thesis standard genetic algorithm terminology is
used, where a gene is a parameter and a chromosome is the combination of parameters used to
describe a model.
3.5.3 Encoding of Parameters
In this thesis, all parameters are encoded using Eqs. 3.37 and 3.38 and decoded using Eq. 3.40.
Peters et al. performed no encoding of parameters. The parameter value was merely expressed
in binary form to produce a gene. This necessitates the use of simulated annealing in addition
to natural selection, because mating may not produce offspring which are a combination of the
parent chromosomes. For example, using the Peters et al. mating method to mate parameter by
parameter, where the parameters to be mated are equal to 6 and 12, gives offspring equal to 14
and 4, neither of which are between 6 and 12. This is illustrated in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15: Illustration of the consequences of single parameter mating with no encoding.
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3.5.4 Selection
Peters et al. generate a potential gene (parameter combination) G′ for each G of the current
generation. Whether G′ replaces G is decided by the rules of Simulated Annealing (SA), first
defined by Kirkpatrick et al. [111]. Analogous to the metallurgical process of simulated annealing,
at a given temperate, T , G′ replaces G if
e
−∆
T > R(0, 1) (3.46)
where ∆ is the change in cost and R is a random number in the interval [0, 1]. This stochastic
element allows the algorithm to ‘jump’ out of local minima as high cost solutions are allowed
to enter the population. The temperature is decreased as the algorithm approaches convergence
so it becomes less and less likely that higher cost solutions are allowed. Figure 3.16 shows a
schematic of the selection process. The next generation is composed of a mixture of original
parameter combinations G and new parameter combinations G′s. The disadvantage of this method
is that no comparison is made across the population, i.e. G′i is only compared to Gi rather than
G1−n. Essentially the algorithm consists of n simulated annealing reconstructions performed
simultaneously.
G0 G1 G5G4G3G2 Gn
G'0 G'1 G'5G'4G'3G'2 G'n potential 
replacements
current
generation
G0 G1 G5G4G3G2 Gn
G'i replaces Gi 
according to the 
rules of simmulated 
annealing next 
generation
Figure 3.16: Schematic of Peters’ selection method [61]. Selection compares the potential gene,
G′, with its current value, G. Whether the G′ replaces G is determined by simulated annealing
The selection method used in this thesis is natural selection. This mimics survival of the fittest
in nature, where only the fittest, i.e. those with the lowest cost, are selected for mating. The
fittest chromosomes are allowed to survive to the next generation, and the remaining chromo-
somes are deleted to make room for the offspring. Thus, the population as a whole is improved
each generation. As with Peters’ algorithm, the number of chromosomes remains constant each
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generation.
C0 C1 C5C4C3C2 Cn
Sorted by Cost
current 
generation
top 40% of guesses
used to make next 
generation
C0 C1 C5C4C3C2 Cn
Mating
C C C C C C C Worst guesses 
destroyed to make 
room for offspring
Next generation
Figure 3.17: Schematic of genetic selection. The chromosomes are sorted according to their cost.
The best chromosomes are kept for mating. The rest are destroyed to make room for the offspring
3.5.5 Mating
For mating, Peters et al. considered each parameter value separately. The single point crossover
is performed on each parameter which comprises the gene. Figure 3.18 illustrates the parameter
mating.
parameter1 parameter2
gene
Each parameter split during mating
Figure 3.18: Illustration of the mating method employed by Peters. Each parameter is individually
mated.
In contrast, the mating used in this thesis is across the chromosome. The single point crossover
is performed on the group of parameters as a whole, illustrated in Figure 3.19. The advantage of
mating using the whole chromosome is that the resulting chromosomes are a blend of successful
models.
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gene1 gene2 gene3 gene4
chromosome
Chromosome split during mating
Figure 3.19: Mating using the whole chromosome. The single point crossover is performed on the
group of parameters as a whole producing offspring which are a blend of successful models.
Peters et al. did not perform mating if the resulting new gene had parameters outside the
problem domain [80]. This problem does not occur in the algorithm presented here because mating
and mutation operators are performed on encoded chromosomes. Decoding the chromosome using
Eq. 3.40 must give a value within the parameter space.
3.5.6 Success metric
Peters et al. defined a success metric to compare the various versions of their algorithm. For
the two parameter case of the stacked phantom, illustrated in Figure 3.14a, where the unknown
parameters are interface position P , and stiffness contrast C, the success metric Ψ was defined,
Ψ = 1−
(∑N
i=1 ||P0 − Pi||
P0
+
∑N
i=1 ||C0 − Ci||
C0
)
/2N. (3.47)
where P0 and C0 are the true parameter values, Pi and Ci are the solutions produced by the i
th
run of the algorithm, N is the total number of reconstructions performed and Ψ is expressed as a
percentage.
This success metric is linked to the choice of parameter space that the algorithm is permitted
explore. For example, for the case of the stacked phantom, if all runs of the algorithm converged
at the edge of the parameter space, P = 10, C = 100, while the true parameter values are
P0 = 40%, C0 = 400% this would give a success metric, Ψ, equal to 25%, even though none of the
reconstructions were successful. Figure 3.20 gives the Ψ values at the extremes of the parameter
space used in the reconstruction. The success metric, Ψ, is acceptable for comparing variations of
an algorithm applied to the same phantoms reconstructed within the same parameter space, but
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Figure 3.20: Illustration of parameter space used in the reconstruction of a cylindrical stacked
phantom in [61]. The correct solution location is in green. If the algorithm converged in position
1, the success metric Ψ = 0%; position 2, Ψ = 25%; position 3, Ψ = 50%; position 4, Ψ = 25%.
it is meaningless to use it for comparison with the reconstructions presented in this thesis because
the parameter spaces are different. For this reason, the success metric used by Peters et al. [80]
and Van Houten et al. [62] is not used in this work. Instead, the quality of solutions is assessed
by comparing each reconstruction to the true geometry of the phantom.
3.6 Image Reconstruction
The output of the GA is an optimum model for the given parameter space, together with all the cost
samples found during the execution of the algorithm. In addition to finding the optimal parameter
values, analysis of non-uniqueness and solution uncertainty is essential in the reconstruction of
breast tissue stiffness. The genetic algorithm provides much more information on the cost surface
throughout the parameter space than any gradient method. By examining the cost surface around
the optimal model, multiple minima can be identified. There are four ways that the output from
the GA is visualized.
1. Minimum cost model plot. This is the simplest visualization and shows only the optimum
solution.
2. Cost surface plot. This provides the discovered Φ(θ) for the models evaluated. For three
parameter reconstructions both slices through Φ(θ) and isosurfaces of Φ(θ) can be displayed.
3. Optimal region for inclusion location. This method displays the solution in terms of which
nodes are stiff inside the mesh. The mesh visualization uses the average E′ over the best
twenty models to provide an image which shows the area around the optimal solution.
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4. Credible region for inclusion location. This provides an estimate of the resolution of the
solution. Local measures, such as standard deviation, which are applied to single minima,
become erroneous when applied to cost surfaces that contain multiple minima [112], common
in the DIET cost surface [62]. The GA, like any Monte Carlo method, samples much more
of the parameter space than a gradient optimization method and, if enough iterations are
performed, can take advantage of the fact that all local likelihood maxima have been sampled
[113]. Sambridge uses a Bayesian formulation for analyzing an ensemble of solutions [88]. A
similar approach is used here.
3.6.1 Constructing the Credible Region
In order to construct a credible region for the location of the inclusion, the problem domain was
discretized with the possible inclusion locations every 5 mm in the parameter space. This gives a
finite number of possible models, each assumed to have an equal prior probability. The assumption
is made that the GA has sampled enough of the cost surface so that the entire cost surface can be
approximated by fitting a surface through each point generated by the GA. The credible region
for the inclusion location comprises the N models that satisfy the equation,
N∑
i=1
P (A|B)i ≤ κ (3.48)
where P (A|B)i is the sequence of descending posterior probabilities of all models and κ is the
desired credible level. Bayes theorem is used to find the posterior probability, P (A|B), of the
model given the data, such that
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
(3.49)
where P (A) is the prior probability of the model, P (B|A) is the likelihood of the data given the
model, and P (B) is a the prior probability of the data, essentially used as a normalizing constant.
P (B|A) is found by assuming the data yi are normally distributed about the true distribution
f(θ) with variance σ2i ,
p(y1, y2, ..., ym|θ, σ2i ) =
m∏
i
(2piσ2i )
− 12 exp(
−1
2σ2i
(yi − f(θ)i)2), (3.50)
where m is the total number of measurements yi, each with variance σ
2
i , and f(θ) are the motions
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calculated via solution of the equations of linear viscoelasticity, Eq. 2.1, for the model θ.
Assuming identically distributed data Eq. 3.50 becomes
p(y|θ, σ2) = (2piσ2)−m2 exp( −1
2σ2
||y − f(θ)||2). (3.51)
Figure 3.21 shows a schematic of the credible region construction. The credible region for inclusion
location is calculated for a reconstruction using Eq. 3.48. The posterior probability for each model
θ is calculated using Eq. 3.50 where the difference between the measurement y and the motions,
f(θ), is given by ΦSQ, found from Eq. 3.21, and the variance of the measurement, σ2 is given by
σ2 =
N∑
i
2 (3.52)
where 2 is the variance on each ellipse fitting found from Eq. 3.28.
(a) Samples of the cost surface
found using th GA
(b) Fit surface to cost samples, as-
suming the algorithm has sampled
enough of the cost surface.
(c) Convert cost to probability.
The sum of the probabilities of all
models must equal one.
(d) Sort the models in to descend-
ing probability. Collect the models
that comprise the desired credible
level.
Figure 3.21: Schematic of credible region construction.
3.6.2 Quantitative Description of Reconstructed Images
The reconstructed images for both the optimal region and the credible region are created by
averaging the storage modulus, E′, over all models that comprise the particular region. For a
quantitative description of the reconstructed image, two metrics are used:
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• Volume Fraction (Vfrac). The volume of the E′ contour of interest as a fraction of the true
inclusion volume.
• Centroid Difference (δc). The distance between the centroid of the E′ contour of interest
and the true inclusion location
The volume fraction, Vfrac is calculated
Vfrac =
VC
VI
(3.53)
where VC is the volume of the desired contour and VI is the volume of the inclusion. The volume
of the desired contour is calculated as follows using the example of the E′ = 25 kPa contour. First
the average storage modulus, E′ over the models of interest is calculated. All elements that have
three or more nodes with a E′ ≥ 25 kPa are considered inside the E′ = 25 kPa contour. The
volume of the contour, Vtotal, is given by
Vtotal =
m∑
Velm (3.54)
where the volume, Velm, of each of the m elements within the contour is given by
Velm =
1
3!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 y1 z1 1
x2 y2 z2 1
x3 y3 z3 1
x4 y4 z4 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3.55)
where (x1−4, y1−4, z1−4) are the four nodes which comprise the element. The centroid C of the
contour is found by the centroid of N nodes, x within the contour,
C =
∑N
i xi
N
. (3.56)
The centroid difference, δc, between the true inclusion center location XI and the centroid of the
contour is simply
δc = |C−XI |. (3.57)
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3.7 Computational Implementation
This section describes the numerical validation of the optimization algorithm, a GA with the
addition of FFA, and the parallelization of the code to run on multiple processors. The initial
validation used numerical data to confirm the algorithm’s performance when applied to complex
cost surfaces. After this initial validation of the algorithm, the code was parallelized using the
Message Passing Interface, which is no trivial task. The parallelization was required because
of the computational expense of solving the inverse problem for data collected with the DIET
prototype. This is the first DIET reconstruction algorithm to implement the calculation of Finite
Element solutions within the reconstruction algorithm, rather than using pre-calculated solutions.
In addition, this is the first DIET reconstruction algorithm to implement the mesh creation from
point cloud data as implemented by Biehler [90]. Every data set is used to create a patient specific
mesh, which means each data set requires its own FE calculations. For the inverse problem there
is a minimum of five unknown parameters, E′B , ζB , and tumor location (x, y, z). Sweeps of FE
calculations such as that used in the initial validation presented here, and in previous work [61]
[62] [66], are no longer practical with this number of parameters. Serial evaluation of the required
FE calculations is also impractical for reconstructions presented in this thesis. Most certainly, any
future large scale clinical implementation of the reconstruction algorithm will depend upon the
use of parallel code.
3.7.1 Numerical Validation of the Genetic Algorithm
A serial code implementing the genetic algorithm was written in FORTRAN 90. To allow rapid
testing of the algorithm, a sweep of FE simulations was pre-calculated using a breast shaped mesh
composed of 2 mm linear tetrahedral elements. The sweep consisted of locating an ellipsoidal
inclusion with axes of 2 mm, 4 mm and 5 mm and a storage modulus of 100 kPa every 5 mm within
the parameter space. The background storage modulus was 20 kPa. The damping parameter, ζ,
was fixed at 5% for both the inclusion and background. This choice of background and inclusion
storage moduli was based on previous phantom material properties [62], thus the higher E′ than
the phantoms used in this thesis. The actuation frequency was 20 Hz with an amplitude of
0.75 mm. The solutions were spaced every 5 mm in the parameter space as this is an acceptable
level of resolution for the DIET inverse problem.
To create synthetic ‘measured’ datasets, Gaussian random noise with a standard deviation of
5% of the root mean square displacement was added to the simulated data. Figure 3.22 shows the
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(a) All boundary nodes (b) Location of synthetic data points
Figure 3.22: Boundary nodes and location of synthetic data points used in the numerical study.
The synthetic data does not include motion at the ‘chest wall’ nor where the actuator would make
contact with the breast.
boundary nodes and the location of the synthetic data points. The synthetic data was selected
to mimic the location of data acquired with the DIET prototype system, with no data at the
‘chest wall’ nor where the actuator makes contact with the breast. When using the reconstruction
algorithm on data acquired with the DIET prototype, simulated motion is interpolated from
nodal values to the measurement points. The synthetic data used in this study is obviously less
complex than this, as the synthetic measurement points coincide with surface nodes. Arguably
the ‘inverse crime’ has been committed by using the same mesh for the forward problem and the
inverse problem. However, the aim of this study is not to test the material property reconstruction
algorithm as a whole, only the algorithm’s performance with a complex cost surface and the effect
of using FFA. The synthetic data certainly provides a complex cost surface with which to test the
algorithm as previously illustrated in Figure 3.13a.
Methods
Nine inclusion locations were used to test the GA’s ability to locate an inclusion. Figure 3.23 shows
the location of the inclusions used, with the coordinates of the center of each inclusion given in
Table 3.2. The three unknowns for the reconstruction were the x, y, z location of the inclusion.
Table 3.3 shows the constraints on the unknown parameters. For each inclusion location the
algorithm was applied 1000 times. 32 chromosomes were used, with a mating rate of 40% and a
mutation rate of 10%. The algorithm was run until convergence, the top five chromosomes being
the same, or when the algorithm reached 200 generations. ΦSQ, calculated using Eq. 3.22, was
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used as the cost because there is no motion ellipse fitting for the synthetic data.
For each run of the algorithm, the distance, D, between the reconstructed inclusion location
i.e. that found by the algorithm, XR, and the true inclusion location, XI , is calculated,
D = |XR −XI |. (3.58)
Due to the presence of noise, the minimum ΦSQ may not coincide with the true inclusion
location, XI . An optimization algorithm can do no better than locating the minimum cost. As
the purpose of this study is to assess the algorithm’s ability to find the minimum ΦSQ, the results
are also assessed using
D = |XR −Xmin| (3.59)
where Xmin is the location where the minimum Φ
SQ occurs.
Figure 3.23: Locations of the inclusions used in the numerical validation of the Genetic Algorithm.
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Inclusion Location
x y z
1 0 0 -20
2 0 0 -30
3 0 0 -50
4 10 10 -20
5 10 10 -50
6 20 20 -10
7 20 20 -40
8 30 30 -10
9 30 30 -30
Table 3.2: Center of inclusion locations used in numerical validation of the GA.
Parameter Constraint
Lower Upper Increment
Inclusion Location
x(mm) -60 60 5
y(mm) -60 60 5
z(mm) -80 0 5
Table 3.3: Constraints on reconstructed parameters.
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Results
The results using Eq. 3.58 are given in Table 3.4. For locations 4 to 9 the algorithm is very
successful, with over 98% of the reconstructions locating the tumor within 5 mm of XI . For
inclusions 1 and 2 the algorithm is less successful at locating the inclusion, but over 99% of the
reconstructions were within 10 mm of XI for location 1 and over 99% of the reconstructions were
within 15 mm of XI for location 2. The reconstructions for location 3 are the least successful,
with 7.9% of reconstructions within 5 mm of XI . The results calculated using Eq. 3.59 are given
in Table 3.5. Over 98% of all reconstructions locate XR within 5 mm of Xmin, with the exception
of location 3, for which there are two Xmin locations at (−5, 0,−50) and (10, 25,−50).
Distance from true tumor location
(% of runs)
Location 0-5 mm 6 - 10 mm 11-15 mm
1 0 99.5 0
2 0 0 99.8
3 7.9 35.4 0
4 100 0 0
5 98.6 0 0
6 98.3 0 0
7 100 0 0
8 98.4 0 0
9 100 0 0
Table 3.4: Results of the numerical validation of the GA for the true inclusion location XI . The
algorithm was run 1000 times for each inclusion location.
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Distance from minimum cost location
(% of runs)
Location 0-5 mm 6 - 10 mm 11-15 mm
1 99.5 0 0
2 99.8 0 0
3 (−5, 0,−50) 35.4 7.9 0
3 (10, 25,−50) 54.2 2.5 0
4 100 0 0
5 98.6 0 0
6 98.3 0 0
7 100 0 0
8 98.4 0 0
9 100 0 0
Table 3.5: Results of the numerical validation of the GA calculated for the minimum cost location
Xmin. The algorithm was run 1000 times for each inclusion location.
Conclusions
Inclusions 1-3 are located on the central axis of the phantom. The reduced signal from inclusions
located here, i.e. deep within the breast, is more susceptible to being obscured by the noise in the
surface motion. The true inclusion location in these cases does not coincide with the minimum
ΦSQ, i.e. XI 6= Xmin. For inclusion 1 Xmin is at (0, 5−15), for inclusion 2 Xmin is at (0, 0,−20),
and inclusion 3 has two equal Xmin at (−5, 0,−50) and (10, 25,−50).
In terms of the percentage of solutions located within 5 mm of the minimum ΦSQ, the per-
formance of the algorithm for inclusions 1 and 2 using Xmin is comparable to the success rates
for inclusions 4-9. The algorithm has successfuly located Xmin in over 98% of all reconstructions,
except for location 3, in which 89% of solutions converged on one of the two Xmin locations: 35%
of runs converged on one minimum, 54% converged on the other. The value of ΦSQ is the same at
both these locations, thus there are two global minimums. It is therefore valid that the algorithm
would produce either solution as the optimum parameter values. It is of note that with complex
cost surfaces, the models close to the minimum cost should be examined.
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3.7.2 Numerical Validation of FFA
Methods
The aim of this validation study was to test whether FFA can be used to introduce better solutions
into the population earlier than using the GA alone. Thus, this validation study was based on
two experiments:
Experiment 1: Test when the correct solution was introduced into the population.
Experiment 2: Test the number of generations taken to reach convergence, judged as the
top 5 chromosomes in the population being identical.
For each experiment, the algorithm was run 1000 times with and without FFA, using an initial
population of 64 chromosomes. A inclusion location of (20, 20,−10) was chosen as a test case
as the cost surface contains multiple minima as shown in Figure 3.13a. The constraints on the
reconstructed parameters were the same as those used in the numerical validation of the GA, given
in Table 3.3.
Results
Table 3.6 shows the results of both experiments. FFA causes the correct guess to be introduced
earlier, and the algorithm to converge in fewer generations. Using a one-tailed Student’s t-test
to test the statistical significance of the sample mean with FFA being smaller the sample mean
without FFA, gives a p value of less than 0.0001 for both the experiment 1 and experiment 2,
thus the differences are statistically significant. The 95% confidence interval for the difference
in means is 3.78 to 4.77 generations. This average gain of 4.27 generations equates to 273 fewer
solution evaluations needed to introduce the correct guess into the population when using FFA.
The 95% confidence interval for the difference in mean generations taken to converge is 8.67 to
11.05 generations. This average gain of 9.86 generations equates to 630 fewer solution evaluations
needed to converge using FFA.
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Correct Solution Convergence
Introduced Reached
(# generations) (# generations)
µ σ µ σ
Without FFA 13.61 6.88 31.38 14.63
FFA used 9.34 3.99 21.32 12.42
Table 3.6: Comparison of the algorithm with and without FFA, where µ is the mean and σ the
standard deviation of the generations elapsed.
Discussion and Conclusions
FFA increases the chance of introducing the global minimum solution into the population earlier
in the algorithm. This is advantageous if the acceptable cost level is known, as the algorithm
can be terminated as soon as the desired cost level is reached. The DIET project is not at the
stage where a desired cost level is known, so a convergence criteria must be defined. In this study
the convergence criteria was the top 5 chromosomes being identical. The algorithm with FFA
outperformed the genetic algorithm alone in this study, but there are other factors that influence
convergence of the genetic algorithm, for example mutation rate, and the geometry of the cost
surface. The numerical study has demonstrated the effectiveness of the FFA in the DIET inclusion
location problem, where the assumption that the best chromosomes lie on a sphere around the
global minimum is acceptable.
The numerical study provides evidence for using FFA as part of the GA. Better guesses are
more likely to be introduced into the population earlier, and for the only additional computational
expense of one extra FEM evaluation. The use of FFA to introduce fitter guesses into the algorithm
earlier provides an increase in confidence, particularly when the number of generations is limited
by computational cost. The numerical study demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to perform well
with the complex cost surfaces found in the synthetic inclusion location problem.
3.7.3 Parallel Performance of the Algorithm
The algorithm developed for this study has two levels of parallelization. The solution evaluations
(FEM calculations) are performed in parallel using MUMPS, a parallel sparse matrix solver [114]
[115], with an option to select the number of processors to use. A second layer of parallelism is
added so multiple solution evaluations are performed simultaneously. Figure 3.24 illustrates the
parallel structure of the algorithm.
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The algorithm was written in Fortran 90 using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and was
run on both the Bluefern R© IBM p575 and a Beowulf cluster. The parallel performance of the
algorithm was assessed for speedup and efficiency on the IBM p575.
Speedup is defined as
Speedup =
Sequential execution time
Parallel execution time
(3.60)
Operations in a parallel algorithm can be put in to the three following categories [116].
1. Computations that must be performed sequentially. For the GA this is the natural selection,
mating and mutation.
2. Computations that can be performed in parallel. This is the FE calculation for to find the
cost for each chromosome. These calculations have no dependence on each other.
3. Parallel overhead (communication operations and redundant computations).
The efficiency of a parallel program is a measure of processor utilization, defined as
Efficiency =
Sequential execution time
Processors used× Parallel execution time . (3.61)
3.7.4 MUMPS performance on the DIET forward problem
The effectiveness of parallelizing the matrix inversion used to perform the forward solve depends
on the size of the forward problem. In this thesis 2mm and 3mm mesh resolutions were used,
so a test of the forward problem was run on various numbers of processors for a standard DIET
geometry, using MUMPS with centralized matrix storage. Table 3.7 shows the results for an FE
simulation using a 2mm linear tetrahedral mesh and a 3mm linear tetrahedral mesh. As can be
seen from the table, there is no advantage in having multiple processors perform the forward solve
for problems of this size using centralized matrix storage. In fact, the increased communication
overhead with the increased processors causes an overall increase in computation time.
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Number of 2mm mesh 3mm mesh
Processors Time(s) Time(s)
1 9.86 56.73
2 10.06 58.94
3 10.28 58.47
4 10.75 59.38
5 11.38 60.61
6 12.12 61.12
7 12.83 61.74
8 15.58 63.28
Table 3.7: Time taken for a single FEM calculation using MUMPS for various numbers of proces-
sors on the Blufern R© IBM p575
3.7.5 Genetic Algorithm Parallel Performance
Non-trivial algorithms have a computation component that is a decreasing function of the number
of processors used and a communication component that is an increasing function of the number
of processors. At some point, the increased cost of communication or redundant calculations
outweighs the increase in the number of processors.
The algorithm was run with an initial population of 32 and 64 chromosomes for various number
of processors. From the previous experiments using MUMPS to calculate the forward solution,
one mumps processor was used for each FE calculation. The algorithm was limited to 10 gener-
ations, that is eleven sets of solution evaluations including the evaluation of the initial models,
to avoid issues of convergence in timing the algorithm. Figure 3.25 shows the speed up for the
algorithm averaged over 5 executions of the algorithm for 2 to 64 processors. Figure 3.26 shows
the corresponding efficiency. An interesting feature to note is that speed up can fall because of
the random nature of the GA where identical solutions can be generated. The algorithm was
designed so FE evaluations are not repeated to save computational cost. As can be seen in Figure
3.26 the efficiency levels off at 16 processors for both the 32 and 64 chromosome population size.
Therefore to use the shared resource of Bluefern R© efficiently, 8 or 16 processors were used for the
reconstructions in this thesis.
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Figure 3.25: Speed up of the parallel genetic algorithm over ten generations.
Figure 3.26: Efficiency of the parallel genetic algorithm over ten generations.
Chapter 4
Single Frequency Phantom Study
The aim of this chapter is to apply the reconstruction algorithm described in Chapter 3 to phantom
data acquired with the DIET prototype. There are three breast-shaped, tissue-mimicking phan-
toms used in the initial phantom study: phantom Tr10, which contains a 10 mm radius inclusion;
phantom Tr5, which contains a 5 mm radius inclusion; and phantom H, which has no inclusions
and represents the ‘healthy’ case. The phantoms are constructed as described in section 2.1, with
an inclusion contrast of approximately nine times the background material stiffness. The phan-
toms are less stiff than previous phantoms used in Van Houten et al. [62], which had a background
E′ ≈ 27 kPa. The phantoms used in this thesis are closer to the Young’s modulus of breast tissue
as measured by Samani et al. [38], on the order of 3 kPa. A two step reconstruction approach is
adopted: optimizing for background parameters, E′B , ζB and then reconstructing inclusion loca-
tion, XI , given an assumed inclusion radius and stiffness. The sensitivity to the a priori inclusion
assumption is examined. The chosen a priori assumptions are applied to successfully reconstruct
inclusion location for two further phantoms. The image reconstruction results are summarized in
section 4.4.
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4.1 Data Collection
The phantoms used in this chapter are detailed in Table 4.1. The data were acquired using an
actuation frequency of 26 Hz with an amplitude of 0.5 mm. Approximately 1200 fiducials were
used on each phantom. The fiducial markers are small, on the order of a couple of millimeters.
They consist of pieces of colored paper which are applied to the phantom by rolling the phantom
on a surface covered in the markers.
The position of the fiducial was recorded with the origin at the ‘chest wall’ and the z axis
positive downwards. Thus both data and reconstructions are displayed with the actuator contact
at the top of the image, although the data is actually collected with the breast hanging pendant.
Figure 4.1 shows the tracked fiducials for phantom H together with a plot of the displacement
interpolated over the phantom surface.
Phantom Inclusion radius Inclusion location
H no inclusion ’healthy case’ -
Tr10 10 mm (0,−20, 30)
Tr5 5 mm (0,−25, 25)
R05H25V40 5 mm (0, 25, 40)
R10H35V25 10 mm (0, 35, 25)
Table 4.1: Phantoms used in this chapter.
The ellipse fitting of Eq. 3.8 is applied to each fiducial to produce the measured motion, um
at each point, which is then compared to simulated motion on the FE mesh. Figure 4.2 shows
the measured motion and an example of simulated motion for phantom Tr10. Note that the gap
in data at the top of the phantom shown in Figure 4.2a is where the actuator makes contact with
the breast phantom.
A much richer data set could be acquired if the DIET prototype were not limited to 1D
actuation. Future prototypes may be developed which allow multiple modes of actuation, however,
to allow data collection, any future actuator design must work within the constraint of having a
line of sight between the cameras and the breast.
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(a) Tracked fiducials
(b) Interpolated measured displacement for phantom H. The black squares indicate mea-
surement locations.
Figure 4.1: Tracked fiducials for phantom H (4.1a) and the corresponding plot of displacement
interpolated over the surface and projected flat (4.1b).
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(a) Real part of displacement data, <(um), collected using the DIET
prototype.
(b) Real part of simulated displacement, <(uc), calculated using FE.
Figure 4.2: Real part of measured displacement for phantom Tr10 (4.2a) and the real part of the
simulated displacement on the mesh (4.2b). Note that both figures are rotated so the gap in data
at the actuator contact is visible. The height of the phantom is 65 mm.
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4.2 Reconstruction Approach
The assumption was made that there is a stiff spherical inclusion of fixed radius at an unknown
position within a less stiff background material. This is the so called ‘contradictive’ approach
adapted by Peters et al. [89], with the addition that there is no restriction on the inclusion to
remain within the breast volume. The rationale behind allowing the inclusion to move outside the
breast is to allow homogeneous solutions to be generated while maintaining the assumption of an
inclusion. The optimization was performed in two steps, using the algorithm described in Chapter
3 with the cost, Φ, calculated by Eq. 3.23.
1. Optimize for background parameters, storage modulus, E′B , and damping parameter, ζB .
2. Fix the background parameters at the values found in step 1 and optimize for the inclusion
location, XI .
The inclusion radius, R, and material properties, storage modulus, E′I , and damping parameter,
ζI are fixed at a priori values for each reconstruction. The motivation behind this is to reduce
the number of unknown parameters in the inverse problem, as DIET is chiefly concerned with the
identification and location of cancerous masses. In a clinical setting, these a priori values would
be unknown, only an estimate of the typical cancerous material properties can be assumed and
a desired inclusion size required to be identified or excluded must be decided upon. Thus the
sensitivity of the reconstructions to the a priori assumptions is examined.
4.2.1 A priori Inclusion Sensitivity
Methods
To examine the reconstruction algorithm’s sensitivity to the a priori values, ζI , E
′
I , and R, for the
phantom case, the following tests were performed:
• ζI : The forward problem was solved for the phantom Tr10 case with the correct inclusion
size and location and E′I fixed at 30 kPa. ζI was varied from 1 to 10%. The range in cost
found with varying ζI was compared to the range in cost found with varying XI throughout
the parameter space using the correct inclusion size and with ζI = 10%.
• E′I : Reconstructions were performed on the three phantoms with E′I , varied between 20, 30
and 40 kPa. This provides a stiffness contrast ranging between approximately 6 to 12 times
the background storage modulus, E′B .
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• R: Reconstructions were performed with R varied between 5 mm, 10 mm and 15 mm.
Table 4.2 gives the parameters and their constraints for the reconstructions. Note that there
is no restriction on the inclusion to stay within the breast. The reconstruction was considered
complete when the GA converged, judged as the top ten of thirty-two chromosomes being equal,
or when the algorithm has reached 200 generations.
Parameter Constraint
Lower Upper Increment
Background
Storage Modulus E′B(kPa) 1 5 0.1
Damping ratio ζB(%) 1 10 1
Inclusion Location
x(mm) -60 60 5
y(mm) -60 60 5
z(mm) -60 60 5
Inclusion radius R (mm) Fixed at 5, 10 or 15
Inclusion Storage Modulus E′I(kPa) Fixed at 20, 30 or 40
Inclusion Storage Damping ζI(%) Fixed at 10
Table 4.2: Constraints on reconstructed parameters.
Results
Table 4.3 shows the variation in cost due to ζI compared to the variation in cost due to XI for
a fixed ζI = 10%. The range of cost for XI is two orders of magnitude higher than the range in
cost for ζI . ζI was thus fixed at 10% for phantom reconstructions. The reconstruction results for
the various R and E′I a priori assumptions are summarized in Table 4.4.
Parameter ΦSQ range Φ range
ζI 3.11× 10−6 5.86× 103
XI 3.80× 10−4 8.45× 105
Table 4.3: ζI cost range compared to XI cost range.. The range of cost for XI is two orders of
magnitude larger than the range of cost for ζI for both Φ
SQ and Φ.
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Reconstructed Distance from
Phantom E′(kPa) Inclusion Center True Center
(x,y, z) mm (mm)
R = 5 mm
H 20 (-15,5,10) -
30 (30,25,25) -
40 (30,25,25) -
Tr10 20 ( 0,-30,25) 11
30 (0,-30,30) 10
40 (0,-30,25) 11
Tr5 20 (5,-10,55) 34
30 (0,-10,45) 25
40 (0,-5,40) 25
R = 10 mm
H 20 (-15,5,5) -
30 (30,45,30) -
40 (30,40,30) -
Tr10 20 (5,-30,30) 11
30 (5,-30,30) 11
40 (5,-30,30) 11
Tr5 20 (5,0,40) 30
30 (10,-35,40) 20
40 (5,-5,40) 32
R = 15 mm
H 30 (-10,50,50) -
Tr10 30 (0,-45,30) 15
Tr5 30 (5,-10,30) 16
Table 4.4: Summary of various a priori R and E′ sensitivity results. Note the distance from the
true inclusion center for phantom H is undefined as phantom H does not contain an inclusion.
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Conclusions
As stated previously, ζI was found to have much less of an effect on Φ than inclusion location,
XI , and was thus fixed at 10% for phantom reconstructions to remove one of the unknowns in the
inverse problem.
For phantom Tr10 there was little difference between results with R = 5 mm and R = 10 mm.
The distance between reconstructed and true location changed by only 1 mm for the all three a
priori E′I values for R = 5 mm and R = 10 mm. Including the 15 mm a priori radius, all the
a priori assumption results were within 15 mm of the true location and all located an inclusion
within the breast volume. For phantom Tr5 all the a priori results were within 35 mm of each
other and all located an inclusion within the breast. A smaller a priori inclusion (5 mm) has not
impeded the algorithm’s ability to locate a larger inclusion (10 mm). Nor the reverse, as a 15 mm
a priori inclusion has been used to locate the 5 mm and 10 mm inclusions.
For phantom H, the inclusion was located partially outside, or fully outside, the breast volume
for all a priori assumptions except when E′I = 20 kPa. When the a priori E
′
I was reduced to
20 kPa the presence of an inclusion within the phantom could not be discounted. Figure 4.3
shows the optimal solutions for phantom H for an inclusion radius of 10 mm and 15 mm with
E′I = 30 kPa. When these larger a priori inclusion radii are used, the phantom H reconstruction
becomes completely homogeneous. This is a good result for the homogeneous case, but clinically
it is desirable to exclude the smallest possible inclusion. By phrasing the reconstruction problem
to identify whether there is a 15 mm radius inclusion in the phantom, we cannot discount any
inclusions with a smaller radius.
In terms of specificity for the DIET system, it is desirable to pose the problem as detecting
(a) E′I = 30 kPa, R = 10 mm (b) E
′
I = 30 kPa, R = 15 mm
Figure 4.3: Minimum cost solution for Phantom H for a priori E′I = 30 kPa and R = 10 mm
(4.3a) and R = 15 mm (4.3b).
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the presence or absence of a small inclusion. The sensitivity study provided evidence for the use
of a priori inclusion material properties to locate or exclude an inclusion, with the caveat that
to successfully identify the ‘healthy’ case E′I must be 30 kPa or higher in this phantom where
E′B ≈ 3 kPa. This is a contrast between the inclusion and the background of approximately
ten. Thus, for higher stiffness background, this would suggest that the E′I should be adjusted
accordingly. Higher contrast ratios, such as that provided by E′I = 40 kPa with E
′
B ≈ 3 kPa,
could be used to exclude or locate inclusions, but, as with the choice of inclusion radius, it is
desirable to exclude as low a stiffness inclusion as possible. Thus, the a priori inclusion values
were chosen to be E′I = 30 kPa, ζI = 10%, R = 5 mm. The reconstruction results using these a
priori values are detailed in the following sections.
4.3 Reconstructions Results
The homogeneous assumption results for step 1 of the optimization are shown in Table 4.5. The
reconstructions using the chosen a priori inclusion assumption of E′I = 30 kPa, R = 5 mm and
ζI = 10% results are described in sections 4.3.1-4.3.3. Section 4.3.4 details the results after
manually improving the mesh for phantom Tr5. The a priori assumption is successfully applied
to two further phantoms as detailed in section 4.3.5.
Phantom E′B(kPa) ζB (%)
H 3.3 4
Tr10 3.4 6
Tr5 3.7 4
Table 4.5: Step 1 reconstruction results assuming a homogeneous material parameter distribution
4.3.1 Phantom H
After the optimization of the background parameters, E′B , ζB , the location optimization result
for the ‘healthy’ case converged on a solution partially outside the breast, shown in Figure 4.4a.
Identifying the healthy case is an essential quality for the DIET system, which needs to identify
cases where there are no stiff inclusions and thus eliminate true negatives in a screening program.
Figure 4.4b shows a slice through the cost surface at z = 30 mm, with a local minimum in the center
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of the breast. The algorithm successfully avoided this local minimum, indicating the functionality
of the GA. Note the low cost of solutions outside the breast volume in Figure 4.4b where the mesh
boundary nodes are plotted in black. The optimal region is displayed in Figure 4.5, and shows
that around the optimum solution are solutions that breach the surface of the mesh.
(a) Minimum cost result for the ‘healthy’ case, phan-
tom H. The inclusion is partially outside the breast.
(b) Slice through the cost surface for the ‘healthy’
case, phantom H at z = 30 mm. Boundary nodes
indicated in black.
Figure 4.4: Minimum cost result for the ‘healthy’ case assuming a 5 mm radius inclusion with
E′I = 30 kPa (4.4a) and a slice through the cost surface at z = 30 mm (4.4b).
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.5: Optimal region for a 5 mm radius inclusion with E′I = 30 kPa for phantom H. The
contour is 25 kPa.
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4.3.2 Phantom Tr10
Figure 4.6a shows the reconstruction result for phantom Tr10 of (0,−30, 30) which is 10 mm
away from the true inclusion location of (0,−20, 30). The optimization has successfully identified
that there is an inclusion within the breast, and placed the inclusion 10 mm away from the true
location. The slice through the cost surface in Figure 4.6b shows the minimum in the correct area
of the breast. The cost surface of phantom Tr10 is in contrast to that of phantom H shown in
Figure 4.4b, with solutions outside the breast mesh having a high cost. The optimal region shown
in Figure 4.7 shows the stiff nodes located close to the true inclusion location.
(a) Minimum cost result for phantom Tr10. 1 is
the true inclusion location. 2 is the reconstructed
location.
(b) Slice through the cost surface at z = 30 mm for
phantom Tr10. Boundary nodes indicated in black.
Figure 4.6: Minimum cost result for phantom Tr10 assuming a 5 mm radius inclusion with
E′I = 30 kPa (4.6a) and slice through cost surface at z = 30 mm (4.6b).
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.7: Optimal region for a 5 mm radius inclusion with E′I = 30 kPa for phantom Tr10. The
contour is 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
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4.3.3 Phantom Tr5
Figure 4.8a shows the reconstruction result for phantom Tr5 and the true inclusion location. The
reconstruction algorithm has placed the inclusion 25 mm away from the true location. There is
a clear global minimum that lies at (0, 10,−45), shown in Figure 4.8b that the reconstruction
algorithm has converged on. Figure 4.8c shows a slice through the cost surface at z = 25 mm,
which is the z location of the true inclusion. Figure 4.9 shows a 3D image of isocontours of the
cost surface at the cost level of the true inclusion location compared to a lower cost isocontour
that encloses the global minimum. The optimal region in Figure 4.10 shows the location of the
best models, which are located 25 mm from the true inclusion location.
(a) Minimum cost result for the phantom Tr5. 1 is
the true location of the inclusion. 2 is the recon-
structed location.
(b) Slice through cost surface at z = 45 mm for
phantom Tr5. Boundary nodes indicated in black.
(c) Slice through cost surface at z = 25 mm for phan-
tom Tr5. Boundary nodes indicated in black.
Figure 4.8: Minimum cost result for phantom Tr5 (4.8a) assuming a 5 mm radius inclusion with
E′I = 30 kPa, E
′
I = 30 kPa, and zetaI = 10%. Slices thought the cost surface at z = 45 mm (4.8b)
and z = 25mm (4.8c). The cost at z = 45 mm is lower than at true inclusion location at z = 25mm.
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(a) Isocontour at Φ(θ) = 3.84× 105, the cost at the
true inclusion location.
(b) Isocontour at Φ(θ) = 3.50× 105
Figure 4.9: Three dimensional view of isocontours of the cost surface for phantom Tr5. Figure
4.9a is the isocontour of the cost at the true inclusion location. Figure 4.9b shows a lower cost
isocontour.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.10: Optimal region for a 5 mm radius inclusion with E′I = 30 kPa for phantom Tr5. The
true inclusion is shown in grey.
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4.3.4 Phantom Tr5 with Modified Mesh
The surface fitting to provide the mesh for the DIET forward problem relies on placing a circle at
the actuator and ‘chest wall’ to fill the gaps in data coverage at these locations. Figure 4.11 shows
the point cloud data for phantom Tr5 to illustrate the gap in data coverage at the ‘chest wall’
and actuator. The black lines indicate where the circles must be fitted to produce a mesh of the
phantom, which is done automatically by fitting a circle the size of the actuator contact to the gap
in the point cloud data. As can be seen in Figure 4.11c, which is a closer view of the mesh, there
is poor meshing where the phantom makes contact with the actuator. Poor meshing in this sense
means that the shape of the mesh does not match the shape of the phantom. The phantoms are
all the same shape and size, thus the poor match between the data-generated mesh and phantom
Tr5 becomes particularly apparent when compared to the phantom H data-generated mesh shown
in Figure 4.11d.
(a) Top view of the point cloud data for phan-
tom Tr5.
(b) Side view of the point cloud for phantom
Tr5.
(c) Close up of poor meshing for phantom Tr5. (d) Close up of meshing for phantom H.
Figure 4.11: Point cloud of data used to create mesh for phantom Tr5 (4.11a, 4.11b). The black
circles complete the surface used as the basis for the mesh. Close up of the resulting poor meshing
for phantom Tr5 (4.11c) with an example of meshing from phantom H (4.11d). The green circles
indicate the location of the data points, the red circles indicate the projected point on the mesh.
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The mesh created for Phantom Tr5 was manually corrected by adjusting the mesh at the
location where the phantom meets the actuator. The step 1 optimization gave E′B = 4.0 kPa and
ζB = 4% compared to EB = 3.7 kPa and ζB = 4% for the original mesh. The Canterbury Dynamic
Mechanical Analyzer (DMA) machine was broken in the earthquake and thus no independent
measurements of the phantom Tr5 stiffness were made. It is therefore unknown which of the
fitted values of EB is closer to the true value. However, the precise description of background
stiffness is not critical in DIET, only the abilty to detect the inclusion location. Thus, it is more
important to examine how well the inclusion location performed. The step 2 optimal location
for the inclusion is (0,−5, 45), which is still 28 mm from the true location, comparable to the
25 mm away from the true location found using the original mesh. However the optimal region
result shown in Figure 4.12 shows that within the optimal region there is a better, i.e. closer to
the true location, reconstruction when using the manually improved mesh. This change in the
optimal region from Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12 suggests that some of the data-model mismatch due
to misshapen meshing has been mitigated by manually correcting the mesh. The optimal region
in Figure 4.10 runs from the actuator contact to the center of the phantom. In Figure 4.12 the
optimal region is split into two regions, one at the actuator contact and one close to the inclusion.
Correcting the mesh has reduced the data-model mismatch, because the mesh corresponds more
closely to the shape of the phantom. However, the problems of poorly tracked fiducials are two
fold, affecting both the mesh generation and the actual motion data. Simply correcting the shape
of the mesh has not removed the false minimum at the actuator contact.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.12: Optimal region for 5 mm radius inclusion with E′I = 30 kPa for the manually corrected
mesh. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
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4.3.5 Application of selected a priori inclusion to two further phantoms
To asses the validity of the a priori assumption (R = 5 mm, E′I = 30 kPa, ζI = 10%) on
other datasets, the method is applied to two additional phantoms: R05H25V40, which contains
a 5mm radius inclusion at (0, 25, 40) and R10H35V25, which contains a 10mm radius inclusion
at (0, 35, 25). The step 1 homogeneous assumption results are given in Table 4.6 with the step 2
optimization results given in Table 4.7. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the optimal regions for the
step 2 inclusion location results, both locating the inclusion in the correct location within the
phantom.
Phantom E′(kPa) damping ratio (%)
R10H35V25 2.9 1
R05H25V40 3.0 1
Table 4.6: Step 1 reconstruction results assuming a homogeneous material parameter distribution
for phantoms R05H25V40 and R05H25V40.
Phantom Reconstructed Location Distance from True location (mm)
R05H25V40 (0, 20, 50) 11
R10H35V25 (5, 45, 15) 15
Table 4.7: Step 2 reconstruction results with R = 5 mm, E′I = 30 kPa, ζI = 10% for phantoms
R05H25V40 and R05H25V40.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.13: Optimal region for 5 mm inclusion with E′I = 30 kPa for phantom R05H25V40.
Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.14: Optimal region for 5 mm inclusion with E′I = 30 kPa for phantom R10H35V25.
Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
4.4 Image Reconstruction
4.4.1 Summary of Optimal Region Results
Table 4.8 gives the volume fraction and centroid difference of the E′ = 25 kPa contour for the
optimal region for each reconstruction. The volume fraction is calculated using Eqs. 3.53 and
3.54. The centroid difference is calculated using Eqs. 3.56 and 3.57. For the smaller inclusion
phantoms, Tr5 and R05H25V40, the E′ = 25 kPa contour overestimates the inclusion volume by
180% -190% the true inclusion volume. For the larger inclusions, Tr10 and R10H35V25, the E′ =
25 kPa contour underestimates the inclusion volume, as 21%-22% of the true inclusion volume.
Phantom Volume Fraction Centroid Difference (mm)
Tr5 1.88 25
Tr10 0.21 12
R05H25V40 1.80 7
R10H35V25 0.23 15
Table 4.8: Quantitative description of the optimal region, where Volume Fraction is the volume
of the 25 kPa contour divided by the volume of the true inclusion, and the Centroid Distance is
the distance between the centroid of the credible region and the centroid of the inclusion. Note
phantom H is not listed as the inclusion volume is zero and the inclusion location is undefined.
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4.4.2 Credible Region Results
The measurement variance as calculated using Eq. 3.52 for each dataset is given in Table 4.9.
The credible regions for each of the phantoms are shown in Figures 4.15-4.19. The credible
region is colored according to the average E′ of the models that comprise the credible region. A
quantitative description of the credible regions, the volume fraction and the centroid difference of
the E′ = 25 kPa contour, is given in Table 4.10.
Phantom σ2 (m2)
H 8.13× 10−6
Tr5 1.09× 10−5
Tr10 8.83× 10−6
R05H25V40 3.50× 10−6
R10H35V25 3.69× 10−6
Table 4.9: Measurement variance σ2 for each phantom experiment.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.15: 90% credible region for phantom H. Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. Note the stiff surface
nodes due to models where the inclusion is located outside the phantom but makes contact with
the phantom surface.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.16: 90% credible region for phantom Tr5. Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. True inclusion
location is shown in grey.
Phantom Volume Fraction Centroid Difference (mm)
Tr5 27.8 28
Tr10 4.52 14
R05H25V40 8.95 15
R10H35V25 3.13 26
Table 4.10: Quantitative description of the reconstructed 90% credible region images for the
E′ = 25 kPa contour. Note phantom H is not listed as the inclusion volume is zero and the
inclusion location is undefined.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.17: 90% credible region for phantom Tr10. Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. True inclusion
location is shown in grey.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.18: 90% credible region for phantom R05H25V40. Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. True inclusion
location is shown in grey.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.19: 90% credible region for phantom R05H25V40. Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. True inclusion
location is shown in grey.
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
The phantom H reconstruction in section 4.3.1 is encouraging, but needs improvement as the
inclusion was only partially pushed outside the breast. As can be seen in Figure 4.4b, solutions
outside the breast have a low cost relative to the solutions within the breast. In contrast, for a
case with an inclusion, for example phantom Tr10 illustrated in Figure 4.6b, the lowest cost is
clearly within the breast.
Physically, the inclusion can not breach the surface of the phantom, but for the sake of opti-
mization these solutions are allowed. The only effect they have is on elements within the breast
mesh, which can be important for the natural selection of solutions in the GA. For example, for
the case illustrated in Figure 4.20a stiff elements in location 2 would be a good approximation to
the true location (1) therefore the solution at location 2 should not be penalized. Figure 4.20b
illustrates the effect of allowing inclusions outside the breast surface, which can lead to stiff surface
nodes.
(a) Inclusion partially inside the
breast at 2 will be close to the true
solution at 1.
(b) Inclusions can be located on the out-
side of the breast, leading to stiff surface
nodes.
Figure 4.20: Illustration of the rationale behind permitting the inclusion to be located outside the
phantom (4.20a) and the consequences of allowing this assumption (4.20b).
The cost surface in Figure 4.4b also illustrates the need for a high signal to noise ratio to detect
changes in stiffness at the deepest points within the breast. Changes in stiffness in these internal
locations obviously produce a smaller change in surface motion than changes in stiffness closer to
the breast surface. This is the same effect as found in the numerical validation of the algorithm
in section 3.7.1. A good signal to noise ratio will allow solutions deep within the breast to be
confidently accepted or discarded.
For the phantom Tr5 reconstruction in section 4.3.3, the true location of the tumor, (0,−25, 25),
is invisible to the reconstruction algorithm as the cost at and around the true location in parameter
space is high. The global minimum occurs at (0,−10, 45). The GA successfully avoided local
minima, but optimization can do no better than finding the minimum cost. The reconstruction
method is based on fitting the background material properties then locating the inclusion based on
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any remaining anomalies. Figure 4.21 shows the location of the 100 data points with the highest Φ
for phantom Tr5 assuming the best-fit homogeneous background material estimate. The location
optimization fits the inclusion the anomaly remaining after the optimization of the background
material properties. The clear localization of these points in a band around z = 45mm makes it
no surprise that the reconstruction algorithm locates the inclusion in this region.
(a) Side view (b) Top view
Figure 4.21: The 100 points with the largest cost difference from the homogeneous solution for
phantom Tr5. These points are the anomaly from the homogeneous solution, thus are used to
locate the inclusion.
Phantom Tr5 exposes a weakness in the cost function used in this study. Figure 4.22 shows
the tracked fiducials for phantom Tr5. There is poor motion tracking at the location where the
actuator makes contact with the phantom, which has lead to a misshapen mesh. For comparison,
the tracked fiducials for phantom H shown in Figure 4.1 do not exhibit this poor tracking at the
actuator location.
The misshapen mesh for phantom Tr5 violates the assumption in the the inverse problem that
the forward model provides effective simulation of the experimental process. The large error in
modeling in this case may be due to the presence of poor motion tracking as a result of the large
motion near the actuator. The mesh error, which is instantly identifiable to the human eye, is
not accounted for in the cost function. For such a uniform geometry as the phantom, and such an
obvious location at the actuator, mesh correction can be done manually. For the clinical case of a
human breast, this would be a much less obvious procedure because of the non-uniform geometry
and the variation in breast shape from person to person. The manual adjustment of the phantom
Tr5 mesh provided a small improvement in the optimal region, but the global minimum θ(xc, yc, zc)
remained 28 mm from the true inclusion location. This provides evidence to support the collection
of multiple frequency data because troublesome frequencies exhibiting unacceptably high surface
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Figure 4.22: Tracked fiducials for phantom Tr5. The poorly tracked fiducials are at the actuator
contact.
motion, which in the case of phantom Tr5 has caused misshaped meshing, can be discarded in the
inverse problem.
In all four phantom cases containing an inclusion, the presence of an inclusion was identified.
Excluding phantom Tr5, which has obvious data limitations, the inclusions were all located with
15 mm of the true inclusion location using a simple a priori assumption.
The large volume of the 25 kPa contour of the credible region demonstrates the uncertainty in
inclusion location for each of the phantoms. The poorer quality of data for phantom Tr5 is evident
in both in the larger value of σ2 compared to the other datasets in Table 4.9 and visually in credible
region, with the 25 kPa contour 27.8 times the inclusion volume. Ideally, for the eventual clinical
application of the DIET system, the credible region will need to be comparable to the optimal
region. Currently, the measurement variance, σ2, is not at a level where the credible and optimal
regions are comparable. For an estimate of how the measurement variance would need to be
reduced to give a credible region comparable to the optimal region, Figure 4.23 shows the credible
region for phantom Tr10 assuming a variance equal to half the actual measurement variance. This
would alter the 25 kPa contour metrics to Vfrac = 1.52 and δc = 14 mm as calculated using Eqs.
3.53 and 3.57.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 4.23: 90% credible region for phantom Tr10, calculated using a variance equal to half the
true variance. Contour is E′ = 25 kPa. True inclusion location is shown in grey.
The optimal region, however, is successful for all phantoms with inclusions except phantom
Tr5. The success of the optimal region is encouraging as it demonstrates that the processes and
algorithms developed can be successfully applied to phantoms with E′ comparable to breast tissue
and containing inclusions of clinically relevant size, which would be effective for cancer detection.
Chapter 5
Multi-Frequency Phantom Studies
As the dynamic response of the breast varies with different actuation frequencies, the incorpora-
tion of multiple frequencies into the inverse problem could improve overall tumor identification
performance. Feng et al. developed an image based modal analysis system able to robustly and
rapidly identify resonant frequencies in soft tissue using the DIET prototype [117]. Three images
per oscillation cycle are enough to capture the behavior at a given frequency, which allows a rapid
sweep over critical frequency ranges to be performed prior to imaging. The critical imaging set-
tings of the DIET system can then be determined to optimize its image collection performance.
Together with the improved DIET prototype this allows a sweep of frequency data to be collected
in a time comparable to previous single frequency measurements. Typically, the data is collected
between 8 Hz and 40 Hz. This provides much more information for solving the inverse problem.
The ideal DIET data set would consist of large, well tracked surface motions from phantoms
or tissue exhibiting linearly elastic or linearly viscoelastic behavior. In reality, near resonant fre-
quencies of the phantoms suffer reduced data coverage as the large motions are more difficult to
track between frames [118]. This typically manifests as a reduced number of quality measure-
ments across the tissue surface and thus reduced coverage of the data volume. Poor coverage also
impacts the quality of the FE mesh which is created specifically for each patient from the motion
data. As found in the initial phantom study of Chapter 4, poor meshing can affect the quality
of reconstruction results. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate an effective way of combin-
ing information from multiple frequencies to overcome the shortcomings of individual frequency
datasets. There are three phantoms used in this chapter: H, Tr10 and Tr5. There is room for
improvement in phantom H and phantom Tr5, and the successful reconstruction of phantom Tr10
needs to remain successful with multi-frequency data.
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Figure 5.1: Graph showing reconstructed E′B for phantoms H, Tr10 and Tr5.
Figure 5.1 shows the reconstructed background storage modulus, E′B , for the three phantoms.
While the homogeneous material properties, E′B and ζB , may exhibit frequency dependence, the
location of the inclusion will be constant with frequency. Thus, tumor location optimization can
be carried out across multiple frequencies by using a combined cost function. Section 5.1 details
the comparison of two multi-frequency cost functions, ranking and normalizing, defined in Eqs.
3.33 and 3.35 from Chapter 3. The best performing cost function is used to produce the first
DIET multi-frequency reconstructions on phantom data in section 5.2.
5.1 Multi-Frequency Cost Function Comparison
The magnitude of the cost, Φ, from each frequency will vary due to several factors. Frequencies
where more data points were tracked will have a higher total cost, equally frequencies which pro-
duce larger motions will have larger costs. If these factors are not accounted for, these frequencies
will have a greater influence on a multi-frequency optimization process. Figure 5.2 shows the
relative size of the costs, Φ, from each frequency for a collection of inclusion location models,
θ(xc, yc, zc), with R = 5 mm, E
′
I = 30 kPa and ζI = 10%, throughout the parameter space for
phantom Tr10. Note the difference in cost between 16 Hz and 18 Hz data. If these two costs were
simply summed without some normalization or other weighting process, the 18 Hz data would
dominate the combined cost function.
In this work, two methods of producing a combined cost function have been investigated:
ranking and normalizing. These two methods were compared on a reconstruction for phantom
Tr10 using multi-frequency data. Ranked cost, AC, was calculated using Eq. 3.33, while the
combined normalized cost, ΦC , was calculated using Eq. 3.35. The costs were compared using
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Figure 5.2: Relative size of the cost, Φ, from each frequency for phantom Tr10. The plot shows
the spread of cost Φ for a collection of models for each frequency. The models are tumor locations
in the parameter space.
phantom Tr10 data over the frequency range 10 to 40 Hz.
Figure 5.3 shows the cost surface for an inclusion location reconstruction of phantom Tr10
using AC as the cost. The slice is at z = 30 mm, the true z location of the inclusion. The AC cost
surface provides little to no information on the location of the inclusion. Model ranking was used
to eliminate the need to normalize data across the frequencies. The total cost for a model is simply
the sum of its rank from each frequency. The use of ranking is thus equivalent to weighting each
frequency equally. This may be why ranked cost is performing poorly in DIET. For example, data
with poor coverage or low signal to noise may rank poor models highly simply because the data is
insufficient to discount poor solutions. These models then get the same rank as well-fitting models
from a higher quality dataset, which causes the cost surface to perform poorly. In contrast, the
combined normalized cost function ΦC performs much better. Figure 5.4 shows the cost surface
at z = 30 mm for ΦC . The true center of the inclusion is located at (0,−20, 30). ΦC puts the
minimum in the correct location in parameter space, thus ΦC was selected as the multi-frequency
cost function.
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Figure 5.3: Slice through ranked cost (AC) surface for inclusion location for phantom Tr10 at z
= 30 mm.
Figure 5.4: Slice through combined normalized cost (ΦC) inclusion location surface for phantom
Tr10 at z = 30 mm.
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5.2 Multi-Frequency Phantom Reconstructions
The aim of this experiment is to apply the combined cost function for location optimization (ΦC)
to phantoms H, Tr10, and Tr5. There are several desired outcomes that would indicate success for
the reconstruction algorithm over the single frequency reconstructions shown in Chapter 4. The
‘healthy’ phantom should produce a more homogeneous result, the reconstruction for phantom Tr5
needs to overcome the poor meshing at 26 Hz, and the reconstruction for phantom Tr10 must still
locate the inclusion correctly. The parallel algorithm described in section 3.7.3 was modified to
calculate the forward solution (FE calculation) for multiple frequencies. The background material
properties, E′B and ζB , were optimized for each frequency individually, then the optimal values
were used in the location optimization across all frequencies.
5.2.1 Data Quality Metrics
The data quality metrics of mean displacement (µA), signal to noise ratio (SNR) and coverage
(χ) were calculated for each of the phantoms using Eqs. 3.29 to 3.32. Figure 5.5 shows the mean
displacement for each frequency for the phantoms. The resonance peaks are clearly visible at
approximately 16 Hz and 27 Hz for each of the three phantoms.
Figure 5.5: Mean measured displacement versus frequency.
Figure 5.6 shows the mean signal to noise ratio, SNR for the three phantoms. The SNR does
not drop at the first resonance peak, indicating that even though the measured displacements
are larger than the non-resonant frequencies the motion can be described sufficiently by Eq. 3.7,
i.e. each fiducial follows an elliptical path. The correlation coefficient and corresponding p value
between µA and SNR for each phantom is given in Table 5.1. The correlations for phantom H
and Tr5 are not statistically significant using a two-tailed student’s t-test, and the correlation for
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Figure 5.6: Mean signal to noise ratio versus frequency.
phantom Tr10 in fact shows a positive, statistically significant correlation between µA and SNR.
The larger motion occurring at the resonance peaks is thus not having a negative effect on SNR.
Figure 5.7 shows the coverage, χ, for the three phantoms where a significant drop at the first
resonant frequency 16 Hz is evident. There is also a smaller drop in χ at the second resonance
peak of 27 Hz. Note that there is an inverse correlation between µA and χ. The correlation
coefficients and corresponding p values are given in Table 5.1. Testing the correlations for statistical
significance using a one-tailed student’s t-test with a null hypothesis that the correlation is equal
to zero, these correlations are all statistically significant with p values well below the p = 0.05
confidence threshold. This correlation is a consequence of the movement of fiducials becoming too
large to be tracked successfully between frames [63] [118] as the actuation frequency approaches
resonance. To provide a visual representation of percentage coverage, Figure 5.8 illustrates the
coverage at two frequencies for phantom H.
µA, SNR µA, χ
Phantom R p value R p value
H 0.3884 0.8 -0.94 0.000002
Tr5 0.389 0.2 -0.90 0.00006
Tr10 0.7178 0.004 -0.89 0.00002
Table 5.1: Correlation coefficient (R) and corresponding p value for mean displacement(µA) and
mean signal to noise (SNR), and mean displacement and coverage (χ).
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Figure 5.7: Coverage versus frequency.
(a) Poor coverage at 16 Hz. 11% of surface elements
covered.
(b) Better coverage at 18 Hz. 24% of surface ele-
ments covered.
Figure 5.8: An example of poor surface coverage compared to an example of better surface coverage
to provide a visual representation of percentage coverage (χ). The surface elements colored red
have one or more tracked fiducials associated with them. The data are from Phantom H.
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5.2.2 Results
To visualize the results of the reconstructions the 25 kPa contour of the average E′ over the
optimal region is used. For qualitative description of the multi-frequency results, the volume
difference, Vfrac and the distance from the centroid of the reconstructed inclusion location to the
true inclusion location, δc are calculated using Eqs. 3.53 and 3.56 for the E
′ = 25 kPa contour
and summarized in Table 5.2. Single frequency reconstructions were performed on the individual
frequency datasets to allow comparison with the multi frequency reconstructions.
Phantom Volume Fraction, Vfrac Centroid Difference, δc (mm)
Tr10 (all frequencies) 0.22 12
Tr5 (all frequencies) 1.96 24
Tr5 (selected frequencies) 1.83 19
Table 5.2: Quantitative description of the optimal region, where Volume Fraction is the volume
of the 25 kPa contour divided by the volume of the true inclusion, and the Centroid Distance is
the distance between the centroid of the credible region and the centroid of the inclusion. Note
phantom H is not listed as the inclusion volume is zero and the inclusion location is undefined.
Phantom H
The multi-frequency reconstruction for phantom H, given in Figure 5.9 is a successful reconstruc-
tion result. The reconstruction is homogeneous, with only some stiff areas on the surface of the
mesh where the edge of the inclusion touches the surface of the breast. This is the same effect
described in section 4.5 and is due to the inclusion being allowed to move outside the breast
to produce homogeneous reconstructions. Examining the individual frequency optimal regions in
Figure 5.10 highlights the low sensitivity of the cost function to inclusions deep in the center of the
phantom. Figure 5.10a and Figures 5.10c to 5.10f show selected single frequency reconstructions
which produce an inclusion within the central column of the breast phantom. This is a red flag for
the DIET reconstruction as individual frequency results would show an inclusion. By combining
the information from all frequencies, the false minimums are counterbalanced.
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Figure 5.9: Optimal region reconstruction result using all frequencies for phantom H. The contour
is E′ = 25 kPa.
(a) 10Hz (b) 16Hz
(c) 20Hz (d) 24Hz
(e) 28Hz (f) 35Hz
Figure 5.10: A selection of individual frequency reconstruction results for phantom H. The contour
is E′ = 25 kPa.
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Phantom Tr10
The multi frequency reconstruction for phantom Tr10 is given in Figure 5.11. The result is
successful, identifying an inclusion in the correct area of the phantom, although not completely
co-incidental with a centroid difference of 12 mm. Figures 5.12a to 5.12f show selected individual
frequency reconstructions across the frequency range. Most of these reconstructions locate the
inclusion very close to the true location. Even less successful reconstructions, such as the 16 Hz
result shown in Figure 5.12b place the inclusion in the correct quadrant of the breast.
Figure 5.11: Reconstruction result using all frequencies for phantom Tr10. The contour is
E′ = 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
(a) 10Hz (b) 16Hz (c) 20Hz
(d) 24Hz (e) 28Hz (f) 35Hz
Figure 5.12: A selection of individual frequency reconstruction results for phantom Tr10. The
contour is E′ = 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
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Phantom Tr5
The multi-frequency reconstruction result for phantom Tr5 is given in Figure 5.13 and is the least
successful reconstruction, with the reconstructed inclusion location placed 22 mm from the true
location. The single frequency results given in Figures 5.14a-5.14f show mixed results. Common
to a majority of the results is placing the inclusion location close to the location of the actuator.
Selecting frequencies 18-35 Hz, which lie after the first resonance peak improves the multi-frequency
reconstruction producing the results given in Figure 5.15 and reduces δc from 24 mm to 19 mm.
However, the misshapen meshing seen in Chapter 4 in the 26 Hz data where the actuator makes
contact with the breast phantom can also be clearly seen in Figures 5.14a, 5.14d and 5.14f, which
indicates that the high motion at the resonance peaks is not the sole cause of the poorly tracked
points.
Figure 5.13: Reconstruction result using all frequencies for phantom Tr5. The contour is E′ = 25
kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
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(a) 10Hz (b) 16Hz (c) 20Hz
(d) 24Hz (e) 28Hz (f) 35Hz
Figure 5.14: A selection of individual frequency reconstruction results for phantom Tr5. The
contour is E′ = 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
Figure 5.15: Reconstruction result using selected frequencies (18 Hz-35 Hz) for phantom Tr5. The
contour is E′ = 25 kPa. The true inclusion is shown in grey.
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5.3 Single Frequency versus Multi-Frequency
Reconstructions
There are two aspects to consider in the use of single frequency versus multi-frequency recon-
structions: the quality of the reconstruction and the computational expense of achieving said
reconstruction. The quality of the reconstruction is assessed by comparing the distance between
the reconstructed inclusion location, XR, and the actual inclusion location XI . The computational
expense is assessed by the number of model evaluations, ME, and the number of FE calculations
executed during the reconstruction. For multi-frequency reconstructions multiple FE calculations
are required for a single model evaluation because each frequency requires its own FE simulation.
The distance, D, between the true location of the inclusion, XI , and the reconstructed inclusion
location, XR, is calculated by
D = |XI −XR|. (5.1)
5.3.1 Results
ME and D for each of the single frequency reconstructions is given in Table 5.3. The mean
and standard deviation of ME and D for the single frequency reconstructions is given in Table
5.4. Table 5.5 gives ME and D and the number of FE calculations for the multi-frequency
reconstructions.
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Frequency H Tr10 Tr5
ME ME D (mm) ME D (mm)
10 1135 943 15 1004 55
12 964 261 12 1095 22
14 1381 309 15 2575 36
16 1107 835 27 2085 22
18 488 373 17 534 24
20 1074 520 7 842 26
22 828 730 8 945 28
24 993 1214 21 324 47
26 1970 722 11 591 25
28 2647 798 11 1940 25
30 909 695 11 1185 26
35 924 575 12 1045 32
40 1658 601 16 - -
Table 5.3: Number of model evaluations, ME, for each single frequency reconstruction. The
distance, D, between the optimum solution found by the algorithm and the true inclusion location
is given for phantoms Tr5 and Tr10.
Phantom
ME D (mm)
Mean STD Mean STD
H 1236.77 566.06 - -
Tr10 659.69 264.85 14.27 5.42
Tr5 1180.50 678.56 31.50 10.29
Tr5 (selected frequencies) 925.88 499.28 29.57 7.60
Table 5.4: Mean and standard deviation of ME and D for the single frequency reconstructions
for each phantom.
Phantom ME D (mm) FE calculations
H 947 - 12 311
Tr10 737 12 9321
Tr5 (all frequencies) 705 24 8460
Tr5 (selected frequencies) 611 19 4888
Table 5.5: ME, D and the number of FE calculations for the multi-frequency reconstructions.
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5.3.2 Discussion
For the single frequency reconstructions the inclusions were located with varying success across the
frequency range. The largest D for phantom Tr10 occurs at the first resonance peak of 16 Hz. The
large motion at the first resonance peak is the likely cause of this less successful reconstruction.
However, the second resonance peak at 27 Hz has not had a negative effect on inclusion location
for this phantom. The reconstructions at 26 Hz and 28 hz both produced D = 11 mm, which
is below the mean D result. As shown in Figure 5.5, the first resonance peak is 1.5 to 2 times
bigger than the second resonance peak and is thus having a greater effect on the quality of the
reconstructions.
The single frequency results for phantom Tr5 exhibit a greater spread of D than those of
phantom Tr10, with a standard deviation of 10.29 compared to 5.42 for phantom Tr10. In contrast
to phantom Tr10, the reconstruction at the first resonance peak at 16 Hz produced the smallest
value of D for phantom Tr5. The largest value of D is found at 10 Hz. This frequency is
not associated with any resonance peak, which suggests that it is not simply large motions at
resonance that is affecting the reconstructions. The failed reconstruction using 10 Hz data as can
be seen in Figure 5.14a. The inclusion is placed at the actuator contact at the opposite side of the
phantom to the inclusion. Certainly the 10 Hz data requires additional frequencies to produce a
successful reconstruction. As shown in Figure 5.5, 10 Hz has the lowest displacement of all the
frequencies. Any error due to motion tracking, particularly at the actuator contact as has occurred
with phantom Tr5, could be assumed to be frequency independent. It would thus have a relatively
larger effect on datasets with smaller displacements. This may be why the 10 Hz reconstruction
produced the worst result of all the frequencies and put the inclusion at the actuator contact.
The multi-frequency reconstruction for phantom Tr10 produced a D of 12 mm, which is 2 mm
smaller than the mean D of the single frequency reconstructions. The multi-frequency D for
phantom Tr5 (all frequencies) is 6.5 mm smaller than the mean single frequency result. The
selected frequency (18-35 Hz) result for phantom Tr5 is 12.5 mm smaller than the mean for the
corresponding single frequency results. The multi-frequency reconstructions are thus performing
better than their single frequency counterparts on average. This is an encouraging result for DIET
as it demonstrates that the multi-frequency cost, ΦC , can be used to overcome shortcomings in
individual frequency datasets.
For phantom Tr5 the multi-frequency D is better than all the single frequency reconstruc-
tions and for phantom H, the multi-frequency reconstructions is homogeneous. However, the
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multi-frequency D for phantom Tr10 is larger than or equal to 7 out of the 13 single frequency
reconstructions. The multi-frequency approach is thus not necessarily an improvement over a
given single frequency result, but has provided a better than average result for the phantoms in
this study.
The single frequency results for phantom H and Tr5 had a greater spread in ME than phan-
tom Tr10 with standard deviations of 566 and 678 for phantoms H and Tr5 respectively, compared
to 264 for phantom Tr10. This may be because phantom Tr10 has a large inclusion that is
identifiable across all frequencies. The number of model evaluations for the multi-frequency re-
constructions is on a par with the single frequency reconstructions. The mean of ME of the single
frequency reconstructions range from 660 for phantom Tr10 to 1236 for phantom H. The ME of
the multi-frequency reconstructions range from 611 for phantom Tr5 (selected frequencies) to 947
for phantom H. The use of multi-frequency data has not lead to a large reduction in the number
of model evaluations.
Although the multi-frequency reconstructions required a similar number of model evaluations,
each model evaluation requires an FE calculation for each frequency. Compared to the mean
single frequency computational cost, there was a 10 fold increase for phantom H (13 frequen-
cies), a 14 fold increase for phantom Tr10 (13 frequencies), a 7 fold increase for phantom Tr5 (all
12 frequencies) and a 5 fold increase for phantom Tr5 (selected 8 frequencies). The better than
average reconstructions have been achieved at an increase in computational expense of approx-
imately n times the mean single frequency ME, where n is the number of frequencies used in
the reconstruction. Interestingly, phantom Tr10, which had the best performing single frequency
reconstructions on average, exhibits the largest increase in computational expense for the multi-
frequency reconstructions. This could be because the single frequency reconstructions for this
phantom are successful across the range of frequencies used. Thus, a single frequency cost Φ is as
effective as the multi-frequency cost ΦC and so the increase in computational expense when using
multi-frequency data is approximately n times the mean single frequency cost.
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
The comparison of ranked cost (AC) versus combined normalized cost (ΦC) clearly indicated
that AC was not suitable for the DIET reconstruction algorithm. Ranked cost as part of a more
complex cost function has been used with success in other work. For example, Zhang et al. have
had success using a ranking scheme to incorporate qualitative prior information into their cost
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function for a 2D simulated inverse elasticity problem [81]. In this study, ranked cost surfaces
offer little information to solve the inverse problem. A much more successful approach for DIET
is to normalize the cost for each frequency and then sum them together to get a combined cost
function, ΦC .
Evaluation of the data coverage shows the need to apply fiducials to every area of the breast.
For example, the 18 Hz data for phantom H as illustrated in Figure 5.8b has χ = 24%, i.e. only
24% of surface elements have a measurement associated with them. This is before any reduction
in coverage that would occur with other frequencies closer to the resonance peak, due to the
associated large motion between successive images. To acquire motion data with the current
DIET imaging processing algorithm requires the application of colored fiducials to the breast
surface. It is envisaged that motion tracking of natural features on the skin will become part of
the DIET image processing algorithm [119]. This would allow a more complete surface motion
dataset to be produced by providing information between the locations of the applied fiducial
markers. Skin-feature tracking may even be sufficient to provide motion data without the need to
apply fiducial markers. The drop in surface coverage at the resonance peaks could be mitigated
by calculating data quality metrics in real time during data collection. Frequencies exhibiting
reduced coverage could be identified and the actuation frequency adjusted accordingly to avoid
resonance.
The reconstruction of Phantom Tr10 was successful, with a centroid difference of 12 mm from
the true inclusion location. Although this was no improvement on the 26 Hz reconstruction of
Chapter 4, which also gave a centroid difference of 12 mm, the use of multi-frequency data did not
negatively impact the reconstruction. The multi-frequency reconstruction for phantom H is an
improvement on the single frequency reconstruction, as it produced a homogeneous result. There
are some stiff surface elements that can be seen in Figure 5.9, but no stiff elements within the
breast volume. The problem was posed as locating a 5 mm radius inclusion within the parameter
space, thus in interpreting the homogeneous result, one cannot exclude the possibility of smaller
inclusions within the breast volume. The choice of a priori inclusion radius will depend upon two
factors for the eventual clinical application of the DIET system: the minimum breast mass size that
needs to be identified in a pre-screening method, and the smallest inclusion that can be excluded
in practice with the DIET system. At this stage in the development of DIET, the exclusion of
a 5 mm radius inclusion in the homogeneous case is a positive result. The reconstruction result
for phantom Tr5 demonstrates that collecting a frequency sweep of data provides a more robust
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dataset for solving the inverse problem, as troublesome frequencies can be discarded. However,
these results also show that even with phantom data, which is undoubtedly less complex than in
vivo data due to external effects such as patient movement, poor SNR and poor meshing have
the potential to hinder the reconstruction algorithm.
Chapter 6
Ellipsoidal and Multiple Inclusions
In the reconstructions presented so far, all inclusions have been assumed to be spherical. Any
reconstruction has solved for a single inclusion within the breast volume. Two modifications
are made to the algorithm in this analysis: the inclusion is allowed to be ellipsoidal, and the
algorithm is modified to solve for multiple inclusions. At first glance, this may seem like a small
increase in the number of parameters used to describe the inclusion, but allowing the inclusion to
be ellipsoidal gives 1×1011 possible models for inclusion shape and location. This calculation is
based on inclusions spaced every 5 mm in the parameter space, and the constraints of the ellipsoid
equal to those given in Table 6.1. A numerical study is performed to asses the capability of the
algorithm with ellipsoidal and multiple inclusions. The a priori fixed radius inclusion assumption is
also applied to these cases. These assumptions are then employed in reconstructions on a phantom
containing two ‘cancerous’ inclusions. Based on the synthetic data and phantom reconstruction
results, a phantom containing multiple inclusions is created, with one of the inclusions representing
cancer. A positive result for the reconstruction algorithm would be to identify the cancerous
inclusion amongst the non-homogeneous background.
6.1 Synthetic Data Study
The aim of this study is to test the performance of the reconstruction algorithm, so it is critical not
to commit the inverse crime of using the same method to solve the forward problem in both the
creation of synthetic data and the reconstruction. The strategy used here is to create the ‘data’
using a 2 mm linear tetrahedral mesh, and to solve the forward problem for the reconstruction on
a 3 mm linear tetrahedral mesh.
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(a) Top view of synthetic data locations on the mesh. (b) Side view of synthetic data locations on the mesh.
Figure 6.1: Synthetic data projected onto the 3 mm mesh. The green dots are the 3D locations of
the data, the red dots are the projection onto the mesh. Note the visibility of red or green dots in
the plot is due to the data point being located just outside or just inside the surface of the mesh.
There are no data where the actuator would make contact with the breast, nor at the ‘chest wall’.
To create the synthetic data, a 2 mm mesh was created from the point cloud of phantom H
26 Hz data. The forward problem was solved to give the displacement at every node. Gaussian
random noise with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 5% of the RMS displacement was
added to the motion. Only the nodes on the surface and visible to the cameras are used to create
the ‘data’. Half the nodes were removed from the data set to give 1500 fiducials, comparable to
the phantom datasets used in previous chapters. To mimic the data projection, the 2 mm data is
projected onto a 3 mm mesh created from a phantom H data set. The location of the synthetic
data is shown in Figure 6.1. The motion and projection information comprise the synthetic data.
The FE calculations used in the reconstructions were evaluated on the 3 mm mesh.
6.1.1 Experimental Setup
Two synthetic data sets were created to test the algorithm using an actuation frequency of 26 Hz
and an amplitude of 0.5 mm. Dataset A was a single ellipsoidal inclusion, shown in Figure 6.2a.
Dataset B contained two inclusions, shown in Figure 6.2b. The background material properties
were a storage modulus of 3.4 kPa and a damping parameter of 4% for both datasets. The inclusion
E′ was set equal to 27 kPa, to mimic the phantoms used in Chapter 4. Because generating the
data did not involve fitting of an ellipse to fiducials, the cost function used was ΦSQ, as defined
in Eq. 3.22 in Chapter 3. The model θ comprises the background material properties and the
inclusion shape and material properties,
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(a) Dataset A: Single ellipsoidal inclusion (b) Dataset B: Two inclusions
Figure 6.2: Inclusion locations for the two synthetic datasets.
θ(E′B , ζB , v1, v2, v3, xc, yc, zc, α, β, γ, E
′
I , ζI). (6.1)
Four experiments were run to test the potential of the algorithm with more complex inclusions
than the single spherical inclusions used in Chapter 4. In addition, two experiments using the a
priori inclusion assumptions from Chapter 4 were applied to the synthetic data. As in previous
experiments, there were two steps to optimization; background material properties were solved for,
then inclusion properties. An initial population of 128 chromosomes was used and the experiments
were limited to 50 generations. Experiment 3 was then run again with a limit of 500 generations.
Experiment 1: Using data set A, solve for one ellipsoidal inclusion.
Experiment 2: Using data set B, solve for one ellipsoidal inclusion.
Experiment 3: Using data set A, solve for two ellipsoidal inclusions.
Experiment 4: Using data set B, solve for two ellipsoidal inclusions.
Experiment 5: Using data set A, solve for a spherical inclusion with R = 5 mm.
Experiment 6: Using data set B, solve for a spherical inclusion with R = 5 mm.
Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to test if an ellipsoidal inclusion could be successfully
reconstructed. Obviously, in a clinical setting it is not known whether there are single, multiple,
or no masses present in a breast. Experiments 3 and 4 are to test the assumption of two ellipsoidal
inclusions. Experiment 3 was designed to test whether one sole inclusion could be successfully
located if the problem was posed as locating two inclusions. Experiment 4 was designed to test
if two inclusions could be successfully reconstructed. The constraints on the ellipsoids were the
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Parameter Lower constraint Upper constraint Increment
Background E′(kPa) 1 5 0.1
Background ζ(%) 1 10 1
Ellipsoid Center
x(mm) -60 60 5
y(mm) -60 60 5
z(mm) 0 60 5
Ellipsoid Axes
v1(mm) 1 15 1
v2(mm) 1 15 1
v3(mm) 1 15 1
Ellipsoid Rotation
α(degrees) 0 180 10
β(degrees) 0 180 10
γ(degrees) 0 180 10
Inclusion E′(kPa) Fixed at 30 kPa
Inclusion ζ(%) Fixed at 10%
Table 6.1: Constraints on the reconstructed parameters for Experiments 1-3.
same for Experiments 1 to 4 and are given in Table 6.1. The constraints for Experiments 4 and 5
are the same as used in Chapter 4, given in Table 4.2, with the E′I = 30 kPa and ζI = 10%.
6.1.2 Results
The results displayed are the optimum location parameter values found using the reconstruction
algorithm. The reconstructed background material properties were 3.5 kPa and 5% damping for
both dataset A and B. The true values were 3.4 kPa and 4% damping. The inclusions had little
effect on the background material property reconstruction. The center and volume of the inclusions
were used to compare the reconstructions with the true inclusions. For inclusions completely within
the mesh, the volume of the inclusion was simply the volume of the ellipsoid, V , where
V =
4
3
Πabc (6.2)
where a, b, c are the lengths of the three principle axes of the ellipsoid. The results of each
experiment are given in the following sections, with a summary of the success of the reconstructions
given in Table 6.2. The computational expense for each reconstruction, i.e. the number of models
evaluated, is given in Table 6.3.
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Experiment 1: Dataset A using one ellipsoidal inclusion
Figure 6.3 shows the true inclusion location together with the reconstructed location for Exper-
iment 1. The reconstruction is a good location match for the inclusion, and a good match for
inclusion shape with the reconstructed inclusion similarly elongated as the true inclusion. The
reconstructed inclusion is closer to the surface of the breast than the true location and the angle
of the inclusion is not quite correct. The reconstructed inclusion center of (0,−40, 15) is 11 mm
away from the true inclusion center of (0,−30, 20). The volume of the reconstructed ellipsoid is
1885 mm3 compared with 1571 mm3 for the true volume, thus overestimating the inclusion volume
by 19%.
(a) True location, top view. (b) Reconstructed location, top view.
(c) True location, side view. (d) Reconstructed location, side view.
Figure 6.3: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location of the inclusion for
Experiment 1. Solving for one ellipsoidal inclusion with 128 chromosomes in the population and
the algorithm limited to 50 generations.
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Experiment 2: Dataset B using one ellipsoidal inclusion
Figure 6.4 shows the true and reconstructed location of the inclusion for Experiment 2. The
reconstructed inclusion is located at (0,−35, 20), only 5 mm away from the actual location of the
larger inclusion at (0,−30, 20). The volume of the reconstructed inclusion is 900 mm2, which is
42% of the true inclusion volume of 2094 mm2. The reconstructed inclusion is elongated in two
dimensions, compared to the elongation in one dimension of the true inclusion. The side view of
the reconstruction in Figure 6.4d shows that the angle of the inclusion has not matched that of
the true inclusion, shown in Figure 6.4c.
(a) True location, top view. (b) Reconstructed location.
(c) True location, side view. (d) Reconstructed location, side view.
Figure 6.4: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location of the inclusions for
Experiment 2. Solving for one ellipsoidal inclusion with 128 chromosomes in the population and
the algorithm limited to 50 generations.
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Experiment 3: Dataset A using two ellipsoidal inclusions
Figure 6.5 shows the true and reconstructed location of the inclusion for Experiment 3. The recon-
struction is not as successful as the results of Experiment 1 in terms of reconstruction inclusion
shape. One inclusion is placed at (0 − 30, 25), 5 mm away from the true inclusion location of
(0,−30, 20). but is not as good a match for the shape of the inclusion, with a volume of of 1005
mm3, 64% of the true inclusion volume. The second inclusion is pushed up towards the actuator
leaving stiff surface nodes, rather than completely out of the breast. For an ideal reconstruction,
the second inclusion would be entirely outside the breast.
(a) True location, top view. (b) Reconstructed location.
(c) True location, side view. (d) Reconstructed location, side view.
Figure 6.5: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location of the inclusions for
Experiment 3. Solving for two ellipsoidal inclusions with 128 chromosomes in the population and
the algorithm limited to 50 generations.
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Experiment 4: Dataset B using two ellipsoidal inclusions
Figure 6.6 shows the true location and reconstructed location of the inclusion for Experiment 4
after 50 generations. The reconstructed location of (0,−30, 25) for the larger inclusion is a good
match for location, 5 mm away from the true location of (0,−30, 20), but not for inclusion shape.
The reconstructed inclusion does not have the same elongation of the true inclusion, but the
volumes are comparable, with a difference of 2% of the true volume. The true volume is 2094 mm3,
the reconstructed volume is 2052 mm3. The smaller inclusion at (0, 10, 40) is not identified in the
reconstruction. Figure 6.7 shows the reconstructed location for Experiment 4 after 500 generations.
The larger inclusion is still dominating the reconstruction. The reconstructed inclusion centroid
is still at (0,−30, 25), a good match for location, but the reconstructed volume is 1047 mm3, 50%
of the true inclusion volume.
(a) True location, top view (b) Reconstructed location, top view
(c) True location, side view (d) Reconstructed location, side view
Figure 6.6: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location for Experiment 4. Solving
for two ellipsoidal inclusions with 128 chromosomes in the population and the algorithm limited
to 50 generations.
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(a) True location, top view (b) Reconstructed location, top view
(c) True location, side view (d) Reconstructed location, side view
Figure 6.7: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location for Experiment 4 after
500 generations. Solving for two ellipsoidal inclusions with 128 chromosomes in the population
and the algorithm limited to 500 generations.
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Experiment 5: Dataset A using a spherical inclusion
Figure 6.8 shows the true location and reconstructed location for Experiment 5. Even with an a
priori inclusion geometry that does not match the elongation of the true inclusion, the centroid of
the reconstructed location, (0,−30, 25), is only 5 mm away the true location. The reconstructed
centroid for the spherical inclusions is 6 mm closer than the reconstructed ellipsoidal inclusion
centroid of Experiment 1 and coincides with the reconstructed centroid of Experiment 3.
(a) True location, top view (b) Reconstructed location, top view
(c) True location, side view (d) Reconstructed location, side view
Figure 6.8: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location for Experiment 5. Solving
for a 5 mm radius spherical inclusion. 128 chromosomes in the population and the algorithm
limited to 50 generations.
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Experiment 6: Dataset B using a spherical inclusion
Figure 6.9 shows the true location and reconstruction location for Experiment 6. As with Exper-
iment 4 the larger inclusion has dominated the reconstruction. The a priori sphere has moved to
the location of the large inclusion. The assumption of a spherical inclusion has produced a good
match for inclusion location for the larger inclusion with a centroid difference of 5 mm. The recon-
structed centroid for the spherical inclusion coincides with the reconstructed ellipsoidal inclusion
centroid of Experiments 4 at (0,−30, 25).
(a) True location, top view (b) Reconstructed location, top view
(c) True location, side view (d) Reconstructed location, side view
Figure 6.9: Various views of the true location and reconstructed location for Experiment 6. Solving
for a 5 mm radius spherical inclusion. 128 chromosomes in the population and the algorithm
limited to 50 generations.
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Reconstruction
Dataset Assumption
1 2 Sphere
A
B
Table 6.2: Summary of synthetic data results. The reconstruction assumption is one ellipsoid (1),
two ellipsoids (2), or a 5mm radius sphere. Black indicates the reconstructed inclusion shape and
location was successful, grey indicates a positive result, i.e. at least one inclusion was located
correctly but not a good shape match, and red indicates a failed reconstruction i.e. no inclusion
was identified.
A priori Dataset # Model evaluations
Single ellipsoid
A 6479
B 6041
Two ellipsoids
A 6478
B 6472 (50 generations)
63 612 (500 generations)
Sphere
A 3548
B 1031
Table 6.3: Number of model evaluations for each a priori assumption.
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6.2 Two Inclusion Phantom
A two inclusion phantom was created to apply the ellipsoidal inclusion algorithm to phantom
data. The phantom was created using the method described in section 2.1 of Chapter 2, with two
type one inclusions, i.e. E′I = 27 kPa, representing two cancerous masses. The inclusions were
located at (−10, 35, 20) and (−5,−30, 30). Both inclusions have a radius of 10 mm. The two step
reconstruction approach of section 4.2 in Chapter 4 was used. As with the synthetic studies of
section 6.1 various a priori inclusion assumptions were tested:
Phantom Experiment 1: Solve using a single ellipsoidal inclusion.
Phantom Experiment 2: Solve using two ellipsoidal inclusions.
Phantom Experiment 3: Solve using a spherical inclusion with R = 5 mm.
Phantom Experiment 4: Solve using two spherical inclusions both with R = 5 mm.
The experiments were run with the same constraints as the synthetic data experiments of section
6.1 with a population of 128 chromosomes and the algorithm limited to 50 generations. The
actuation frequency was 26 Hz with and amplitude of 0.5 mm. As with the synthetic experiments,
the two ellipsoidal inclusion assumption experiment was run again with the algorithm limited to
500 generations.
6.2.1 Results
Figure 6.10 shows the result for Phantom Experiment 1. The reconstruction has identified one of
the inclusions. The centroid of the reconstructed stiff nodes is at (−24, 44, 20), which is 16 mm
from the true centroid of the inclusion at (−10, 35, 20). Note that the (−24, 44, 20) is the centroid
of the stiff nodes within the breast volume, rather than the centroid of the ellipsoid. In this case
the ellipsoid is partially inside the breast volume, hence the (x, y, z) are not necessarily multiples
of five as would be expected given the constraints in Table 6.1. The reconstructed volume of
1783 mm3 is 43% of the true inclusion volume of 4187 mm3.
Figure 6.11 shows the result for Phantom Experiment 2 after 50 generations. One inclusion is
not identified at all, with the ellipsoid completely outside the breast volume. The other inclusions
is reconstructed with a volume of 45% of the true inclusion volume of 4187 mm3 and a centroid
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difference of 30 mm. This reconstruction is not as successful as the single inclusion phantom results
of Chapter 4, in which even phantom Tr5 was reconstructed with a centroid difference of 25 mm.
However, the reconstruction is much improved when allowed to run for 500 generations, as can
be seen in Figure 6.12. Both inclusions are successfully reconstructed with a centroid difference
of 19 mm for the inclusion located at (−10, 35, 20) and a centroid difference of 18mm for the
inclusion located at (−5,−30, 30). Both reconstructed inclusions underestimate the true inclusion
volume with 47% and 22% of the true volumes respectively. The reconstruction of the inclusion
at (−10, 35, 20) is similar to the reconstruction result of Phantom Experiment 1, shown in Figure
6.10.
Figure 6.13 shows the result for Phantom Experiment 3. The a priori spherical inclusion
assumption has correctly located one of the inclusions. In fact, the centroid difference is 12mm,
better than any of the ellipsoidal reconstructions.
Figure 6.14 shows the results for Phantom Experiment 4. Both inclusions are located success-
fully. One inclusion is located at (−15,−30, 20), 14 mm away from the true inclusion location of
(−5,−30, 30). The second inclusion is located at (−15, 40, 15), which is 9 mm away from the true
inclusion location of (−10, 35, 20).
The computational expense of each reconstruction is given in Table 6.4.
(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 6.10: Result for Phantom Experiment 1 assuming a single ellipsoidal inclusion. 128 chro-
mosomes in the population and the algorithm limited to 50 generations. The true inclusions are
shown in grey.
.
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(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 6.11: Result for Phantom Experiment 2 assuming two ellipsoidal inclusions. 128 chromo-
somes in the population and the algorithm limited to 50 generations. The true inclusions are
shown in grey.
(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 6.12: Result for Phantom Experiment 2 assuming two ellipsoidal inclusions. 128 chromo-
somes in the population and the algorithm limited to 500 generations. The true inclusions are
shown in grey.
(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 6.13: Result for Phantom Experiment 3 assuming a spherical inclusion with R = 5 mm. 128
chromosomes in the population and the algorithm limited to 50 generations. The true inclusions
are shown in grey.
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(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 6.14: Result for Phantom Experiment 4 assuming two spherical inclusions both with
R = 5 mm. 128 chromosomes in the population and the algorithm limited to 50 generations.
The true inclusions are shown in grey.
A priori # Model evaluations
Single ellipsoid 1572
Two ellipsoids
1581 (50 generations)
15 529 (500 generations)
Single Sphere 1162
Two Spheres 1499
Table 6.4: Number of model evaluations for each a priori assumption.
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6.3 Discussion and Conclusions
In the synthetic experiments an inclusion was identified and located in each of the reconstructions
with varying success. The most successful reconstruction was that of Experiment 1, with a good
match for location, volume and shape. When two ellipsoidal inclusions were assumed in Exper-
iment 2, this reduced the success of the reconstruction by not identifying the correct inclusion
shape, but the reconstructed inclusion was still located only 5 mm away from the true location.
The second inclusion was moved to the outside edge of the breast at the edge of the actuator.
A completely successful reconstruction would locate the second inclusion completely outside the
breast volume, but in terms of a positive result for the DIET system, an inclusion was correctly
identified and located and the patient would be flagged for further investigation.
For the synthetic case of two inclusions present, the largest inclusion was successfully located
in Experiment 3, with a comparable inclusion volume, but the shape of the inclusion was not a
good match. The second, smaller inclusion is not identified in the reconstruction. The inability
to distinguish the second inclusion from the background material was apparent even after 500
generations and 63 612 model evaluations. These results support the idea of solving for a single
inclusion because the largest inclusion can dominate the reconstruction. If there are multiple
inclusions and DIET can be used to identify one within the breast, then DIET would be a success
as a pre-screening method because further clinical investigation of the patient would take place.
The largest inclusion was identified for single ellipsoid and single sphere a priori assumptions
requiring only 6041 and 1031 model evaluations respectively. This is approximately ten to sixty
times less computational expense than the two ellipsoid a priori result and has produced inclusion
location results that are just as successful.
For the two inclusion phantom, the results were similar to the synthetic data experiments. An
inclusion was correctly identified for the four inclusion assumptions (single ellipsoid, two ellip-
soids, single fixed-radius sphere, two fixed-radius spheres), thus a successful pre-screening result
was produced. The centroid differences in phantom ranged from 12 mm to 30 mm, larger than the
5 mm found using synthetic data. This is to be expected as synthetic data can never fully replicate
experimental errors. The worst result was the 50 generation result for Phantom Experiment 2.
Although an inclusion was identified, it was placed 30 mm from the correct location. When the
algorithm was allowed to run for 500 generations both inclusions were successfully reconstructed.
This is a particularly encouraging result for DIET as it demonstrates that two inclusion recon-
structions are possible in phantoms. In the 500 generation reconstruction, 15,529 models were
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evaluated. The actual number of FE evaluations is less because the homogeneous solution is only
calculated once, even though it can be generated with multiple parameter combinations.
The single ellipsoid, single sphere and two sphere assumptions required 1571, 1161 and 1499
model evaluations respectively. This is an approximately ten fold decrease in computational
expense compared to the result using an a priori of two ellipsoidal inclusions. The a priori spherical
inclusion assumption not only gave a smaller centroid difference than either of the ellipsoidal
inclusion assumptions, but also required the fewest model evaluations. Similarly, the two spherical
inclusion assumption produced centroid differences of 14 mm and 9 mm, better than the 19 mm and
18 mm of the two ellipsoidal inclusion assumption and for far fewer model evaluations. The obvious
caveat is that the two ellipsoidal inclusion assumption produced a much better reconstruction of
internal material properties, identifying both inclusions with good matches for both inclusion
volume and location. Thus, the results of the two inclusion phantom demonstrate that one or
more of the inclusions present can be identified and located with simple a priori assumptions, and
that with increased computational expense reconstructions that provide inclusion location and
volume are possible in phantom.
A model that can provide a positive result as a pre-screening test with as few parameters as
possible is one of the main objectives for the DIET reconstruction algorithm. The reconstructions
from the synthetic Experiments 4 and 5 are encouraging for the DIET reconstruction algorithm
as, even with the a priori assumption of a spherical inclusion, the single inclusion in dataset A was
located correctly and the larger of the two inclusions in dataset B was located correctly. The iden-
tification and location of one of the inclusions present was also achieved in Phantom Experiment 3.
All three results would be a positive result for DIET. The much smaller parameter space associated
with finding a best fit model for a spherical inclusion θ(EB , ζB , R, xc, yc, zc) compared to a best
fit model using one or multiple ellipsoidal inclusions θ(E′B , ζB , v1, v2, v3, xc, yc, zc, α, β, γ, E
′
I , ζB),
is desirable because of the reduction in the search space and therefore the number of possible FE
evaluations required.
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6.4 Heterogeneous Phantom Validation
Commercial breast phantoms are available for ultrasound training, allowing users to develop and
practice the skills necessary to gain proficiency in using ultrasound for elastography imaging [120].
These phantoms have multiple inclusions which can be used in various separate training exercises
by targeting the different inclusions individually. DIET is not a targeted imaging technique, in
that the complete elastic property distribution must be reconstructed by optimizing an FE model
of the breast. It is critical then, to examine the more complex phantom case.
The phantoms used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 consisted of a single inclusion within an oth-
erwise homogeneous background. This material property distribution matches the assumption in
the inverse problem of a single stiff inclusion within a homogeneous background. The rationale
behind the heterogeneous phantom is to investigate the algorithm’s performance when faced with
a phantom that violates this assumption. The phantom, referred to as phantom MI, contains not
only a type 1 inclusion (27 kPa) representing cancer, but four other type 2 (7 kPa) inclusions.
These inclusions are stiffer than the background material, but less stiff than the ‘cancerous’ in-
clusion. The inclusion and background compositions are described in Table 2.2 in section 2.1. A
successful result for the reconstruction algorithm would be to locate the stiffest inclusion within
this more complex geometry. The reconstructions performed on the two inclusion phantom in
section 6.2 were considered successful if one or both of the inclusions were located. For phantom
MI reconstructions to be considered successful, the target ‘cancerous’ inclusion must be located
rather than any of the other inclusions.
Phantom MI was constructed as described in section 2.1. A description of each of the inclusions
in the phantom is given in Table 6.5. Figure 6.15 shows the location of the inclusions within
the phantom. The ‘cancerous’ inclusion is located at (10,−30, 20). Because the heterogeneous
phantom potentially provided a more difficult optimization problem for the GA, the cost functions
ΦSQ,Φ,Γ and τ as defined by Eqs. 3.21-3.27, were examined for a test sweep of forward solutions
with the aim of determining if Φ was acceptable as a cost function or should be replaced with
an alternative. For each of the four cost functions under examination, the background cost was
examined, then the location cost. This is to reflect the two step reconstructions used in this thesis.
Single frequency reconstructions were then performed on phantom MI using Φ. Multi-frequency
reconstructions were performed using ΦC and ΓC as the costs which were calculated using Eqs.
3.35 and 3.36 respectively.
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(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 6.15: Visualization of the location of the inclusions within the phantom MI. The target
‘cancerous’ inclusion is indicated in red.
Inclusion Description Size
1 Cancer (inclusion type 1 10 mm radius
2 inclusion type 2 7.5 mm radius
3 inclusion type 2 7.5 mm radius
4 inclusion type 2 5 mm radius
5 inclusion type 2 10 mm x 3 mm x 4mm
Table 6.5: Inclusion descriptions for phantom MI
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6.4.1 Cost Function Comparison
FE calculations were performed for phantom MI using an actuation frequency of 20Hz and am-
plitude of 0.5 mm for the range of parameters used in the reconstruction, given in Table 4.2 in
Chapter 4 . The cost functions, Φ,ΦSQ,Γ, τ were calculated for each of the forward solutions
using Eqs. 3.21 to 3.27. Cost surfaces for the background parameters, E′B , ζB , and inclusion
location (xc, yc, zc) were examined. For the location problem the a priori inclusion assumption
from Chapter 4 of R = 5 mm, EI = 30kPa and ζI = 10% was used.
Background Cost Surface
Figure 6.16 shows the background parameter cost surfaces. There is very little sensitivity to
damping in all of the cost metrics in the phantom. The correlation cost, Γ, in Figure 6.16c shows
most clearly the low sensitivity to damping, with the contours on the cost surface running parallel
to the y axis (ζB) of the plot. For Φ, Φ
SQ and Γ the minimum ζB = 1%, for τ the minimum
ζB = 2%. Φ, Φ
SQ and Γ produce estimates of E′B of 6.8 kPa, 7.2 kPa and 7.2 kPa respectively,
all within 0.4 kPa of each other. The minimum E′B for τ is higher, at 7.8 kPa.
Location Cost Surface
Figures 6.17 to 6.20 show the location problem cost surfaces for phantom MI for the four metrics,
Φ,ΦSQ, Γ, and τ respectively. Comparing weighted cost Φ with squared error ΦSQ shows that the
homogeneous solution is a higher cost in Figure 6.18 than in Figure 6.17. This is an encouraging
result for Φ, because it is a stronger indicator that the phantom does contain a stiff inclusion.
Figures 6.18 and 6.19, for Φ and Γ respectively, both show a clear minimum in the correct area
of the breast (South East quadrant of the cost surfaces), and a clear maximum in the opposite
quadrant (North West quadrant of the cost surfaces). τ , shown in Figure 6.20, is the worst
performing cost metric for the location optimization. τ is unsuccessful as the phase difference cost
does not take into account how many cycles of phase difference there is between measured and
calculated motion. As the output from the forward simulation is simply the complex displacement,
uc, there is an ambiguity in the calculation of phase using Eq. 3.26. The calculated phase would
need to be unwrapped to be compared to the measured phase for use as a cost function. However,
the other three cost metrics can be used to identify tumor location without the need for phase
unwrapping.
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(a) ΦSQ (b) Φ
(c) Γ (d) τ
Figure 6.16: Phantom MI homogeneous cost surfaces. Squared error, ΦSQ (6.16a), Weighted cost,
Φ (6.16b), Correlation cost, Γ (6.16c) and z phase cost, τ (6.16d). The minimum cost is indicated
by a white circle.
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 6.17: Phantom MI slices through ΦSQ location cost surface.
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 6.18: Phantom MI slices through Φ location cost surface.
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 6.19: Phantom MI slices through Γ location cost surface
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 6.20: Phantom MI slices though τ location cost surface
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6.4.2 Experimental Setup
Single frequency and multi-frequency reconstructions were performed on phantom MI. For the
single frequency reconstructions, the experiments of section 6.1.1 were applied to phantom MI: a
priori assumptions of one ellipsoidal inclusion, two ellipsoidal inclusions, and a spherical inclusion
for 20Hz actuation frequency. The constraints on the reconstructed parameters were the same as
those in Table 6.1 or Table 4.2 for ellipsoidal and spherical inclusions respectively.
For the multi-frequency reconstructions, a frequency sweep of data was used, with data acquired
every 2 Hz from 10 Hz to 60 Hz. The method of optimization was the same as the previous multi-
frequency reconstructions in Chapter 5 where the background material properties were optimized
independently for each frequency and then the inclusion location was reconstructed using the
combined cost function ΦC . Three different multi-frequency reconstructions were preformed: 10
Hz to 26 Hz, 18 Hz to 40 Hz, and 42 Hz to 60Hz. The constraints on the reconstructed parameters
were equal to those given in Table 4.2 in Chapter 4 with E′I = 30 k Pa and ζI = 10% and the
inclusion radius fixed at 5 mm. In addition, a multi-frequency reconstruction was performed on
the 18 Hz to 40 Hz data using the combined cost function ΓC as defined by Eq. 3.36. The number
of model evaluations for each of the reconstructions was recorded and is given in Table 6.7.
6.4.3 Single Frequency Results
Figure 6.21 shows the reconstruction result using a single ellipsoid. The reconstructed inclusion
center is a reasonable match for inclusion location with a centroid difference of 18 mm. The
volume of the reconstructed ellipsoid is 9 398 mm3, overestimating the inclusion volume by 2.37
times. Figure 6.22 shows the reconstruction result assuming two ellipsoids. In this case, the
reconstruction is more successful than the single ellipsoid assumption, with a centroid difference
of 11 mm. Again the volume of the inclusion is overestimated, with the reconstructed volume
1.8 times the true volume. The second ellipsoid is completely outside the breast volume, which
demonstrates that only the target inclusion is identified by the reconstruction algorithm. The
spherical inclusion reconstruction result is shown in Figure 6.23. As with the results of section
6.1 and 6.2, the spherical inclusion provided a good match for inclusion location with a centroid
difference of 11mm.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.21: Reconstruction result for the heterogeneous phantom using one ellipsoid. The target
inclusion is shown in grey. Actuation frequency 20Hz.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.22: Reconstruction result for the heterogeneous phantom using two ellipsoids. The target
inclusion is shown in grey. Actuation frequency 20Hz.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.23: Reconstruction result for the heterogeneous phantom using a 5 mm radius sphere.
The target inclusion is shown in grey. Actuation frequency 20Hz.
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6.4.4 Multi-Frequency Results
Figure 6.24 shows the SNR and the reconstructed E′B across the frequency sweep. The lower
frequencies, those below 14 Hz, have the lowest signal to noise, similar to the multi-frequency
phantom experiments of Chapter 5.
The background E′ results are interesting as the background silicone is the same composition
as previous phantoms, but the presence of stiffer inclusions has produced a higher reconstructed
background E′B . The phantom displays the same increase in reconstructed storage modulus, but
the storage modulus is higher, approximately 7 kPa rather than the 3 kPa found in Chapter 4.
This is an important result for DIET which demonstrates that the homogeneous model fitting is
affected by multiple stiff inclusions.
(a) Signal to noise (b) Reconstructed E′B
Figure 6.24: Signal to noise (6.24a) and reconstructed background storage modulus, E′B (6.24b),
for phantom MI.
Figures 6.25, 6.26 and 6.27 show the optimal region for inclusion location using ΦC as the cost.
Figure 6.28 shows the optimal region for inclusion location using ΓC as the cost. A quantitative
description of the optimal region, as calculated using Eqs. 3.53 and 3.57, for each reconstruction is
given in Table 6.6. All the reconstructions locate the inclusion in the correct area of the breast with
centroid differences of 12 mm or less. The reconstruction for 42 Hz to 60 Hz using ΦC as the cost
provides the closest centroid difference of 8 mm. All the reconstructions similarly underestimate
the inclusion volume to give a reconstructed volume ∼30% of the true inclusion volume.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.25: Reconstruction result for phantom MI using 10 Hz to 26 Hz frequency data with ΦC
as the cost. The target inclusion is shown in grey.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.26: Reconstruction result for phantom MI using 18 Hz to 40 Hz frequency data with ΦC
as the cost. The target inclusion is shown in grey.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.27: Reconstruction result for phantom MI using 42 Hz to 60 Hz frequency data with ΦC
as the cost. The target inclusion is shown in grey.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through phantom
Figure 6.28: Reconstruction result for phantom MI using 18 to 40 Hz frequency data with Γ as
the cost. The target inclusion is shown in grey.
Frequency Cost Volume Centroid
Range (Hz) Function Fraction Difference (mm)
18 to 26 ΦC 0.31 12
28 to 40 ΦC 0.27 11
42 to 60 ΦC 0.28 8
28 to 40 ΓC 0.28 11
Table 6.6: Quantitative description of the optimal region, where Volume Fraction is the volume
of the 25 kPa contour divided by the volume of the true inclusion, and the Centroid Distance is
the distance between the centroid of the optimal region and the centroid of the inclusion.
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Reconstruction # Model evaluations
Single ellipsoid 6497
Two ellipsoids 6478
Sphere
20 Hz 3534
18 Hz to 26 Hz 5373
28 Hz to 40 Hz 6576
42 Hz to 60 Hz 5650
Table 6.7: Number of model evaluations for each reconstruction.
6.4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Each of the reconstructions for the single frequency experiments located the target inclusion and
not any of the other type 2 inclusions present. As demonstrated with the synthetic data in section
6.1.2, a two inclusion assumption can be successfully used to locate a single target inclusion. The
second ellipsoid in the reconstruction shown in Figure 6.22 is completely outside the breast volume.
This is an important result for DIET as the other inclusions, which are not intended targets, were
not present in the reconstructed material property distribution.
The single frequency a priori sphere reconstruction required 3534 model evaluations, the fewest
of all the reconstructions. The number of model evaluations for the multi-frequency reconstructions
ranged from 5373 to 6576, which is a similar number to the single frequency a priori ellipsoidal
inclusion reconstructions. As with the single inclusions phantom results of Chapter 5 the use of
multi-frequency data has not reduced the number of model evaluations required.
All the multi-frequency reconstructions are successful, locating the inclusion in the correct area
of the breast even with the presence of a non-homogeneous background. The reconstruction for
42 Hz to 60 Hz using ΦC as the cost provides the closest centroid difference of 8 mm. However, all
reconstructions have a centroid difference of 12 mm or less which is comparable to the successful
inclusion locations in Chapter 4 where the centroid differences ranged between 7 mm and 15 mm.
These results would be satisfactory for the identification and location of a breast mass for DIET.
The cost comparison using sweep data in section 6.4.1 demonstrates that ΦSQ, Φ or Γ could
be used as a cost function to successfully locate inclusions in the more complex phantom case.
The reconstruction using ΓC as a cost, shown in Figure 6.28, demonstrates that the ΓC can be
employed as a multi-frequency cost. For the reconstruction algorithm presented in this thesis, ΦC
was chosen as the multi-frequency cost function, but the viability of ΓC may be of importance for
future work if some modification to the cost function is required.
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There are two effects that may contribute to the 42 Hz to 60 Hz ΦC reconstruction producing
the best result in terms of locating the target inclusion. These are the SNR and the wavelength of
the motion. The higher frequencies exhibit a consistently high SNR of approximately 12, whereas
between 10 Hz and 30 Hz the SNR varies between 5 and 15. The shorter wavelength of the
higher frequencies is illustrated in Figure 6.29, which displays 20 Hz and 50 Hz data side by side
for comparison. The shorter wavelength of the measured motion may provide a more distinctive
anomaly for the reconstruction algorithm. However, the reconstructions using each of the three
frequency ranges located the ‘cancerous’ inclusion within the complex geometry of phantom MI.
The trade off is an over estimation of the background material properties, which in this case has
not affected location optimization.
(a) Measured displacement at 20 Hz (b) Measured displacement at 50 Hz
Figure 6.29: Measured displacement at 20 Hz (6.29a) and 50 Hz (6.29b) for phantom MI. The
black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated to cover the surface and
projected flat.
The reconstructed background E′ displays the same frequency dependence exhibited by the
phantoms in Chapter 5. The frequencies below 20 Hz show an increasing E′B with frequency which
levels off between 20 Hz and 30 Hz. This dependence can not be attributed to the presence of an
inclusion affecting the background property reconstruction adversely with decreasing frequency,
because the homogeneous phantom reconstruction of Chapter 5 exhibits the same behavior. A
possible cause is the actuation for frequencies up to 20 Hz not being sufficiently sinusoidal, i.e. if
there was some additional undesired motion in the actuation. This data-model mismatch would
account for the lower SNR and the frequency dependence of the reconstructed E′B . However it is
clear from Figure 6.30 that both low and high frequencies are exhibiting sinusoidal motion. The
observed frequency dependence of the reconstructed background E′ may be the result of low SNR
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combined with fewer wavelengths with which to compare measured and simulated motion. These
two effects may have led to an incorrect EB having the lowest cost at the lower frequencies. In
terms of DIET reconstruction the absolute value of E′B is not critical, it is only required that an
inclusion can be distinguished, which has been accomplished in each of the reconstructions in this
Chapter.
(a) Screenshot of actuator at 12 Hz
(b) Screenshot of actuator at 40 Hz
Figure 6.30: Screenshots of actuation at 12 Hz and 40 Hz. Both the low frequency (6.30a) and
high freqeuncy (6.30b) actuation are sinusoidal.
Chapter 7
In Vivo Experiments
This chapter is concerned with the application of the reconstruction algorithm to in vivo data
collected with the DIET prototype. There are three patients in the study, referred to as patient
KF004, KS003, and MS016. Both breasts of each patient were imaged. To distinguish the healthy
breast from the breast containing the tumor an H or a T is appended to the name of the dataset.
For example, KF004T is the breast of patient KF004 which contains the tumor. The description
of each tumor is given in Table 7.1. Note the location of the tumor is described clinically using
the clock position as illustrated in Figure 7.1. The clock position location is the same for either
breast.
Patient Dataset Tumor Location
KF004T 11 mm diameter tumor at 10:30.
KS003T 30 mm diameter tumor 15mm from the nipple between 1 and 2 o’clock.
MS016T 15 mm diameter tumor at 3 o’clock.
Table 7.1: Description of tumor size and location for the three patients.
The data were collected using the DIET prototype system during an ongoing clinical pilot
validation study. The actuation frequency and amplitude used for each patient dataset in the
single frequency reconstructions is given in Table 7.2. The multi-frequency actuation parameters
are given in Table 7.3. The fiducials are the same material as used in the phantom experiments of
Chapter 4-6 and are applied to the breast using a light adhesive. The breast motion is imaged as
described in section 2.2, the same method as the phantom data acquisition in previous chapters,
with the patient lying prone and the breast making contact with the actuator. An example of
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Figure 7.1: Diagram of the location convention for breast tumors.
tracked fidicuals is given in Figure 7.2 which shows the data collected from patient MS016T. The
data is projected on to a patient specific mesh using Eqs. 3.11 to 3.19. The interpolation from
simulated nodal motions to the measurement points is calculated using Eq. 3.20. The sensitivity to
the a priori ζI was examined for KF004T. As with the heterogeneous phantom MI in section 6.4,
the cost functions ΦSQ,Φ,Γ, and τ were examined for patient MS016T to assess their potential
for tumor location. Based on these results, the reconstruction algorithm was applied to the
three patients for single frequency and multi-frequency reconstructions with the constraints on
the parameters given in Table 7.4.
Patient Actuation Frequency (Hz) Actuation Amplitude (mm)
KF004 20 0.5
KS003 30 0.7
MS016 20 0.5
Table 7.2: Actuation frequency and amplitude for single frequency in vivo experiments.
Patient Actuation Frequencies (Hz) Actuation Amplitude (mm)
KF004 10,15,18,20,25,30,40 0.5
KS003 20,30,50 0.7
MS016 16-50 every 2Hz 0.5
Table 7.3: Actuation frequency and amplitude for multi-frequency in vivo experiments.
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Figure 7.2: Tracked fiducial markers for patient MS016T.
Parameter Constraint
Lower Upper Increment
Background
Storage Modulus E′B(kPa) 2 10 0.1
Damping ratio ζB (%) 10 200 10
Inclusion Location
x(mm) -60 60 5
y(mm) -60 60 5
z(mm) 0 80 5
Inclusion radius (mm) Fixed at 5
Inclusion Storage Modulus E′I (kPa) Fixed at 30
Inclusion Damping ζI (%) Fixed at 60
Table 7.4: Constraints on reconstructed parameters in vivo.
7.1 A priori Inclusion Properties
For the phantom experiments in Chapters 4-6, ζI was fixed at 10% after it was discovered that
the change in ΦSQ in response to a change in ζI was two orders of magnitude less than the change
in ΦSQ in response to tumor location. The damping parameter in tissue is much higher than in
the silicone phantoms used in this work, so the a priori sensitivity to ζI in vivo was examined. A
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sweep of forward solves was calculated for KF004T with an inclusion location of (−30, 30, 30), the
approximate tumor location, and an inclusion radius of 5mm, the approximate tumor size, with
ζI varied from 10% to 150% and an actuation frequency of 20 Hz. The variation in Φ
SQ over this
range is shown in Figure 7.3. This was compared to the range in ΦSQ for inclusion location for a
5 mm radius inclusion with a fixed ζI = 60%, shown in Table 7.5. As found in the phantom case,
the variation in ζI had much less of an effect on Φ
SQ than inclusion location thus ζI was fixed at
60% for all in vivo reconstructions.
Figure 7.3: Variation in ΦSQ with ζI .
Parameter ΦSQ range
ζI 2.27× 10−7
Location 2.82× 10−5
Table 7.5: Inclusion damping cost range compared to location ΦSQ range. The range of ΦSQ for
location is two orders of magnitude larger than the range of ΦSQ for inclusion damping.
7.2 Cost Function Comparison
The cost functions Φ,ΦSQ,Γ, and τ were calculated for a sweep of FE calculations throughout
the parameter space using 20Hz data for MS016T using Eqs. 3.21 to 3.27 from Chapter 3. Cost
surfaces for the background parameters, E′B , ζB , and location (xc, yc, zc) were examined. For the
location problem, the a priori inclusion assumption of R = 5 mm, EI = 30 kPa and ζI = 60%
was used with the solutions spaced every 5mm in the parameter space.
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7.2.1 Background Parameters Cost Surface
Figure 7.4 shows the cost surfaces for each of the metrics for the MS016T breast. The major
point to note is how much damping is present in the in vivo case compared to the ζB ≈ 5%
exhibited in the phantom results of Chapters 4-6. The storage modulus of the silicone phantoms
used in this thesis is representative of breast tissue stiffness, but the damping is not. The minimum
combination of storage modulus and damping for ΦSQ, Φ and Γ is found between 2.4 and 2.6 kPa
and 40 to 70 % damping. The τ minimum cost is found at a higher stiffness, 3.4 kPa, and lower
damping, 10 %. Figure 7.5 shows profiles through the minimum cost for each of the cost surfaces.
The Hessian,
H =
 ∂2f∂x2 ∂2f∂x∂y
∂2f
∂y∂x
∂2f
∂y2
 (7.1)
where x the storage modulus E′ and y is the damping parameter ζ, was evaluated numerically
for each of the cost surfaces. The eigenvalues at the minima for the respective cost functions are
given below.
eig(HΦSQ) = 1.0× 10−4
0.0013
0.9107
 (7.2)
eig(HΦ) = 1.0× 104
1.7673
0.0007
 (7.3)
eig(HΓ) =
0.0001
0.6813
 (7.4)
eig(Hτ ) = 1.0× 103
 3.2180
−0.0009
 (7.5)
As indicated by the negative eigenvalue in Eq. 7.5 and can be seen in the profile in Figure 7.5h
the minimum value z phase within the parameter space is a point of inflection. It is unlikely that
the damping parameter is less than 10 % in vivo [59] thus the minimum location in the τ is most
likely a consequence of phase ambiguity in the data.
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(a) ΦSQ (b) Φ
(c) Γ (d) τ
Figure 7.4: MS016T homogeneous cost surfaces. Squared error, ΦSQ (7.4a), Weighted cost,Φ
(7.4b), Correlation cost, Γ (7.4c) and z phase cost, τ (7.4d).The minimum cost is indicated by a
white circle.
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(a) ΦSQ at 40% damping (b) ΦSQ at E′ = 2.6kPa
(c) Φ at 70% damping (d) Φ at E′ = 2.4kPa
(e) Γ at 60% damping (f) Γ at E′ = 2.4kPa
(g) τ at 10% damping (h) τ at E′ = 3.4kPa
Figure 7.5: Profiles though the minima of MS016T homogeneous cost surfaces. The profiles run
parallel to the axes of the plots in Figure 7.4. Squared error, ΦSQ (7.5a, 7.5b), Weighted cost,Φ
(7.5c, 7.5d), Correlation cost, Γ (7.5e, 7.5f) and z phase cost, τ (7.5g, 7.5h).
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7.2.2 Location Cost Surface
Figure 7.6 to 7.9 show the inclusion location cost surfaces for MS016T. The most striking difference
between the in vivo and the phantom MI cost surface shown in Figures 6.17 to 6.20 in Chapter 6
is the complexity of the cost surface. For example, Figure 7.6d shows three minima at (0, 40, 40),
(20, 0, 40),and (−15, 15, 40). As found with the phantom MI, in section 6.4.1, τ is unsuccessful
as a cost function, most likely due to phase ambiguity in the calculation of phase using Eq. 3.26.
However, the tumor is located in the correct position at 3 o’clock using ΦSQ, Φ and Γ.
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 7.6: MS016T slices through ΦSQ location cost surface.
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 7.7: MS016T slices through Φ location cost surface.
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 7.8: MS016T slices through Γ location cost surface
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(a) slice at z = 10 mm (b) slice at z = 20 mm
(c) slice at z = 30 mm (d) slice at z = 40 mm
(e) slice at z = 50 mm (f) slice at z = 60 mm
Figure 7.9: MS016T slices though τ location cost surface
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7.3 Single Frequency Reconstructions
7.3.1 Tumor Location Results
Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 show a projected image of the measured displacement, um, for KF004T,
KS003T and MS016T respectively. For comparison, Figure 7.13 shows the same image for phantom
Tr10. The motion pattern in the phantom is much more regular than that observed in vivo, with
clear circular wave patterns extending out from the actuator. The reconstructed background
parameters for the three patients are given in Table 7.6. E′B is the same order of magnitude as
the phantoms, but the reconstructed background damping parameter, ζB , in vivo is much higher,
ranging from 60% to 120% for the three patients.
Patient E′B(kPa) ζB(%)
KF004T 1.8 60
KS003T 2.9 120
MS016T 2.5 70
Table 7.6: Background parameter results for single frequency in vivo data.
The optimal regions for the tumor location reconstructions are shown in Figures 7.14-7.16, with
the quantitative description of the optimal regions given in Table 7.7. The single frequency tumor
location performed reasonably well, locating a tumor in the correct area of the breast for KF004T,
MS016T and close to the correct area for KS003T. The true tumor location is between 1 and 2
o’clock for KS003T, the single frequency reconstruction placed the tumor at 12 o’clock. In terms
of the optimal region, the reconstruction underestimates the size of the tumor for KS003T, with
the reconstruction only 6% of the true tumor size. For KF004T the optimal region overestimates
the tumor, with the optimal region 1.11 times the size of the true tumor. For MS016T the optimal
region is 52% of the true inclusion size.
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Figure 7.10: Measured displacement for KF004T with an actuation frequency of 20 Hz and am-
plitude of 0.5 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat.
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Figure 7.11: Measured displacement for KS003T with an actuation frequency of 30 Hz and am-
plitude of 0.5 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat.
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Figure 7.12: Measured displacement for MS016T with an actuation frequency of 20 Hz and am-
plitude of 0.5 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat.
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Figure 7.13: Measured displacement for phantom Tr10 with an actuation frequency of 20 Hz and
amplitude of 0.5 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat. The wave pattern is much clearer to the human eye in
phantom data compared to the in vivo datasets.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.14: Single frequency reconstruction for patient KF004T. The actuation frequency was
20 Hz. The true tumor is located at 10:30 and shown in gray.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.15: Single frequency reconstruction for patient KS003T. The actuation frequency was
30 Hz. The true tumor is located between 1 and 2 o’clock and shown in gray.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.16: Single frequency reconstruction for patient MS016T. The actuation frequency was
20 Hz. The true tumor is located at 3 o’clock and shown in gray.
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Patient Volume Fraction
KF004T 1.11
KS003T 0.07
MS016T 0.52
Table 7.7: Quantitative description of the optimal region images for the single frequency in vivo
reconstructions, where Volume Fraction is the volume of the 25 kPa contour divided by the volume
of the true inclusion.
Comparison of Measured and Simulated Motion
The data quality metrics of signal to noise (SNR) and coverage (χ), calculated using Eqs. 3.31
and 3.32, for the three patient datasets are given in Table 7.8. The coverage is better in vivo
than in phantom, with close to 40% coverage for the in vivo data compared to 11-28% for the
phantom data found in Chapter 5. This is, at least in part, due to the application of a greater
number of fiducial markers in vivo. The in vivo SNR, which ranges from 1.6 to 5.6, is lower
than that of the phantom data in Chapter 5, which had an SNR of between 8 and 20. As
stated previously, SNR is, at least in part, a measure of data-model mis-match. The simulated
displacement for KF004T, KS003T and MS016T for the minimum cost background, E′B , ζB , are
shown in Figures 7.17a to 7.17c respectively. In all three patients, the simulated displacement
is smaller than the measured displacement. The measured displacement for KS003T, shown in
Figure 7.11, shows 0.8mm displacement between 1 and 2 o’clock at the chest wall. In contrast,
the simulated displacement is damped to virtually zero in the same location. Although the tumor
location reconstruction has performed reasonably well, it is clear from the visual comparison of
simulated and measured motion that the Finite Element simulations as described in section 2.3
are not providing a good match for displacement in vivo near the boundary condition of the chest
wall.
Patient SNR χ (%)
KF004T 4.6 37
KS003T 1.6 39
MS016T 5.6 39
Table 7.8: Data quality metrics for single frequency in vivo data.
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(a) Simulated displacement for KF004T.
(b) Simulated displacement for KS003T.
(c) Simulated displacement for MS016T.
Figure 7.17: Simulated displacement for the three patients.
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7.3.2 Healthy Breast Results
For KF004H the 20Hz data has a tracking problem, which has lead to the misshapen mesh shown
in Figure 7.18. Thus this frequency was discarded and the 25Hz data was used in the single
frequency reconstruction of KF004H. Figures 7.19 to 7.21 show the measured displacement for
patients KF004H, KS003H and MS016H respectively. Table 7.9 gives the reconstructed background
parameters. The data quality metrics are given in Table 7.10. The SNR is low, ranging from 1.5
to 5 indicating that the fiducials are not following an elliptical path. The measured displacement
for KS003H shows large (∼0.7 mm) displacements at the chest wall at 4 o’clock, 7 o’clock and 11
o’clock. The reconstruction results are given in Figures 7.22 to 7.24. The results are unsuccessful
for all patients, locating a tumor within each of the healthy breasts.
Figure 7.18: Mesh created from 20 Hz data for patient KF004H. There is an obvious motion
tracking problem, thus the 25 Hz data was used instead for the single frequency reconstruction.
Patient E′B(kPa) ζB (%)
KF004H 1.6 80
KS003H 1.7 150
MS016H 1.9 50
Table 7.9: Background parameter results for single frequency in vivo data for the healthy cases.
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Patient SNR χ (%)
KF004H 2.2 33
KS003H 1.5 39
MS016H 5 36
Table 7.10: Data quality metrics for single frequency in vivo data.
Figure 7.19: Measured displacement for KF004H with an actuation frequency of 25 Hz and am-
plitude of 0.5 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat.
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Figure 7.20: Measured displacement for KS003H with an actuation frequency of 30 Hz and am-
plitude of 0.7 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat.
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Figure 7.21: Measured displacement for MS016H with an actuation frequency of 20 Hz and am-
plitude of 0.5 mm. The black squares indicate measurement locations. The data is interpolated
to cover the surface and projected flat.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.22: Single frequency reconstruction for patient KF004H. The actuation frequency was
25Hz.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.23: Single frequency reconstruction for patient KS003H. The actuation frequency was
30Hz.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.24: Single frequency reconstruction for patient MS016H. The actuation frequency was
20Hz.
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7.4 Multiple Frequency Reconstructions
The techniques developed in Chapter 5 are applied to the three patients. The cost function used
was combined normalized cost, ΦC , as calculated in Eq. 3.35. Table 7.11 shows the frequencies
used in the reconstruction of the tumor cases. Table 7.12 shows the frequencies used in the
reconstruction of the healthy breast cases. Frequencies with obvious tracking problems such as
20 Hz for KF004T, shown in Figure 7.18 and 26 Hz for MS016T shown in Figure 3.8 in Chapter
3 were discarded.
Patient Frequencies Used
KF004T 15, 18, 20, 25, 30
KS003T 20, 30, 50
MS016T
16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 28
30, 32, 34, 36, 38,
40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50
Table 7.11: Frequencies used in the tumor case multi-frequency reconstructions
Patient Frequencies Used
KF004H 15, 18, 20, 30
KS003H 20, 30, 50
MS016H
16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28
30, 32, 34, 36, 38,
40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50
Table 7.12: Frequencies used in the healthy breast multi-frequency reconstructions
7.4.1 Data Quality Metrics
The data quality metrics, mean displacement, mean signal to noise and coverage calculated using
Eqs. 3.29-3.32 are shown in Figures 7.25 to 7.27. The mean displacement with frequency in vivo
does not exhibit the multiple resonance peaks within the actuation frequency range as was found
in phantoms in Chapter 5, section 5.2.1. The largest motions occur at 18-20 Hz for each of the
patients. The signal to noise in vivo is lower than that found in the phantom experiments, with
the highest in vivo SNR = 6 compared to the lowest phantom SNR = 8 and the typical phantom
SNR between 12 and 20. KS003 is the poorest dataset in terms of signal to noise, with SNR
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between 1 and 2 across all frequencies for both breasts. The coverage for the in vivo data ranges
from 32% to 40% with no noticeable frequencies exhibiting poor coverage, unlike the phantom
results of section 5.2.1, where the large displacement around the first resonant frequency caused a
corresponding reduction in coverage.
(a) Tumor case (b) Healthy case
Figure 7.25: Mean measured displacement, µA, against frequency.
(a) Tumor case (b) Healthy case
Figure 7.26: Mean signal to noise, SNR, against frequency.
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(a) Tumor case (b) Healthy case
Figure 7.27: Coverage, χ, against frequency.
7.4.2 Tumor Location Results
The multi frequency result for KF004T shown in Figure 7.28 locates the tumor in the correct area
of the breast, with the optimal region providing a similar overestimation of tumor size as the single
frequency reconstruction: 1.12 times the size of the tumor. For KS003T the optimal region is in
the correct location between 1 and 2 o’clock. Again the 5 mm inclusion assumption has lead to an
underestimation of the true tumor volume, with the optimal region 8% of the true tumor size, but
has correctly identified the presence and location of the tumor. The multi-frequency reconstruction
for MS016T for the lower frequencies, 16 Hz to 28 Hz, shown in Figure 7.30, locates the tumor in
the correct area of the breast, at 3 o’clock. The higher frequency reconstructions, 30 Hz to 38 Hz
shown in Figure 7.31, and 40 Hz to 50 Hz, shown in Figure 7.32, both locate the tumor incorrectly,
placing the tumor at approximately 8 o’clock.
Patient Volume Fraction
KF004T 1.12
KS003T 0.08
MS016T
0.54
0.48
0.59
Table 7.13: Quantitative description of the optimal region images for multi-frequency in vivo
reconstructions, where Volume Fraction is the volume of the 25 kPa contour divided by the volume
of the true inclusion. The true tumor is shown in gray.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.28: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient KF004T. The contour is 25 kPa.
The true tumor is shown in gray.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.29: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient KS003T. The contour is 25 kPa.
The true tumor is shown in gray.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.30: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient MS016T using 16 Hz to 28 Hz. The
contour is 25 kPa. The true tumor is shown in gray.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.31: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient MS016T using 30 Hz to 38 Hz. The
contour is 25 kPa. The true tumor is shown in gray.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.32: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient MS016T using 40 Hz to 50 Hz. The
contour is 25 kPa. The true tumor is shown in gray.
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7.4.3 Healthy Breast Results
The multi-frequency result for KF004H is shown in Figure 7.28. The reconstruction result has
placed a tumor at 12 o’clock. The multi-frequency reconstruction result for KS003H is shown
in Figure 7.29. As with the single frequency result of Figure 7.23, the reconstruction has placed
a tumor at 10 o’clock. The multi-frequency results for patient MS016H are shown in Figures
7.30 to 7.32. All three frequency range results have placed a tumor ‘beneath’ the actuator (Note
that the DIET motion tracking is referenced to a z axis which is positive downwards, thus, in
reality, the breast is hanging pendant and actuated from below). In contrast, the 20 Hz single
frequency reconstruction placed a tumor at 4:30 at the edge of the breast. The combination of
multi-frequency data has removed this tumor at the edge of the breast, but still the reconstruction
algorithm is unable to discount solutions ‘beneath’ the actuator.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.33: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient KF004H. The contour is 25 kPa.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.34: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient KS003H. The contour is 25 kPa.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.35: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient MS016H using 16 Hz to 28 Hz. The
contour is 25 kPa.
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(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.36: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient MS016H using 30 Hz to 38 Hz. The
contour is 25 kPa.
(a) Top view (b) Slice through breast
Figure 7.37: Multi-frequency reconstruction result for patient MS016H using 40 Hz to 50 Hz. The
contour is 25 kPa.
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7.5 Discussion and Conclusions
The single frequency tumor location results are encouraging, as for KF004T and MS016T the tumor
was correctly located. Even with the low SNR of KS003T, the tumor location was reasonable,
12 o’clock versus the true location between 1 and 2 o’clock. This is most likely due to the large,
15 mm radius tumor of KS003T having a large effect on motion even in the presence of low signal
to noise. For instance, in the measured displacement for KS003T in Figure 7.11, an anomaly in
the motion pattern between 12 and 2 o’clock can be observed.
For the multi-frequency tumor location, the KF004T and KS003T reconstructions were suc-
cessful, identifying and locating the inclusion correctly in each case. The reconstruction results
for MS016T were mixed, with the lower frequencies, 16 Hz to 28 Hz providing a successful recon-
struction, while the higher frequencies, 30 Hz to 38 Hz and 40 Hz to 50 Hz were unsuccessful at
locating the tumor. In contrast, the phantom MI reconstructions in section 6.4.4 were successful
across all frequencies from 10 Hz to 60 Hz.
One possible reason for the failure of the MS016T reconstruction at the higher frequencies is
the acquisition time. Patient MS016 had seventeen acquisition frequencies compared to three for
KS003 and seven for KF004. This would require patient MS016 to remain prone on the DIET
prototype for upwards of 30 minutes. The data is collected from low to high frequency so the
later, higher frequencies may have been affected more by patient movement than the earlier,
lower frequencies as the patient becomes uncomfortable. In phantoms, there is obviously no such
problem with ‘patient’ discomfort. The next DIET prototype will feature higher specification
cameras which will allow data from each frequency to be collected in seconds, thus reducing the
time required for data acquisition.
The major observation from the in vivo results is that although the tumor location has proved
somewhat successful, there is a mis-match between measured and simulated displacement. Two
possible reasons for this occurring are: the FE model may not suffice for breast tissue, or the
boundary conditions applied to the FE model do not match what is occurring in reality. From the
plots of measured displacement in Figures 7.10-7.12 and 7.19-7.21 it can be seen that the observed
motion is more complex than that observed in the phantom case, for example that of phantom
Tr10 shown in Figure 7.13 and that of phantom H shown in Chapter 4, Figure 4.1b. This is both
evident visually in the plots, and in the SNR of the in vivo data. KS003T has the lowest SNR
and is the dataset with the largest amplitude of actuation, 0.7 mm, compared to 0.5 mm for the
other datasets. The SNR is low for all three acquisition frequencies for KS003T and KS003H
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ranging from 20 Hz to 50 Hz. There is large motion at KS003T at 3 o’clock at the chest wall that
cannot be accounted for with the FE forward simulation used in this thesis. From only the two
amplitudes used on three patients in this thesis, it is not possible to tell whether it is the increased
amplitude of actuation that is applied to KS003 that caused the lower observed SNR. At some
point, increasing the actuation amplitude will invalidate the assumption of linear viscoelasticity,
but the low SNR observed in KS003 may be due to other factors, such as patient movement or
poor actuator contact.
A much larger number of in vivo datasets will be required to determine the optimal actuation
parameters of the DIET prototype with respect to adhering to the linearly viscoelastic model. It
may prove that the linearly viscoelastic model is insufficient, or that it is valid only within a range
of actuation parameters. The former would provide a much greater challenge for reconstruction
because of the increased cost of simulation for non-linear elastic properties, the latter would no
doubt be preferable for any reconstruction algorithm involving numerical simulation of motion.
There is a large difference in material response from the phantom to the patient studies. The
model is not performing well with in vivo data, but it is much more successful with phantom data.
Material assumptions about linearity, isotropy and homogeneity which may be satisfactory for
silicone may be problematic for breast tissue. Certainly the silicone does not exhibit the amount
of damping observed in vivo. More phantom studies are needed to improve the DIET methodology.
As with all phantom design, it is critical for the phantom to exhibit the physical properties of
interest. For example, in optical tomography, the optical properties of the phantom are key [121],
whereas in microwave imaging, the chief concern is the dielectric properties of the phantom [122].
A sensible next step in DIET would be to create a phantom with a skin layer of differing stiffness
to better match the mechanical properties human breast.
All three in vivo datasets show large displacements at the actuator, compared to the simulated
motion which uses the applied actuation of 0.5 mm or 0.7 mm displacement in the z-direction only.
This boundary condition assumes that there is no motion in the x or y direction at the contact
with the actuator. The current DIET prototype does not have the ability to move the actuator
vertically to improve contact with the breast. The prototype under development has this feature,
which will allow a compression of the breast for a better contact with the breast and thus less x-y
motion at the actuator contact. Figure 7.38 shows the mesh created for the MS016T 20Hz data.
As this figure illustrates, the breast is smaller than the hole through which the breast is placed
for data collection. As the DIET prototype is developed, more patient-customizable features will
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allow the hole to be more finely adjusted for patient size and thus reduce the capacity for patient
movement.
(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 7.38: Mesh for MS016T using 20 Hz data. Note the breast is smaller than the hole through
which the breast is placed during data acquisition.
The success with the homogeneous phantom multi-frequency reconstructions of Chapter 5 has
not translated to success with in vivo data. None of the healthy in vivo reconstructions returned
a homogeneous ‘healthy’ reconstruction. The model, θ(E′B , ζB , xc, yc, zc, R,E
′
I , ζB), assumes that
the breast can be approximated by a homogeneous background with the absence or presence of
a stiff inclusion to be determined. The phantom MI experiments in Chapter 6 demonstrated
that this assumption could be used in more complex phantom geometries to locate a ‘cancerous’
inclusion. The in vivo tumor location results shown in this chapter are encouraging, because they
demonstrate that for in vivo tumor location this simple assumption can be also used successfully.
For the healthy in vivo cases examined in this chapter, the assumption is not adequate.
The weakness is in optimizing the background parameters E′B , ζB , which stems from minimizing
the cost between the model and the measured data. The presence of a tumor in the three cases
examined has provided enough motion difference to be identified as a tumor. The absence of
a tumor requires a much stricter adherence to the background model to reject any models that
locate tumors within the breast. The MS016H reconstructions shown in Figures 7.35 to 7.37 all
locate a tumor ‘beneath’ the actuator. There is no motion information at the actuator contact,
only the applied boundary conditions which in vivo may not be correct, a considerable obstacle
to correct FE motion simulation.
To explain why solutions ‘beneath’ the actuator are providing a better fit to the data than
the homogeneous solution, let us examine two cases: an inclusion located some distance from the
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(a) Inclusion location, top view (b) Inclusion location, side view
(c) Inclusions FE solution (1). (d) Homogeneous FE solution (2). (e) Difference between solutions 1 and
2.
Figure 7.39: Inclusion some distance from the actuator (7.39a, 7.39b). Forward simulations with
(7.39c) and without (7.39d) the inclusion, and the difference between the forward simulations
(7.39e).
actuator and an inclusion beneath the actuator. For both cases, the FE mesh is that of MS016H
with an actuation frequency of 30 Hz. Figure 7.39 illustrates the case of an inclusion that is some
distance from the actuator. Figures 7.39a and 7.39b show the location of the inclusion. Figure
7.39c is an FE simulation with the inclusion present and Figure 7.39d shows the homogeneous FE
simulation. Figure 7.39e is the difference between 7.39d and 7.39d, i.e. the anomaly due to the
inclusion. The anomaly is localized around the inclusion.
The case of an inclusion that is ‘beneath’ the actuator is illustrated in Figure 7.40. Figures
7.40a and 7.40b show the location of the inclusion and Figure 7.40c is an FE simulation with
the inclusion present. For ease of visual comparison, the homogeneous FE simulation is plotted
again in Figure 7.40d. Figure 7.40e shows the difference between the simulations shown in Figures
7.40c and 7.40d. Here the anomaly is at the edge of the actuator. For reconstructions from DIET
data, any error in the boundary conditions, such as neglecting x-y motion, which may be common
across all frequencies, or noise at the actuator contact, would appear as misfit to the homogeneous
solution and thus be interpreted as an inclusion beneath the actuator. This creates a blind spot
beneath the actuator from which inclusions cannot be discounted with the available data.
A more serious possibility for the failure of the in vivo healthy case reconstructions is that the
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(a) Inclusion location, top view (b) Inclusion location, side view
(c) Inclusions FE solution (1). (d) Homogeneous FE solution (2). (e) Difference between solutions 1 and
2.
Figure 7.40: Inclusion ‘beneath’ the actuator (7.40a, 7.40b). Forward simulations with (7.40c)
and without (7.40d) the inclusion, and the difference between the forward simulations (7.40e).
model may be too simple to be applied in vivo. The homogeneous background does not take into
account any viscoelastic effects of skin nor the variation of tissue within the breast. Such effects
may need to be incorporated in to the FE model in order to successfully reject tumors within the
breast volume. There is, however, much room for improvement in both data collection and FE
modeling, so as yet, the approach of assuming a tumor until rejected should not be discarded.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
A parallel reconstruction algorithm for the DIET system has been presented. The optimization
algorithm developed and employed here has been shown to be successful for tumor location in
numerical simulation, in phantoms and in vivo. As demonstrated in the numerical validation of
the GA in section 3.7, the algorithm is not dependent on the initial guess. The initial population
was randomly generated for each run of the algorithm. For each of the cases where there was a
single global minimum, the algorithm located the inclusion at the minimum cost or within 5 mm
of the minimum cost solution more than 98% of the time.
The parallelization of the algorithm was essential for the reconstructions of this thesis and has
allowed the reconstruction of viscoelastic properties using patient specific meshes and without the
requirement for pre-calculated sweeps of FE solutions. In the clinical application of DIET, paral-
lelization is critical for this or any other reconstruction algorithm which requires the evaluation of
the forward problem.
FFA was developed to take advantage of the sampling of the cost surface by the GA. FFA was
shown to introduce the correction solution earlier into the population, and to improve convergence
of the algorithm in the test case of section 3.7.2. The relatively small increase in computational
expense of one extra FE calculation per generation is negligible compared to the potential benefits
of introducing the optimum solution at an earlier stage in the algorithm. Certainly if the DIET
system is developed to a point where the tolerance in motion error is well defined, i.e. there is
a known minimum cost level at which a solution can be identified as correct, FFA could be very
effective. FFA may also be applied to other problems, and is not limited to use with the GA. Any
algorithm which samples the cost surface sufficiently could be combined with FFA.
The element projection method employed in this thesis is faster than the node normal projection
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used in earlier work [61] [62]. For the ∼10 fiducials used in those previous experiments this 35
fold decrease in computation time may not have been particularly beneficial, but it becomes
increasingly more important as the number of fiducial markers is increased; approximately 1000
fiducials were used in each of the experiments in this thesis.
The aim of DIET is to be a pre-screening technique which complements mammography for
women who may not have access to screening because of economic or geographic reasons, or for
those who are not eligible for mammographic screening due to age. As such it is required to
identify and locate stiff areas within the breast that require further investigation, ideally with as
few model parameters as possible.
The model of a fixed radius, fixed stiffness sphere to be located within or excluded from the
breast volume has been used to locate an inclusion in phantoms and in vivo. In the phantom
experiments of Chapter 4 the larger inclusions could be used to locate smaller inclusions and vice
versa. A priori stiffnesses of 20 kPa, 30 kPa and 40 kPa could all be used to successfully locate the
inclusion within a background stiffness of ∼3 kPa. For the homogeneous case, the stiffer, larger
inclusions could be excluded from the phantom. However, clinically, the smallest possible inclusion
needs to be discounted. In phantoms, the use of multi-frequency data produced the correct result
for the homogeneous case using an a priori radius of 5 mm and E′I = 30 kPa, a contrast of nine
times the background stiffness.
The credible region results of Chapter 4 demonstrate that currently the credible region for
inclusion location is larger than the inclusion volume, ranging from seven to twenty-five times the
inclusion volume. This shows the uncertainty in the current DIET system, however, the minimum
cost solutions were a good match for the inclusion location for all phantoms, with the exception of
phantom Tr5. The optimal region provides a visual representation of the minimum cost solution
and the surrounding models in parameter space. With an improved data acquisition system, i.e.
a reduction in measurement noise, it is feasible that the credible and optimal regions may be
comparable.
The fixed radius, fixed stiffness sphere model was also used successfully in phantoms with
more complex geometries: two ‘cancerous’ inclusions present, and multiple inclusions of varying
stiffness with one target inclusion. The presence of multiple inclusions in phantom did not affect
the algorithm’s ability to identify the location of the target inclusion with a simple a priori
assumption. In addition, the algorithm developed has the capability to reconstruct ellipsoidal
and multiple inclusions if required, as demonstrated in the synthetic data reconstructions and the
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successful two-inclusion phantom reconstructions in Chapter 6. Both spherical and ellipsoidal a
priori assumptions were used to locate the two inclusions. The a priori assumption of two spherical
inclusions achieved a reconstruction with a ten fold decrease in computation over the a priori two
ellipsoidal inclusions. However, the two ellipsoid a priori provided a better match for the volume
of the inclusions.
The multi-inclusion phantom experiments produced a reconstructed E′B higher than the true
value of the storage modulus of the background material. By using a single inclusion assumption,
the location optimization for the ‘cancer’ was successful, but at the expense of the background
stiffness. This highlights the inherent non-uniqueness in the DIET inverse problem and the impor-
tance of interpreting the reconstruction results in terms of the model used. When using a single
inclusion, multiple stiff areas in the breast cannot be discounted. However, as a pre-screening test,
the correct identification of the presence of an inclusion is a positive result.
The cost surfaces for phantom MI and patient MS016T demonstrate that the cost functions
Φ, ΦSQ and Γ could all be applied successfully in the DIET reconstruction algorithm. The
data quality metrics, µA, SNR and χ have been employed to characterize multi-frequency data
sets and to produce a combined cost function, ΦC . ΦC was found to produce a better than
average reconstruction compared to the corresponding n individual frequency reconstructions at
the expense of an increase in computational cost of approximately n times that of the single
frequency reconstructions. Both cost functions, ΦC , based on squared error, and ΓC , based on
correlation, have been used to produce successful reconstructions for multi-frequency data.
In vivo the presence of an inclusion was identifiable, but the absence of an inclusion was not.
In phantom, using multi-frequency data, the inclusion could be excluded, but in vivo this was not
the case. The encouraging result is that for the three patient datasets examined in this thesis, the
tumor provides enough signal to be located. The tumor sizes of the patients ranged from 11 mm
to 30 mm in diameter and all were successfully located. Further patient data will be required to
test the model with a larger range of tumor sizes.
The weakness in the model selection of θ(E′B , ζB , xc, yc, zc, R,E
′
I , ζB) is that the inclusion is
fitted to the anomaly from the homogeneous model θ(E′B , ζB). In phantom Tr5, this caused the
mis-location of an inclusion. The anomaly was due to the chain reaction of poor motion tracking,
which led to poor meshing, which in turn led to the generation of a poor solution to the forward
problem. For the healthy in vivo cases, the model does not provide a good enough approximation
to the measured motion of the breast to discard all models that locate an inclusion within the
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breast volume. The in vivo data is noisier than the phantom data, with SNR ranging from 1.41
to 5.98 compared the SNR in phantoms which ranged from 7.70 to 19.19. In addition, the chest
wall boundary condition is an unknown that has been approximated by setting the motion of the
nodes at the ‘chest wall’ equal to zero. In phantoms, this boundary condition is satisfactory. In
vivo, the presence of muscle and ribs behind the breast may have an effect on the motion that is
not mimicked in the construction of the phantoms used in this study.
Samani et al. used a zero displacement chest wall boundary condition [103]. However, they
approximated the chest wall topography using a third-order polynomial. In this work the chest wall
is approximated by a flat surface. When using MRI as an imagining modality, image segmentation
can be used on a patient by patient basis to locate the chest wall [105]. Recent developments have
produced algorithms for automatic segmentation of the chest wall [123]. There is no interior
imaging of the breast in DIET, thus to create patient specific chest wall topography using the
current DIET system the chest wall curvature would have to be solved as an unknown in the
inverse problem. This would be a non-trivial addition to the reconstruction algorithm, and there
are other approaches to the problem that may be more prudent. Combining DIET with ultrasound
is one possible area for development. This would give an image of the chest wall to use in the
reconstruction algorithm, but would require that the chest wall imaging could be successfully
automated to produce chest wall topography. Alternatively, a next step for DIET would be to
develop a generic chest wall model based on typical measurements from clinical MRI data, and
test this generic model’s performance using phantoms with various chest wall shapes.
The phantoms also fit the current DIET prototype well and thus make good contact with
the actuator. The actuator contact boundary condition of motion in the z direction only is thus
appropriate in phantoms. The current DIET prototype does not include the capability to raise
the actuator and thus, because of the various breast shapes in vivo, the actuator contact may not
be as good as that exhibited in phantoms. The no-slip actuator boundary condition would be less
appropriate in these cases leading to a greater data-model mismatch. By assuming an inclusion,
the danger is that if the data is noisy enough, or the data-model mis-match is significant, an
inclusion can be fitted to the noise. This has lead to the false positives in vivo.
However, this is the first in vivo data acquired with the DIET prototype. Certainly the tumor
location results are encouraging and demonstrate the potential of current DIET prototype to
locate inclusions in vivo. There are some obvious improvements in data collection that can be
made which may allow the successful homogeneous phantom reconstruction to be translated into
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successful healthy in vivo reconstructions. The further development of the DIET prototype and
how this affects the reconstruction results in a larger clinical trial is the next goal for the DIET
project.
In summary the original contributions presented in this thesis are as follows:
• A new reconstruction algorithm combining a genetic algorithm with fitness funciton analysis
was developed.
• An ellipical shape based description of inclusions was developed, and multiple inclusions
were reconstructed for the first time.
• Building on the work of Jonas Biehler, which allowed meshes to be constructed directly from
data without the need to measure of the phantoms, the first reconstructions using meshes
created directly from DIET data were produced.
• The phantoms used in this thesis are the most realistic DIET phantoms used to date.
• A multi-freqeuncy cost function was developed to produce the first DIET multi-freqeuncy
data reconstructions.
• The first in vivo reconstructions using DIET data are presented.

Chapter 9
Future Work
There are several areas for future work: improvement in data collection, improvement of the
mechanical model of the breast and improvement of the reconstruction algorithm.
The DIET acquisition system is currently under development. The next prototype will use
higher specification cameras and strobe lights which will decrease the imaging time so a frequency
sweep of data can be acquired within several minutes. The in vivo experiments of Chapter 7,
particularly the large frequency sweep of MS016, have highlighted the need for the data to be
taken in as short a time as possible as this would reduce the likelihood of patient movement
during data acquisition. Also, the acquisition time will need to be improved for the practical
implementation of any clinical study. For phantom data, the time requirement is not of concern.
The increased speed of data acquisition could allow the data quality metrics developed in this
work to be calculated during data acquisition, allowing the acquisition frequencies to be tuned to
the patient while still keeping short acquisition times.
The higher specification cameras planned for the next DIET prototype will also provide higher
quality images. In conjunction with the capability of tracking natural features of the skin [119],
this potentially could offer denser and more accurate surface coverage. The possibility of skin
feature tracking without the need to apply fiducial markers to the breast is an exciting potential
development for DIET. Although the application of fiducials to the breast can be achieved in a
couple of minutes, it would be advantageous for the patient not to need fiducials to be applied at
all. Not only would the patient need to spend less time at the screening appointment, there would
be no requirement to wash the fiducials off after the imaging, thus increasing patient comfort.
Results from this work show that in some reconstructions, inclusions can be pushed towards
the actuator, particularly when the motion tracking is poor at that part of the breast surface. The
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poor motion tracking impacts the mesh generation, meaning the mesh is not a good match for the
true geometry at the contact with the actuator. An alternative approach would be to track the
actuator, make it part of the model and apply the boundary condition to the actuator itself, as a
very stiff object in motion.
The boundary condition at the actuator contact is in the z direction with no motion in the x
or y direction. This may not be the case in reality as the breast may slip in the x-y plane at the
contact with the actuator. The ability to move the actuator contact will be available in the next
prototype, which will allow a slight compression of the breast. This may provide a better contact
and allow the no-slip boundary condition to be successfully employed.
The actuator in the current DIET prototype can only be used to actuate at the nipple. Actu-
ation from multiple directions would allow the whole breast surface to be imaged at some point in
the procedure, but the development of a multi-directional actuator is by no means a trivial task.
As with multi-frequency data, each additional dataset, either frequency or actuation location,
increases the computational expense of solving the forward problem.
The Finite Element calculations used to simulate displacement in this thesis are based on the
assumption of linearly viscoelastic behavior and a very simple material property distribution of
a stiff inclusion within a homogeneous background. For the in vivo results in this thesis this
approach was used successfully for inclusion location, but not for the exclusion of a breast mass
in the healthy case. It may be that the model is not sufficient for the human breast due to the
linearly viscoelastic assumption, the simplicity of the material property distribution model, or a
combination of both. Other groups are using hyper-elastic properties to model tissue [124] [125].
One advantage of DIET is that the multiple-frequency data acquisition allows one to chose a
frequency range which best fits the model. It may be that within a certain range of actuation
frequency and amplitude that the motion can be described sufficiently with a linearly viscoelastic
model. Further in vivo studies are required to determine under what conditions the simple model
can be successfully applied or whether a new mechanical model of the breast must be implemented.
The development of a more anatomically correct mechanical model of the breast is a signifi-
cant undertaking, particularly when the model needs to be applied to all patients in a screening
population. Incorporating anatomical features with varying elastic properties such as skin, chest
wall, muscle and connective tissue in to a model that can be applied to the general patient may
require a flexible generic breast model.
A major step to overcome in developing DIET into a viable clinical product is to improve the
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specificity. One possibility for future work is to combine DIET with ultrasound. The benefits
of this potentially are two-fold; the false positives at the actuator contact may be reduced, and
ultrasound could provide an image of the chest wall to be used in reconstruction algorithm. DIET
is intended to be a portable system to increase access to to screening in rural areas. Hand-held
ultrasound transducers, such as the Vscan [126] developed by General Electric, are an exciting
technological development that could be of use in DIET.
The reconstruction algorithm developed in this thesis was parallelized to run on the Bluefern R©
p575 and a Beowulf cluster. Even the simple breast models used in this thesis necessitated the
use of parallel computing to produce reconstructions. The eventual clinical product for the re-
construction algorithm would be a standalone unit capable of performing reconstructions. The
DIET system is intended to be low-cost and portable and obviously the current requirement for
the reconstruction algorithm to have a supercomputer or parallel computing cluster is neither
low-cost nor portable. Although acceptable for the DIET system in its current stage of develop-
ment, the clinical application of DIET will require a highly parallelized reconstruction algorithm
within a standalone device. General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGUP)
may provide the massively parallel processing power required [127]. GPGPU is being employed
in real-time soft tissue simulation for surgical applications [128] and may be a good solution for
DIET.

Appendix A
The Finite Element Method
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a powerful procedure for obtaining discretized, approximate
solutions to partial differential equations. It allows a large range of physical senarios to be modelled
using computers. The following describes the Finite Element approach used to solve steady-state,
time-harmonic solid mechanics problems for three-dimensional models. For an in depth review of
FEM, the reader is referred to the classic text by Bathe and Wilson [129].
Weighted Residuals
The equilibrium conditions for a solid body in a static system can be expressed as a null divergence
of the stress tensor,
σij,j = 0. (A.1)
When considering the intertial forces present in an undamped, steady-state, time-harmonic system,
Equation A.1 becomes
σ¯ij,j + ρω
2u¯i = 0, (A.2)
where ρ is the material density, ω is the system frequency, u¯i is the motion amplitude and σ¯ is
the corresponding time-harmonic stress tensor. In the case where the exact displacement is not
known, it is approximated as uˆ and Eq. A.2 will have a non-zero residual term R, where
R = σˆij,j + ρω
2uˆi, (A.3)
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and σˆ are the approximate stresses given by the approximate displacements uˆ. Ideally, the residual
term over the entire domain will be zero, thus any weighted integration of R should also be zero,
〈
W k(σˆij,j + ρω
2uˆi)
〉
= 0 (A.4)
where 〈〉 means integrating over the three-dimensional domain and W k is an arbitrarily-chosen
weighting function. As the number of weighting functions, Nk, increases, the match between the
approximate and exact stress solutions improves towards the limit
lim
Nk→∞
uˆ = u¯ (A.5)
Interpolating Polynomials
The FE method makes use of interpolating polynomials, φk to describe the value of field variables
at any position within the domain. In this work, linear interpolating functions were used, allowing
a fine discritization of the domain while keeping relatively short integration times. The variable
interpolation within a four-noded tertrahedral element, as used in this work and illustrated in
Figure A.1, takes the form
uˆe =
4∑
k=1
uˆkφ
k(x, y, z), (A.6)
where φk is the linear interpolating function, uˆe is an approximation to the displacement solution
u¯ at location (x, y, z) and uˆk is the the displacement at each node.
Node 1
Node 2Node 3
Node 4
Figure A.1: A linear tetrahedral element with nodes numbered according to the right-handed
convention.
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The Galerkin Method
The Galerkin method is a technique where the weighting functions used in the method of weighted
residuals additionally form the basis functions for the interpolating polynomials,
W k = φk (A.7)
It is standard practice in FE methods to perform the integration of the weighted residual statement
in Eq. A.4 using Green’s theorem,
〈
φki (σˆij,j + ρω
2uˆi)
〉
=
〈−φki σˆij + φki ρω2uˆi〉+{ φki σˆijnjdS = 0 (A.8)
where nj is a surface normal vector. This is the ‘weak’ form of the weighted residual statement.
Stiffness Function Terms
Expressing the differential system provided by Eq. A.2 in terms of displacement requires a con-
version from stress to strain terms. The relationship between displacements, u, and strains, , for
a linear elastic material can be expressed in tensor form as
¯ij =
1
2
(u¯i,j + u¯j,i) (A.9)
while the corresponding relationship between strains and stress is
σ¯ij = λδij ¯kk + 2µ¯ij (A.10)
where λ and µ are the Lame´ parameters, and δi,j is the Kronecker delta function. Substituting Eqs.
A.9 & A.10 into the weighted residual in Eq. A.8 and writing out terms in full for the x-direction
gives
〈
2µ
∂uˆx
∂x
+ λ
(
∂uˆx
∂x
+
∂uˆy
∂y
+
∂uˆz
∂z
)
∂φi
∂x
〉
+ . . .〈
µ
(
∂uˆx
∂y
+
∂uˆy
∂x
)
∂φi
∂x
〉
+
〈
µ
(
∂uˆx
∂z
+
∂uˆz
∂x
)
∂φi
∂x
〉
= −ρω2uˆx (A.11)
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To solve this equation using FEM, Eq. A.11 is reformulated as a system of equations
[k] {u} = {b}, (A.12)
where the stiffness matrix [k] contains the material property terms and {b} contains the forcing
terms arising from intertial forces or externally applied constraints. For the three-dimensional
case, each node has three degrees of freedom, one for each of the three orthogonal components of
diplacement. The local stiffness matrix terms are defined
k11 =
〈
(2µ+ λ)
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂x
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂y
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂z
〉
k12 =
〈
λ
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂y
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂x
〉
k13 =
〈
λ
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂z
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂x
〉
k21 =
〈
λ
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂x
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂y
〉
k22 =
〈
µ
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂x
+ (2µ+ λ)
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂y
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂z
〉
k23 =
〈
λ
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂z
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂y
〉
k31 =
〈
λ
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂x
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂z
〉
k32 =
〈
λ
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂y
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂z
〉
k33 =
〈
µ
∂φˆi
∂x
∂φˆj
∂x
+ µ
∂φˆi
∂y
∂φˆj
∂y
+ (2µ+ λ)
∂φˆi
∂z
∂φˆj
∂z
〉
(A.13)
The local element stiffness matrices are assembled into a global stiffness matrix, which is sparse,
symmetric, and positive definite. The global displacement field, uˆ, can then be calculated via
matrix inversion.
Appendix B
Genetic Algorithm Parameters
There are two competing factors in a genetic algorithm: converging on a solution and exploring the
parameter space. The aim is to explore the parameter space sufficiently to find the global minimum
yet converge on the solution in a reasonable number of solution evaluations. The parameters in
the algorithm that control these two competing factors are:
• K The percentage of the population to keep for mating
• M The percentage of bits to mate in the population
A sweep of forward solutions was calculated for phantom MI in Chapter 6 in order to test the
various cost functions for the location optimization problem. This sweep of forward solutions was
used to tune the parameter options of the GA with FFA. The algorithm was run with K varied
between 10% and 80% and M varied between 5% and 20%. Thirty-two chromosomes were used
with the algorithm limited to 200 generations and run 100 times for each parameter combination.
Two measures of success were used:
• The percentage of runs of the algorithm that converged on the global minimum.
• The number of generations taken to converge.
The results are shown in Figure B.1. There is a clear trend in Figure B.1a where increasing
M and K leads to an increase in the number of generations to converge. Figure B.1b shows the
percentage of runs that converged on the global minimum. The low M , low K reconstructions
are the least successful, which suggests that the algorithm is exhibiting premature convergence
at these low values. There is a dip in success rate at the highest M and K. This is because the
algorithm is limited to 200 generations. At high M and K the algorithm may not reach the global
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minimum before 200 generations. The algorithm is not efficient at these higher values of M and
K.
GAs can be very problem specific [84], so it is important not to tune the genetic algorithm too
heavily to the cost surface of one dataset. For the phantom dataset presented here, M = 40% to
70 % and K = 10% to 20% are parameter choices capable of producing successful reconstructions
consistently (90+% converged on correct minimum). To converge in the fewest generations M and
K should be set at the lower end of these ranges.
203
(a) Number of generations taken to converge.
(b) Percentage of runs that converged on the correct minimum.
Figure B.1: Number of generations taken to converge (B.1a) and the percentage of runs that
converged on the correct minimum (B.1b) for various values of K and M .
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